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I.	 SYSTEM AND BUILDING DESCRIPTION
The Telex plant is located in southern Minnesota near the town of Blue
Earth.	 The plant manufactures tape recorders and other electronic
equipment.
	
The 97,000-square-foot building houses administrative
offices, assemuly areas and warehouse space. the building is of steel
construction with 6 inches of fiberglass insulation between the steel
skins.
Heat for the building is provided by electric ouct heaters mounted in
the air handling units and electric unit heaters. During operating
hours there is also a considerable amount of heat generated by lights,
equipment, and people. During cold weather, the space heating load
ranges between 9-12 million BTUs per day. The average number of heating
degree days for the Blue Earth area is approximately 8,000. There is
very little hot water demand since none of the manufacturing operations
require het water.
Because of the use of electric resistance heating, the Telex plant was
considered a good choice for a solar heating retrofit. A proposal for a
solar system was submitted under the PON-1 Solar Heating and Cooling
Commercial Demonstratio ,i Program. In June of 1976 Telex was awarded a
contract by ERDA (now DOE) to construct a solar space heating system.
InterTechnology/Solar Corporation began the design of the system in
August 1976.	 Construction of the system by Mankato Plumbing began in
August 1977.	 The system began delivering space heating in February
1978.
Figure 1 is a flow schematic of the solar system.	 The collector array
consists of 10 rows of 36 collectors each.	 The ITC/Solar Mark III
collector was used. This collector has gross dimensions of 4' x 8' and
features a single glazing of water white glass and a black chrome selec-
tive coating. The absorber plate consists of aluminum fins snapped onto
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Figure 1: System Flow Schematic
copper tubes. The collectors utilize a 2'2" internal manifold allowing
each row of 36 collectors to be connected in parallel without the need
for external piping.
The collectors are ground-mounted at a 55° tilt angle on a wood truss
structure. The wood trusses are supported by concrete piers. The
bottoms of the collectors are approximately 3% feet above the ground.
Location of the array is the east side of the building with a parking
lot in between. A drain-down type of system was chosen for a number of
reasons. Some of these were:
o	 efficiency--no collector-to-storage heat exchangers required.
o	 simplicity of design
o	 no special precautions needed for summer shutdown.
II. ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
An acceptance test to verify the thermal performance of the system was
conducted by the installation contractor. Mankato Plumbing and Heating 	 ►
in June, 1978.
The test consisted of operating the system on a clear day and measuring
the instantaneous efficiency of the collector array. The IBM data
acquisition system was used to collect the data using the On-Site Moni-
tor.
The data from the test were plotted as efficiency versus (T in Tamb W.
This allows the quantities A and B to be determined. A is the y-inter-
cept and -B is the slope of the efficiency curve. That is,
EFFICIENCY = A - B (T in	 Taml>)/I.
A range of A and B values that are considered acceptable was prepared by
the engineer. the experimentally determined A and B values fell within
this range so the collector installation was considered acceptable. The
acceptance test report is given in the following pages.
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The teGt data taken on the Telex Corporation Solar Heating System
appears to closely follow the expected performance data as submitted
by IntertechnoloCy Solar Corporation.
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• 12s45 96 114 18 83 256 2.0
Teat
12s 55 98 116 18 82 253 0
1:05 100 118 18 84 260 0
is15 102 120 18 84 256 7.2
1:25 105 123 18 84 266 •7
1:35 107 125 18 83 263 2.1
Inlet water average rate of change in Fo/hr 13o F
Average AT - 18 0 F
08%	 Average 0. A. - 830 F
Average Insolation w 251.4) Btu/hr - ft`'
Average inlet Temperature • 960 F
Efficiency • C-	 + Correction factor of 251.X3 8 - •70 + .09 • .79
1	 92-Z	 •09CF p AT x 1 or	 x 251.43 
X	 J.r6-8	
on .0 5251.43
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1t20	 158 247
1130	 159	 88.9 250
1s40	 161 253
100 
	
162	 88.3 250	 14
200	 163 247
Average Insolation - 249 Btu/hr - ft 
Average 0. A. ., 98.60 F
Total change in 20000 gal. storage temperature - 8 0 F
Average inlot Temperature - 1590 F
20,000 x 8.33 x
	
- 1,332,800 Btuh
249 x 10692ft2 - 2,662,308 Btuh	
Eff - .50
X -
	
150-8o	
-.28249
The collector array efficiencey in this test was determined by measuring
the total rise in storage temperature for one hour, with no water being
circulated thru the inside building system. Therofore. all heat being
finally collectod was being retained ±n storage.
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III. MAJOR PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND RESOLUTIONS
There have been two major problems encountered with the Telex instal-
lation. These are discussed below.
Hose Connectiuns - The collectors are int:rnally manitulded with A"
headers. Connections from collector to collector were initially made
with a reinforced silicone rubber hose. Because of the length of the
row (144') and the large temperature range to which the manifolds would
be exposed, there could be changea in the lengtn of the row of up to t
2" due to thermal expansion and co.itraction. It was anticipated that
the silicon hoses would be capable o f absorbing this movement. In the
actual installation, however, it was found that the axial forces could
be transmitted down the manifolds to the hose that was clamped with the
weakest pressure. This hose would then slip on the manifold eventually
resulting in a leak.
The solution was to change all the hoses to a different type. The new
hose has a single "hump" at its midsection which allows it to act as an
expansion compensator. The new hump hose is also constructed of sili-
cone rubber and is capable of withstanding the 350°F-400°F stagnation
temperatures that the absorber reaches. As a further precaution against
Teaks, the hoses were bonded to the copper manifolds using a primer and
silicone adhesive. An unlined hose clamp was also used. The installa-
tion of the hoses took place in the summer and early fall of 1979.
Drain-Down - Tt+_- Telex system relies on the draining of the collectors
for freeze protection. To relieve the vacuum caused by the draining
water, air vents and varuun ► breakers were installed at the outlet of
each row. These were specified to be heat taped and insulated. Over
the weekend of December 2 and 3 a freeze-up occurred which was dis-
covered on Monday. December 3. The freeze-up was confined to the lower
headers of Rows 7 and 10 (Row 1 is the southernmost row). There was no
evidence of freezing in any of the other 8 rows.
9
The IBM computer listing of the system performance showed no unusual
behavior other than some cycling of the solar pump which wa;, to be
expected because of the marginal insolation conditions which prevailed
over that weekend. A close inspection of the air vent and vacuum
breakers showed that under near-zero temperatures the heat tape was not
keer>'ng these devices above freezing. This was due partly to the lack
of tight contact between the heat tape and the bodies of the vents and
breakers and partly to the lack of insulation around the vent holes.
It was not clear, though, how non-operative air vents and vacuum
breakers could have led to the freezing of only 2 rows out of 10. This
is because all the rows are connected in parallel and if any of the 10
sets of air vents and vacuum breakers operate, the entire system would
drain. The actual drain-down time was established by test at less than
10 minutes. It was also found that sections of the pipe and valves that
contained ice due to incomplete draining could be cleared in a few
minutes after the system pump started.
While the freeze problem was being investigated it was decided to run
the system under manual control to eliminate short cycling. The system
(8 rows) was then operated through the month of December only on clear
days. On January 1, 1979, the system was started up and it was noticed
that the absorber plate temperature on row 5 remained high. Upon in-
vestigation it was found that the bottom manifold of this row was
frozen. Examination of the previous day on which the system operated
revealed no abnormalities. At a meeting in January it was decided to
install standpipe vents at cacti row as well as at the north and south
ends of the return header. These standpipes were to be heat taped and
insulated. Also, piping on the supply side was changed to steeper
slope. This work was carried out in February and the system was placed
into operation with 7 rows in March with no further freeze problems.
10
During the summer of 1979 when the hoses were replaced, the 2" flow
equalization tubes inside the 2V -internal manifolds were removed.
Initial tests showed no apparent problems with flow imbalance although
no operational data have yet been accumulated.
IV. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The Telex system is one of the commercial demonstration sites that was
selected to receive an IBM data collection system. The data collection
system became operationa l, in April 1978.
Based on the data that have been accumulated, the collector performance
is very good with all-day efficiencies of 40% to 50% obtained on clear
days. Tables 1 and 2 are taken from the IBM data summary for December
1978 and show the collector array performance and the space heating
subsystem performance respectively. It should he noted that the system
was not operated on a number of clear clays and for most of the month
only 8 rows were in operation.
Calculations using f-chart show that. the system is performing as
expected.
V. INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
The Interim Performance Criteria (NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center publication 981,110001) have been reviewed with respect to the
solar heating system at Telex Communications, Inc., Blue Earth, Minnesota.
In our opinion the system installation complies with all applicable
sections of these criteria.
InterT chnology/Solar Corporation
William S. McEver
Project Manager,
26 October 1979
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APPENDIX A
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Blue Earth, Minnesota
Solar Heating System
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1I.	 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. Introduction
The Telex Solar Heating System is composed of four main subsystems;
o	 solar collectors
o	 controls
o	 thermal storage
o	 heating distribution
The solar collectors used on the project are the Mark III model manu-
factured by InterTechnology/Solar Corporation, Warrenton, Virginia. A
total of 360 collectors are used--10 rows of 36 collectors each. The
collectors have nominal 4' x 8' dimensions giving a gross collector area
of 11,520 square feet. The collectors are oriented due south and are
tilted at an angle of 55° from the horizontal.
B. Solar Collectors
The collector specifications are given on the following page. In order
to increase the performance of the collectors, a black chrome selective
absorber coating and water white glass are used. The black chrome
selective coating is electroplated on a nickel coated aluminum ex-
tension.	 The solar absorptivity and thermal emissivity of the black
chrome coating are nominally 0.95 and 0.12 respectively. The low
thermal emissivity results in reduced radiative heat losses from the
absorber plate and thus increased efficiency.
The water white glass is specially made with a very low iron oxide
impurity content (which gives ordinary glass a greenish cast).	 The
solar transmittance of the water white glass is 0.90 to 0.91. 	 The
slightly rippled pattern in the glass is di r e to the method of manu-
facture and has no effect upon its transmittance. The pattern does,
however, tend to diffuse the light reflected from the surface of the
glass and thus produce a less intense glare.
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Specification 770501
Solar Collector - Medium Temperature
Model Mark III
1. Glazing: Glass, 3/16" thick, tempered low iron, single glazed; T=0.88.
2. Glazing Seal,: Continuous molded EPDM rubber.
3. Pressure Plate: 18 Ga. stainless steel type 304.
4. Fasteners: 3/4" x 010 Truss Head stainless steel sheet metal screws
@ 12 11 + O.c.
S.	 Frame: 20 Ga. galvanized steel, welded corner construction,
full metal back.
6.	 Fin Tube Absorber Assembly.
A. Manifolds: Two, harddrawn, type M copper tubes, 2 112" 0 Nominal.
B. Cross Tubes: Eleven harddrawn, type M copper tubes, 1/4" 0 Nominal,
C. Absorber Fins: Eleven Aluminum Extrusions; .060" x 4.22 x 88.125".
D. Absorber Coating = Black Chrome, cA = 0.94; E = 0. 12.
7.	 Manifold Connectors - High temperature formed rubber hose with hose
clamps.
8.	 Insulation - 1" fiberglass around edges; 3" fiberglass under absorber.
9.	 Working Pressure - 50 PSIG; maximum 100 PSIG.
10.	 Area - 32.0 square feet (47 3/8 11 W x 97 3/8" L x 5 1/4" D overall
dimensions).
11.	 Effective Absorber Area - 29.7 square feet.
12.	 Mounting Provisions - Consult factory.
13.	 Dry Weight - 233 pounds.
14.	 Liquid Volume - .318 ft3 or 19.87 pounds of water.
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The collectors in each row are hooked together in parallel using the
internal manifolds at the top and bottom of each collector. The con-
nections are made inside the collector box using a reinforced silicone
"hump" hose and hose clamps. The hump hoses are also bonded to the
copper manifolds using a silicone adhesive. Thermal expansion and
contraction is absorbed by the hose.
The collectors are supported by a wood structure which is mounted upon
poured concrete piers. The concrete piers were poured to varying
heights to give a slope to the structure for collector draining. The
east side of the structure is approximately 18 inches below the west
end, thus allowing the collectors to drain back to the inlet. The
system will drain anytime the solar system pump stops. As the water
leaves the collectors, air is bled into the system through standpipes
located at the upper west end of each row. These standpipes are heat
taped to prevent freezing. It is important to make sure thA the heat
tapes are in good working order before the onset of freezing weather and
that these standpipes remain clear of ice.
Because the collectors are located below the level of the storage tank,
a sump pit is used to hold the return water from the collectors. A sump
pump takes the water out of the sump and returns it to the storage tank.
An engine-driven sump pump serves as a backup to the primary sump pump
if it fails or if there is an electrical power failure. In addition,
there is an overflow to carry water from the sump to the outside if the
backup fails.
C.	 Controls
The control subsystem controls the operation of the solar system pumps
and control valves. The design and installation of the control sub-
system was performed by Johnson Controls of Minneapolis according to the
specifications of the solar system Pngineer, InterTechnology/Solar
Corporation.
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The control panel is located on the east wall of the building adjacent
to the solar storage tank. In this panel are located the controls for
the solar system pump, the sump pump, the heating distribution pumps and
motorized valves. A number of temperature gauges are also provided on
the face of the panel to allow the performance of the system to be
monitored. The control functions are described in more detail in Section
II and in the Johnson Controls manual, Section IV.
D.	 Thermal Storage
Thermal storage for the solar system is provided by a 20,000-gallon
water storage tank located inside the building at the east end. The
dimensions of the tank are 9' diameter by 42' long. The tank was con-
structed from 5/16" thick hot-rolled steel. Insulation for the tank is
provided by 6" of fiberglass giving a total R value of 20. This insula-
tion results in a temperature drop of less than 1°F per day due to heat
losses.
Piping to and from the storage tank is arranged to make full use of the
storage capacity of the tank. The solar water return and the heating
system supply pipes are located very close to each other at the top of
the south end of the tank. The heating system return water comes back
to the tank at the north end. Although the solar pump is physically
located at the south end of the tank, it is supplied with water from the
bottom of the north end through a 4" pipe mounted inside the tank.
A sight gauge is located oa the south end of the tank to allow a visuil
observation of the water level in the tank. Because the collectors and
associated piping hold a significant quantity of water (800 + gallons),
the water level will vary due to the operation of the solar pump.
Make-up water to the tank is automatically supplied by a low- and high-
level control. The makeup water is treated by a resin-type water
softener. Under normal conditions, the amount of makeup water required
by the system should not be large (less than 1000 gallons/year) since
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the only way water is normally lost is through evaporation. Excessive
use of water indicates a leak in the system.
E.	 Heating Distribution System
Heating of the plant is accomplished by water-to-air heating coils
located in the nine existing air handling units and with three water-
to-air unit heaters. The water coils in the air handlin g units are
located upstream from the existing electric heating elements. This
results in more efficient operation of the solar heating system since
the coldest air reaches the water coil first and can thus be preheated
before it reaches the electric elements. In this way, the water in the
storage tank can be used down to temperatures of 80°F or lower.
The operation of each solar hot water coil is controlled by a thermostat
located in the area of ti.e plant served by the air handling unit in
which the coil is located. The thermostat actually controls the opera-
tion of a two-way valve located in the solar hot water supply line
leading to the heating coil. The thermostat and valve are of the pro-
portional type. That is, the opening and closing of the valve are
controlled by the thermostat in direct proportion to the deviation of
the plant air temperature from that set on the thermostat. This propor-
tional action takes place over a ± 2°F range. Thus, if the thermostat
is set at 66°F the heating valve will be fully c l osed at 68°F and fully
open at 64°F.
If the solar tank temperature is not high enough to provide sufficient
heat to meet the requirements of a particular zone, then the temperature
of the zone will continue to fall. The electric heating thermostats are
set 3°F to 4°F below the solar heating thermostats and will thus turn on
the electric heating coils if the tank temperature is too low. Note
that even if the electric heaters turn on, some heat is still being
extracted from the solar water coil (since it is upstream from the
electric heaters).
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Some of the hot water coils are located where they might be subjected to
cold air from an outside air damper connected to the air handling unit.
These water coils are protected from freezing by a low limit or freeze-
stat located just after the hot water coil. If the air temperature
sensed by any one-foot-long section of the freezestat is below 40°F, the
fan will be turned off and power to the two-way valves will also be shut
off. The two-way valves are specified to fail in the fully open posi-
tion so that water flow through the coil will be maintained.
Three-unit heaters are located in the areas of the plant that are not
served by a central air distribution system. These heaters are con-
trolled by standard on-off thermostats. Whenever the space requires
heat, the thermostat turns on the unit heater fan. When the heating
demand is met, the fan is turned off.
Not water from the solar storage tanks is supplied to the heating coils
by two hot water supply pumps located at the south end of the tank.
These pumps are called P-2 and P-3 on the solar control panel. With the
HOA switch in the (Auto) position, the hot water supply pump selected as
the "lead" pump by the lead-lag switch on the control panel will run
continuously. The other pump (lag pump) will be turned on oniy if the
lead pump cannot supply enough hot water to meet tie demands of the hot
water coils. Water from the toot water supply pumps flows not only
through the heating coils but also directly back to the tank through a
short bypass line. The amount of water passing through the bypass line
is controlled by two regulating valves in the bypass line. These regu-
lating valves are controlled so that a constant pressure is maintained
at the outlet of the pumps. If the heating coils demand more water, the
pressure will fall and the regulating valves will throttle down the flow
in the bypass line to maintain the pressure. If the flow in the bypass
line falls to i0 GPM, a flow switch set to this valve will cause the lag
pump to start up. The lag pump will continue to run until the heating
demands have been met and the hot water coils require less flow. At
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this point the system pressure will start to rise and the regulating
valves will open letting more water flow through the bypass line. As
the flow through the bypass line reaches 160 GPI a second flow switch
senses this and turns the lag pump off. A time delay has been F aced in
the outlet of the first flow switch to prevent rapid pump cycling due to
pressure surges as the lag pump goes off.
II. SYSTEM OPERATION
A brief description +,f the operation of the solar control system is
given in Section IV the Johnson Controls Manual. Normal operation of
the system is with all HOA switches in the A position. The solar system
pumps and valves will then operate automatically to provide solar heat
to the stora?e tank whenever conditions are suitable. The following
sperial operating modes are described below:
1.	 System Shutdown
a. Solar Collectors - Turn HOA switch of P-1 to the O(ff) position.
Lee ,le HOA switch of P-4 (sump pump) in the A position (see note below).
b. Heating System - Tiara HOA switches of pumps P-2 and P-3 to the OFF
post ion.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Always l eave sump pump, P-d, switch in the auto posi-
tion ao the sump can he kept pumped. Never run the sump pump ire the
position unW;s the automatic start and stop level sensors mal-
fu+irt ion.
2.	 System Startup (Fall)
a. Solar Collectors - Turn P-1 switch to AUTO position. H-1 will
start if collector sensor temperature is 25°F greater than the storage
tank temperature.
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NOTE: Never start the system between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 3:00
p.m. on sunny days. High pressures due to generation of steam could
result.
When flow through the collector array is started, verify that sump pump,
P-4, comes on and operates in a stable manner. This may take 30 minutes
after P-1 has st,,r•ted.
Inspect the solar collectors and connections for leaks. Leaks at hose
connectors may be stopped by retightening the hose clamps. A row with a
bad leak can be valved off until repaired. To do this, close the shut-
off valves at the entrance and exit of the collector row, then open the
drain valve at the entrance to the row to allow the row to drain.
Remember to close this valve when the row is again operational.
b. Heat Tapes - There are 1LI heat tapes to prevent standpipes from
freezing. These heat tapes are wired in parallel and connected to a
220-volt line. The heat tapes are controlled by a single outside thermo-
stat. Each heat tape has a resistance of 1850 ohms and draws 0.12 amps.
Thus, the entire circuit draws 1.2 amps. This current is read on a
meter. If any heat tape ii, not operating, the meter will read less than
1.2 gimps.
C. Heating System - When heat is required in the Fall, the heating
pumps can be turned on by switching the HOA switches of P-2 and P-3 to
the AUTO position. If ;here is only a moderate demand for heat, only
the pump selected as the lead pump by th o lead-lag switch will operate.
The solar thermostats should be checked to see that they are at their
proper settings. At the same time th• electric thermostat settings
should also be checked to make sure they are lower than the solar set-
tings.
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If the daytime temperatures are mild but heat is required at night, the
heating supply pumps can be shut off during the daytime and turned on at
night.
3.	 Safety Controls
a. Tank high temperature limit - The tank high temperature limit
prevents operation of the solar pump, P-1, at ftorage tank temperatures
above 195°F. If higher temperatures are desired, the limit can be
raised by adjusting the thermostat control. However, the system should
not be operated whenever collector outlet temperatures reach 210°F.
Normally, the tank will reach 195°F only during periods of mild, sunny
weather during the Fall and Spring. The extra heat storage obtained by
operating above 180°F will generally not be utilized during these
periods.
b. Sump high level - An alarm electrode is-located 2-112 feet from the
top of the sump. If water reaches that level, an alarm will be sounded
on the control panel, the collector pump P-1 will be turned off and
valves V-2 and V-3 will be closed and opened respectively.
NOTE: The automatic shutdown o' P-1 by the sump high level control will
only. occur with P-1 switch in the .'AUTO position.
c. Motor-driven sump pump - The motor-driven sump pump will be acti-
vated only if the electrical power fails and there is water in the sump
above the float setting of the pump. As long as the power remains off,
the pump will operate automatically under the control of its float level
detector.
d. Not water coil freezestats - The hot water coil freezestats are
installed on all the air handling units that have provision for bringing
in cutside air. If the freezestat senses an air temperature of 40°F or
less the air distribution fan will be turned off as well as power to the
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two-way hot water valve allowing the valve to fail to its normally-open
position.
III. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
A. Solar Collectors
There is no regular maintenance required for the solar collectors. If
it becomes necessary to perform any work on the collector such as re-
placing a broken glazing, refer to Appendix C ) the ITC/Solar Collector
Parts, Repair, Installation and Maintenance Manual. Regular inspections
of the collect.,,- array should be made (approximately every two weeks)
and the condit.iGo of the collectors, connectors, etc. noted.
B. Controls
Maintenance of the control system--thermostats, control valves, etc. is
discussed in the Johnson Controls Manual. A log of the system tempera-
tures--storage tank, collector supply and return should be maintained so
that any abnormal operation can be detected. Periodically (approxi-
mately monthly) the times of day that collection is started and stopped
on a clear day should be noted in the log. This will serve as a check
on the operation of the differential controller.
The operation of the heating tapes should be checked whenever the log
data are taken. The normal current drawn by the heating tapes is marked
on the meter. If one or more heating tapes is out of order, the current
will be lower. If this occurs, the defective heating tapes should be
located and repaired.
C. Pumps
Pumps should be oiled according to the manufacturer's instructions. The
setting of the lead-lag switch on the control panel should be alternated
monthly to give P-2 and P-3 the same amount of use.
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D. Valves
The manual shutoff valves should be operated once a year to make sure
they do not become stuck.
E. Standpipes
During extremely cold weather the standpipe openings must be inspected
for ice buildup. Any ice buildup mus< be removed.
F. Water Conditioning
Follow the recommendations of Culligan for the addition of the rust
inhibitor and the regeneration of the water softener.
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FOREWORD
Since 1885, Johnson Controls, Inc. has
pioneered the development of automatic
control systems to meet the exacting needs
of heating, ventilating and air conditioning
installations.
Your Johnson Control System is a precision
system carefully constructed and installed
to provide the highest degree of accuracy
possible. It is the result of the work of
highly skilled engineers and experienced
trade craftsmen. It has been installed for
you by Johnson Controls, Inc., a company
with nearly 100 years experience in all
phases of dutomatic control design, instal-
lation and service. Today's Johnson build-
ing automation systems capabilities include
heating, ventilating and air conC:;tioning
(HVAC) controls, Integrated Control Centers,
Energy Conservation Controls, lighting con-
trol!, fire alarm, security, sound and com-
munications, clock systems, water treatment
and computerized automation systems.
There are certain suggestions which, if fol-
lowed, will protect your building, improve
operating efficiency, and add years of life
to your control and mechanical systems.
Careful regular maintenance is important if
you wish to obtain the best possible results
from your control system. Brief inspections
are outlined to help you prevent any serious
difficulties from occurring.
Many service calls result from insufficient
knowledge of the operation and limitations
of the control system and the heating, venti-
lating and air conditioning (HVAC) system.
The objective of this Operator's Manual, in
conjunction with the "as-built" control
drawings and Product Directory(s), is to
help you better understand your system.
The control drawings show the control sys-
tem "as-built" in your installation. The
Product Directory(s) gives you a general
description of the different type of controls
available from Johnson Controls, Inc. The
Operator's Manuai will give you specific in-
formation on the operation, maintenance and
adjustment of the various kinds of equipment.
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Prior to performing any work on an eleclricdl
apparatus, care must be taken to insure that
the equipment is completely isolated. Elec-
tric and electronic equipment are compara-
tively maintenance free, however, for most
efficient operation, the following preventive
maintenance should be performed:
CONTROLLERS
Check and clean the circuit board and its
terminals periodically to prevent buildup of
dust and dirt.
TC-4100 Temperature Controller
VALVE AND DAMPER ACTUATORS
The actuator shaft should be lubricated
periodically with high- temperature lubricant
which can be obtained through your local
Johnson office. On damper actuators, the
friction points in linkage should also be
lubricated with the same lubricant.
VALVES
Control valves should be visually checked
monthly for leaks and sticking stems. Loss
of the valve's ability to close tightly will
require inspection of valve seats and discs
for wear and system contaminant buildup.
Valve disassembly and repair may require
special tools. Contact your local Johnson
branch office for specific recommendations
and instructions.
..
,r'
Valve and VA-3200 Actuator
0^EN CONTACT DEVICES
Contacts on relays, switches and thermo-
stats that are exposed to the surrounding
atmosphere should be checked periodically
to prevent a buildup of dust and dirt. If an
excess of dust is allowed to collect on con-
tacts, arcing may occur which would cause
the contact surface to p it and corrode. Th(%
result will be premature failure of the contact.
Ma
KZ-4000 Relay
Never use a file or sandpaper to clean con-
tacts. This removes a special plating which
leads to pitting. Clean the contacts by any
of the following methods:
1) blow contacts clean with forced airstream
(CAUTION — air must be clean and dry)
2) brush with soft brush
3) spray with contact cleaner
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PRIMARY CONTROLS
The following equipment and associated con-
trol should be checked periodically. They
should always be checked before extremely
cold weather and before starting up the air
handling system.
1. Hot water and steam supply
2. Chilled water (drained or protected with
anti-freeze)
3. All pumps, including hot water, chilled
water, condensate, etc.
4. Safety controls.
SECONDARY CONTROLS
On secondary systems, periodic checks
should be made to the following whenever
they are applicable to the individual system.
1. Outside air dampers
2. Preheat discharge temperature
3. Dew point temperature
A. Hot and cold duct temperature
S. Return air temperature
G. Humidity
7. Local safety controls, such as low limit,
high limit, and fire detectors.
HVACSYSTEM
A control system cannot maintain proper
conditions within a building unless the
Posting, ventilating, and air conditioning
System is functioning as designed. It is
therefore essential that the maintenance
.+commended by the manufacturer of such
equipment be performed. By the same token,
a control system cannot function properly if
maintenance is not performed on it. In con-
sideration of this requirement, a sample list
of recommended maintenance tasks is listed
below showing typical tasks considered
essential for the continued efficient opera-
tion of the control system(s).
MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST
1. HVAC UNITS
a) review cycle and sequence of operation
b) check controllers and recalibrate as
required
c) repair controllers as required
d) check operation of panel devices
e) clean control panel
f) check damper operation
g) clean and lubricate dampers
h) check operation and sequence of dam-
per actuators
i) repair damper actuators as required
J) check operating range of sequencing
networks
k) check operation and spring range of
valves
1) repair valves as required
m)check operation of safety limits and
minimum positioning devices
n) clean all instruments, covers, ter-
minals, etc.
2. ROOM AND ZONE CONTROL
a) check operation of controllers
b) recalibrate controllers as required
c) repair controllers as required
d) check operation of unit valves or
dampers
e) repair unit valves or dampers as
required
f) clean all instruments, covers, ter-
minals, etc.
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There are two basic types of controls in heat-
ing, ventilation and air conditioning systems,
proportional and two-position. Proportional
controls typically produce a variable 0-16
V.D.C. output signal, which is used to modu-
late or proportionally stroke a valve or dam-
per, In an electric/electronic system, the
majority of the controllers are proportion^'
electronic which produce the above men-
tioned variable 0-16 V.D.C. output signal.
The remaining electric controllers function
in a two-position manner, that is to ether
start or stop fans or pumps, open or close
valves or dampers, or interru p t the variable
0-16 V.D.C. signals of a proportional con-
troller.
ADIUSTIN'., PROPORTIONAL CONTROLS
A proportional controller is In control of the
temperature it is measuring when its output
TC-4550 Temperature Controller
signal is within the spring range of t he c)n-
trolled device. This is determined by mea-
suring the output signal with a D.C. meter
across the output terminals or wires of the
controller. If a signnl between 0 and 16
V.D.C. is read, the temperature measured at
the control!er's sensing element can then be
read and compared to the setting of the con-
troller. Complete check-out procedures are
given in individual controller installation
data sheets available from your local John-
son branch office.
., .•
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TC-4100	 HC - 4 100
Temperature
	
Humidity
Controller	 Controller
Bandwidth
The dial labe l ed 'bandwidth' should be po-
sitioned as far toward the lower end of Its
0-10 scale as possible without causing
'hunting' or cycling to occur in the control
system.
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Troubleshooting
Vilrienever the controller output signal is at a
minimum (0) or maximum (16) value the con-
, roller is not in control and the reason for
this must be determined and corrected. It
Must be determined whether the problem lies
in the control loop (room) or in the system
l oop (HVAC equipment). First determine the
action of the controller. Then rotate the set
point dial slowly toward the temperature at
Vie element to see if the output signal
changes. If the voltage changed, the
controller also recognized there is a
Problem and should not be readjusted. Re-
C '  controller set point dial to its previous
s ,'t point. The problem then is in the system
I )op. When the problem is found and correct-
ed, the controller will automatically return
fie control loop t0 the correct temperature.
responds. The differential setting of these
controllers is factory set, but if caution is
exercised. the differential can be readjusted
in the field.
The controller set point position is indicated
by the value on the dal. The second posi-
tion is determined by ether adding or sub-
tracting the differential from the set point
value. To establish the set point and dif-
ferential, slowly rotate the set point dial
toward the temperature as measured at its
element until the contacts close or open.
Read the dial value. Slowly rotate the dial in
the opposite direction until the contacts open
or close. Read the dial value. The differ-
ence between these two values is the dif-
ferential, and the value of the dal that
matches the measured temperature at the
switchover point is the controller set point.
Then turn the dal to the desired value.
ADJUSTING TWO-POSIT ION CONTROLS
A two-position controller has a point at which
?he contacts open and a point at which t,ie
contacts close. These two points are at dif-
{ , ,rent temperature values. The difference is
r , ferred to as the "controller differential''.
S . )me two-position electric thermostats have
2n adjustable differential which is establish-
el according to the requirements of the con-:
trol loop to which the electric controller
T26A Controller	 A19ABC Controller
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LOW LIMIT PROTECTION
The importance of taking every precaution
against freeze-up of equipment cannot be
over-emphasized. Regardless of the auto-
matic low limit devices furnished, the fol-
lowing procedures should generally be fol-
lowed when there is any indication that the
outside temperature will drop to the pre-
determined low limit setting.
PUMPS
All hot water pumps and/or condensate or
vacuum pumps should be operational.
BOILERS
Boilers and/or converters should be allowed
to cycle on a demand basis.
SUPPLY AND EXHAUST FANS
Supply fans should be allowed to operate on
their normal occupied or unoccupied cycles.
When on the unoccupied cycle, the ou;aide
air and exhaust dampers should be closed
and the return air damper open.
LOW LIMIT THERMOSTAT OPERATION
The low temperature limit protection device
located at the heating coil discharge senses
the lowest temperature along any portion of
its sensing element. When one foot or more
of any portion of the element senses ,a tem-
p4rature as low as the thermostat set point,
the instrument will open the circuit. Since
the thermostat responds to a "spot" type
condition, it is essential that stratification
of air in the mixing chamber entering the
coil be eliminated if proper operation is to
be expected.
Where repeated shut-downs occur as a result
of this condition, a greater tendency exists
for the operating personnel to override or
bypass the low limit protection device in
order to keep the unit running. This is a
dangerous practice and should be avoided.
Further investigation as to the cause of
shut-down should take place to determine
the cause of the problem with rappropriat+e
remedial action.
Low limit protection devices should be
checked prior to the arrival of cold weather.
This can be done by turning the dial to a
warmer setting until the low limit protec-
tion device operates. The setting should
equal the ten»oerature of the entering air or
water. Do	 forget to t,,rn the device
back to the original setting called for on the
control diagram.
S;I EC1A'. PRE ±:4UTIONS
In extreme y cold weather, the following
added precau ion; should be taken: Before
air supp l y systems are started, check steam
traps an(. steam pressure and/or water tem-
perature at the air supply s y stem. After sup-
ply systems are started, check operation of
the control system thermnsiats and observe
for correct functioning with respect to the
temperatures being sensed.
T2F
RETURN
AIR
HEATING
	
COOLING
COIL
	
COIL
Example of Temperature Stratification
(A Stratified condition Could Occur at Point 10 in abov3 Illustration)
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OCCUPANT DISCOMFORT
The first evidence of trouble with the heat-
ing, ventilation or cooling system is very
often a complaint from an individual who is
too hot, too cold or is bothered with drafts.
Go to the person complaining and personal-
ly check the complaint. Experience has
shown that in the majority of cases the prob-
lem behind the complaint is not a malfunction
of the control system. To assist in determin-
ing this, the various factors, other than auto-
matic control, that can create comfort prob-
lems are listed:
I. Zone Control
A person outside of the controlled zone
may feel too hot or too cold. A zone con-
trol thermostat can only sense the tem-
perature at its particular location. Tem-
peratures in all other areas of the zone
are dependent on proper balance of the
heating/cooling distribution system.
2. Sun Load
Direct sunlight on thq thermostat will
cause over-cooling of a zone while direct
sunlight on the individual will cause
over-heating.
3. Covering of Grills
Frequently occupants will cover part or
all of a discharge grill causing improper
heating or cooling. Whenever a grill is
covered, the heating or cooling medium
is not permitted to enter the space to
correct for variances from the set point.
4. Occupant Location
It occupants are located adjacent to out-
side walls or windows they may be sub-
ject to cold air leakage through the
windows and/or radiant cooling from the
wall.
S. Insufficient Conditioned Air Supply
This can be caused by poor air distribu-
tion, dirty filters in the air conditioning
unit, or lack of proper return or exhaus?
air outlets.
8. People and Equipment
Over-heatinq will result if more people
or equi pment occupy an area than was
intended in the original dosign concept.
This can occur when a meeting is held
in an area not designed for this type of
function.
7. Heating and Cooling System
A malfunction, or lack of capacity in ex-
treme weather, of the primary or second-
ary mechanical heating or cooling equip-
ment will result in insufficient heating or
cooling,
8. Psychological Adjustment
Many complaints are pure l y psychologi-
cal, Once a person understands the limita-
tions of a HVet; system, he is more like-
ly to accept the conditions that prevail.
9. Drafts
In systems using air as a menns of heat-
ing and cooling, there must be movement
of air. To many people, even a slight
air motion is uncomfortable. This can
be a problem when an unbalanced sys-
tem causes excessive drafts. Minor
problems can sometimes be solved by
relocation of work stations, however, it
is always best to have a balanced sys-
ten. i.e. proper size, spacing and de-
livery of air distribution equipment (fans,
diffusers, grills, registers, etc.)
10. Wide Fluctuation of Air Temperature
Wide fluctuation of air temperature in an
area can be the result of varying load
conditions or improperly adjusted con-
trols.
11. Stuffiness
A stuffy or smoky atmosphere will nor-
mally result from improper ventilation,
i.e. insufficient fresh air supply, air
too humid. overpopulation. or inadequate
exhaust.
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HVAC EQUIPMENT
Depending on whether the area is too cold or
too warm, and the time of year, check the
heating, ventilating and air conlitioning
equipment that could be Involved. This can
Involve any or all of the following:
1. Boiler
2. Refrigeration Compressor and/or Chilled
Water System.
3. Pumps
4. Secondary Heating and Air Conditioning
Supply Systems.
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS
When a complaint of improper temperatures
has been received, a review of the mechani-
cal system should be made to assure proper
operation of the HVAC equipment. If the
cause of trouble is not due to the mechani-
cal system, conduct the following check of
the control system. (A multi-purpose mater
is necessary to make a thorough check, how-
ever, a limited check can be made visually).
Disconnect Switch
Check the disconnect switch that switches
the power to the control system to make cer-
tain that it has not been switched to the
;'OFF" position.
Fuses and Circuit Breakers
Check the fuses or circuit breakers to make
certain they are not blown or tripped. The
circuit breaker may be part of the disconnect
switch and will throw the switch to the "OFF"
position if it trips. On 24 volt A.C. systems.
the Johnson transformer is of the energy
limiting type. When the maximum current
rating is reached, the voltage will begin to
decrease. When the overcurrent condition is
remedied, voltage will automatically return
to Its correct level. If a fuse has been re-
placed or a circuit breaker reset and it opens
again the local Johnson service department
should be contacted.
Controlled Devices
Check the automatic valve. damper actuator,
etc., to see if they are in the proper position
as called for by the controller. If they are
not, check the actuator along with the con-
troller to see If the actuator responds to
the controller.
Controllers
If the actuator is not in the proper position,
check the controller which controls that actu-
ator as follows:
1. Check to see if the controller is at the
desired set point value.
2. If the condition at the sensor of the Con-
troller has deviated from the controller
set ooint, turn the control)+r set point
slowly to match this condition.
3. Check the actuator again. If it is in the
proper position to provide the heating or
Cooling, chances are the controller is
only out of adjustment.
4. If the Controller is out of ad;ustment, it
should bo readjusted by a qualified ser-
viceman. Call your Johnson service de-
partment for adjusting, or parts replace-
ment.
5. If the actuator does not change positior
when the controller set point is changed,
the actuator or controller could be defec-
tive. To proceed further requires the use
of a multi-purpose meter and a basic
knowledge of electronics.
6. If the owner's personnel have a basic
knowledge of electronics and wish to
troubleshoot malfunctions, a multi-
purpose meter with a sensitivity of
20,000 ohms per volt, capable of read-
ing A.C. and O.C. voltage and resis-
tance in ohms is required.
4
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TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE
By following the troubleshooting Procedure
outlined brlow, specific malfunctions, such
as 100SC :onflections, broken wires, detec-
tive transformers, sensing elements, con-
troller, or actuators can be determined.
Where maintenance is to be performed by the
owner's personnel, replacement equipment
should be stocked or ordered from the ser-
vice department of the local Johnson office.
Controllers
The (allowing procedures will assist in
finding minor control problems:
t. The reverse acting and direct acting out-
put signals of the controller should very
from 0 to 16 V.O.C. as the set point is
varied.
2. Controller should give either a reverse or
dirkc;t acting signal. If both signals are
present at the $ame time, the controller
is defective.
3. Make certain that elements are in good
condition before conducting this test(see next section). Manually change the
controller set point. If either output sig-
nal remains at a maximum or at "0" while
0* set point is varied, the controller may
be defective. If both outputs are "0",
make certain that the controller is getting
A,C. power,
4. If either the direct acting or reverse acting
output is a constant 16 V.D.C. while the
cther is "0", the problem may oe in the
sensing element, remote set point control,
or faulty wiring.
Sensing Elements
If it is suspected that a sensing element in
a system is faulty, it can be checked using
the following procedure:
1. 01sconnect leads from sensing element
to controller.
2. Using an ohmmeter, check for opens (above
2000 ohms) or shorts through the sensing
element.
3. It either of these conditions are detected,
the element should be replaced.
Actuators
if the controller is functioning properly, and
the actuator is still not responding property,
cho,k the following at the actuator.
1. Check the control signal at the red (t)
and blue (—) wires at the actuator. if
there is no signal there may be a broken
wire or loc,se connection between the
controller and actuator.
2. It the proper signal is getting to the actu-
ator. and it still does not function proper-
ly, measure the power supply voltage to
the actuator. This reading should be
24 V.A.C. across the yellow and white.
wires or 120 V.X.C. across the black and
black/red wires depending on voltage
used. If the power supply voltage is cor-
rect, the actuator is defective.
3. If the control signal at the actuator re-
mains at a constant voltage while varying
the controller set point, any of the auxi-
liary devices between the controller and
the actuator should be checked for proper
operation.
Contact your nearest Johnson branch office
if a more complete check-out procedure is
required.
REPAIR
i
Adjustment and repair tool kits can be order-	 Johnson exchange policy. Recommendations
ad from the local Johnson office. They can 	 on proper re p lacement equipment should be
also supply you with repair and replacement 	 obtained from the local branch office. When
equipment. in a majority of cases, it is less 	 requesting replacements, give the equipment
expensive to replace equipment under the 	 code number shown on the control drawings.
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PROGRAMMED MAINTENANCE
or
1.
1i
Programmed maintenance becomes more
important every year. Today's mechanical
and electrical systems are designed with
Closer tolerances than in Itio p,tst. And
they are more interdependent. I t one sys-
tem deteriorates, chances are that other
systems will be affected. Therefore, every
system must be careully maintained to o p-
erate as closely as possible to design
efficiency.
CUT COSTS Two WAYS
Maintenance becomes more specialized uni^er
these conditions. And that ' s where Johnson
can help. Our programmed maintenance plans
match your scheduled needs while saving you
money two ways. First, we eliminate your
expense of hiring and training maintenance
personnel. Second, we, provide you with
trained specialists who are experts in their
field. There is no time wasted isolating
problems or overcomplicating maintenance
procedures. No need to pay full time for
part-time services.
PARTS AVAILABILITY WITHOUT
INVENTORY EXPENSE
What happens when a critical component
failure shuts down part of your system?
D0 you have to wait for days or weeks be-
fora a replacement can be located? And
then pay premium prices and expensive ship-
ping charges? Not with programmed mainte-
nance by Johnson. In the first place, p re-
ventive maintenance eliminates most fail-
ures. But where a rare disruptive failure
does occur. our emergency service minimizes
expensive downtime. And you're assured of
an adequate supply of the necessary replace-
ment parts.
SAVES TEST EQUIPMENT AND
TOOL EXPENSE
Servicing (wilding controls for mechanicil
and electrical systems today requires a wide
range of specialized tools and test equip-
ment. This is a sizable investment for a
building owner. And the equipment is
usually used only part time. Johnson p!o-
grammed maintenance eliminates this in-
vestment while assuring availability of the
latest test equipment and tools.
LONGER EOUIPM ►-• NT LIFE
A regularly-followed maintenance program
extends equipment life by catching minor
problems bolero they become se r ious. And
by replacing worn parts before they can
cause serious damage.
HELPS PREVENT MAJOR BREAKDOWNS
Often a serious system breakdown is trigger-
ed by failure of a minor system cam-.;rent.
This pouches off a series of failures that
ultimately leads to complete system failure.
Wit;i a planned maintenance program. no com-
ponent, no matter how small, is neglected.
UNINTERRUPTED COMFOR .`, ENERGY
CONSERVATION
A programmed maintenance schedule elimi-
nates costly downtime. Uninterrupted,
efficient productivity and fewer occupant
complaints result. A preventive maintenance
program provides yon with assurance that
these systems are always functioning proper-
ly. Efficient o peration conserves energy.
• PROGRAMMED MAINTENANCE BUDGET
Johnson's wide experience in maintaining
controls frjr electrical and mechanical sys-
tems permits establishing a program of pre-
ventive maintenance with predetermined
costs. You can accurately predict and
budget all your maintenance costs. Sys-
tematized chr : 1, hsls spell out everything
Covered in yo.. program. So you know be-
fosehand exactly what is ',o be. done and
when, with no surprises. no Chances for
omissions. It is recommended that you plan
and start a maintenance program at the
start of you+ system's guarantee period.
Johnsen is ready to hand l e your needs on
any basis you wish, from :along total re-
sponsib0 i ty for your entire building to
simply changing filters regularly,
For a customized programmed maintenance
plan for your building, including complete
cost information, contact the Johnson office
nearest you for full details.
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Actuators	 Section A
C/
DA-3200
Electro-Hydraulic
Damper Actuator
For damper control in heating,
ventilating and air conditioning
systems, thv Johnson DA-3200
Elect ro-Hydraulic Damper
Actuator provides direct acting —
proportional action. The DA-3200
with linkage to provide a 3 in.
(76mm) stroke, will oppose up to
50 lbs. (223 N) of force in any
shaft position. For two-position
control a PZ-4000 power supply is
required.
DA-3400
(Valve Actuator with
DA-3400-9600 Lever Arm Kit)
Damper control of large volumes
of air in central heating, ventilating
and air conditioning systems can
be provided when using the
VA-3400 Valve Actuator with a
DA-3400-9600 Lever Arm Kit. The
actuator, furnished for
proportional action, responds to
the direct Dr reverse output signal
of a Cybertronic controller. The
DA-3400-9600 has an adjustable
linkage for a 2-3/4 in. (70 mm) to
15 in. (381 mm) stroke, and will
oppose 950 lbs. (4226 N) of force
extended or 410 lbs. (1840 N) of
force retracted.
VA-3400
with
DA-3400-9600
Lever Arm Kll
DA-5000
Thermal Damper
Actuator
The compact and noiseless
operation of the DA-5000 provides
ideal control of zone dampers in
multi-zone systems, or mixing-box
valves in nigh veloci{y double duct
systems. This actuator offerq
highly accurate positioning of
dampers in response to
proportional low voltage signals
from Cybertronic controllers.
DA-5000
VA-3200
Electro-Hydraulic
Valve Actuator
The VA-3200 provides direct
acting — proportional control of
valves in heating, ventilating and
air conditioning systems. With a
Yoke and stem for direct mounting
to an appropriate valve body, the
VA-3200 has a 1-1/8 in. (26 mm)
stroke and will oppose up to 100
lbs. (447 N) of force. For
two-position control a PZ-4000
power supply is required.
C
r 4
VA-3200
VA-3400
Electro-Hydraulic
Valve Actuator
The VA-3400 is a heavy duty unit
with a 2-1/2 in. (64 mm) stroke
Designed to handle large volume-
of fluid, the VA-3400 will oopose
1000 lbs. (4448 N) of force
extended or 500 lbs. (2224 N)
retracted. With an appropriate
valve body, the VA-3400 prov des
valve proportional control in
central heating and air
conditioning systems. The
actuator may be connected to a
Cybertronic controller for ether
direct or reverse acting control.
l
VA W-0ORIGINAL PA GE ISOF' POO,? QUALITY
B-1
All actuators require a 24 or 120
volts A.C. power source for
operation, and a 0 to 16 volts D.C.
input signal control,
Cybertronic Product Directory
VA-5000
Thermal Valve
Actuator	 -
The VA-5000 Is suitable for use in
fan coil units, in induction units 	 1
and zone reheat. Fitted with
connecting yokes for valves up to
2 in. (51 mm) in size, the actuator
will oppose up to 100 lbs. (445 N) 	 t•
of force extended and 50 lbs. (222 	 ^]
N) of force retracted. The VA-5000 	 VA-5000
has a stroke of 1/2 in. (13 mm)
and 7/8 in. (19 mm).
Valve Bodies	 Section B
VB-3752 VB-3970 VB4322
Service Service	 Pressure Temp.Connection	 Ratings
Steam
Screwed Globe	 35 PSIG (241 kPa)hater fat 281F (139°C)
and/or Water
Steam 150 PSIG (1024 kPa)
Flanged Globe 
	 320F (160°C)
Steam
Water Screwed Globe	 35 PSIG (241 kPa)
and/or @ 281F (139'C)
Steam water
Flanged Globe	 150 PSIG (1024 kPa)
ka) 320F (160°C)
VB Series
Valve Bodies
Johnson Controls manufactures a
line of valve bodies to complement
the Cybertronic actuators. The
valve bodies available are in
several styles: Normally Open,
Normally Closed, Three-Way
Mixing and Three-Way Bypass.
The following table lists the valve
bodies and their characteristics.
Valve
	
Size
In.
1-1/2 to 2
VS-3752
N.O.
VB-3970	 1-1/2 to 6
NC
i
V8-4322	 1-1/2 to 2 Screwed Globe	 150 PSIG (1024 kPa)
Mixing9	 2 1i2 to 6
ater	 ra 320F (160°C)
Flanged Globe
VB-5650	 3 to 6 Water	 Flanged	 150 P`	 —, (1024 kPa) Globe	
°C)Bypass ,^b	 :_	 (160
B-2
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CAGE TRIM
CALVE
All Johnson Cage Trim Valves
feature a rumoveable cage trim
design which provides valve plug
guiding throughout the tra y :l
range and permits high
rangeability. The following table
lists the valve bodies and their
characteristics.
Valve Size
;n.
Service Pressure Temp. Ratings
Steam
VB-3754 35 PSIG (241 kPa)
N. 0. Water W-ter
1/2,	 3/4.	 1 anC c• 400	 ,'900 kPal
Steam @	 .-OF (-29 to o6°C)
VB-3974 Decreasing to
N. C. 345 PSIG (2415 kPa)
C^ 281F (i4o°C)
Water
400 PSIG (2800 kPa)
VB-4324 @ -20 to 150E (-29 to 66°C)
3-Way 1/2	 3/a,	 t, Water
t345 PSIG a(24115kPa)
@ 281F (140°C)
VB-3754
t'
VB-4324
Controllers
	
Section C
fA
s
HC• 4100
Humidity Controller
The HC-4100 Humidity Controller
is a solid-state Cybertronic device
which operates on 24 or 120 volts
D.C. The controller will provide an
output of 0 to 16 volts D.C. for
both sides of null to obtain direct
and reverse proportional action.
The bandwid!h settings for the
revere and direct acting outputs
may be adjusted separately from
1.5 to 25% RH.
a 
^ 7^xpa;_
,low,
.11_`
HC-4100
HC-4550
Room Humidostat
Des gned to provide proportional
control Of space humidity, the
HC-4550 Room Humidostat
controls 1 cr 2 electro-hydraulic
actuators or up to 10 thermal
actuators. The HC-4550 has a D.C.
operating voltage, ur ually
obtained from a VO-4100 or
VO-4200 power supply, and
separate bandwidth adjustments
for each side of null. This
Cybertronic unit s available with
open or closed set point
adjustment.
HC-4550
f3 - 3
LC-3001
Load Liniting Controller
The Load Limiting Controller s
utilized in refrigeration and
electric heat application to limit
current flow. The Cybertronic
controller produces a 0 to 16 volt
D C. p roportional control signal
which varies inversely to the n.)ut
signal supplied by the toroidal
current transformer. The set po nt
s adjustable from 40 to 100 016 of
the rated load current Bandwidth
is adjustable from 5 to 50% of
rated load current. Operating
voltage is either 24 or 120 volts
A.C. and the set point may be
either integral or remote.
LC-1nni
I.
0
00
,y.
TCC--
-
4550 1
TC-4100
tronlc Product Directory
'01
o-Pneumatic Transducer
C-3001 Elect ro-Pneumatic
lucer is designed to convert
-i volt D.C. output signal
1 Johnson Cybertronic
;ler into a proportional . to
G s 1 PSI output pressure.
itput pressure is then used
-ate standard pneumatic
ius in proportional control
,tions.
t
`^ r
PC-3001 Mounted on
TC4100 Controller
g0
Pressure Controller
-4000 Static Pressure
Ier is a solid-state
onic device designed to
• a constant differential
• two air pressures.
stroller senses the
ice in pressure piped to its
I chambers and produces a
volt D.C. signal
onal to the differential for
,m of appropriate
ed devices. The unit may
, )ected for direct or reverse
)utput. Maximum operating
^ is 10 in. W.G. The unit
24 or 120 volts D.C.
input.
TC•4100
Temperature Controller
The TC-4100 is a solid-state
Cybertronic device designed to
provide proportional control of
temperature when used with
appropriate local and remote
sensing elements. The control,er
will operate one or two
electro-hydraulic actuators, up to
six thermal actuators on either
side of null, or a pneumatic
actuator when used with the
PC-3001 electro-pneumatic
transducer. The unit is available to
operate on 24 or 120 volts A.C.,
has various temperature ranges,
and separate bandwidth settings
for direct acting and reverse
acting signals.
TC-4550
Room Thermostat
The TC-4550 Room Thermostat is
available with or without
thermometer and with exposed or
concealod set point. The TC-4550
operating vo yage is usually
obtained from a VQ-4100 or
VO-4200 power supply, and has
separate bandwidth adjustments
for each side of null Each output
will control one or two
electro-hydraulic actuators, up to
ten thermal actuators or a variety
of Cybertronic auxiliary devices.
P	
r r
PC-4000
B-4
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Section E
HE-6000 Series
Humidity Sensing Element
Johnson Humidity Sensing
Elements for Cybertronic control
provide accurate, rapid sensing of
relative humidity in remote spaces
or ducts.
The sensing portion of the
HE-6100 Insertion Element is
mounted In a 6-1/4 In. (159 mm)
channel and covered with an
appropriate protective cap The
HE-6880 Is a wall mounted
humidity element available for
horizontal or vertical mounting.
The element is avaiiable in a room
or insertion model with a carbon
impregnated element which
changes electrical resistance In
response to changes In relative
humidity The element has an
operating range of 20 to 90 0,o RH
with a high degree of stability and
resistance to washout at high
humidities.
For use in JC/80 applications, the
HE-6180 is a duct mounted
humidity sensor with a 20 to 80%
RH The HE-6880 can be mounted
vertically or horizontally for JC/80
use.
HE-6100
00
00
go
HE-6800
If
r
t' s
t_	 A
TE-1610
e}r	
d ,
TE-1900
TE-1101
TE-1700
p roduct	 Appli ca tion	 Models 8 Options
D ct Insertion	 Averaging (8 or 17 ft)7E 1100 Well Insertion
	
Dual Wound, High
Temperature (Standard or Precision)
TE-11C1	 Duct Insertion	 6 in , Standard Precisionor Double Element
TE-1300 Outside Temp Sensor	 Standard or Precision Models
TE-1500 Outside Solar Sensor Used with 7E - 1300
Used with CO -1001
Used with TC-4100
'000 Ohms :1 or 1/4%, 500 Ohms
:1% and 333 Ohms :1% Models
with Packing Nut and Handi-Box
for use with 1-2-1000 Wells
Control — With or Without Set Point
Concealed or Ex posed, Horizontal
or Vertical Mounting Indication
also Available+
Mounts internally on Pneumatic
or Cyberironic Room Thermostat!.
Se parate Mode l for Dewcel r
TE-1100 Series
Temperature Sensing Elements
The TE-1100 Series Temperature
Sensing Elements provide a rapid
linear response to temperature
changes by utilizing a nickel wire
wound element. The reference
resistance is 1000 ohms at 70F
(21 0 C), with a temperature
coefficient of 3 ohms%F°
The standard tolerance is : 10$
and precision elements are
available with a tolerance of t
114 016. The . following table lists the
elements. applications and options
available.
T^
• ^•^ fir •  ^ f
41
TE-1100
	
TE-1601	 Bearing Temp Sensor
TL-1610 Surface Temp Sensor
	
TE-1700	 Strap-on or Well
TE 1800 wall Mounted
Room Sensor
	
TE-1900	 Indication Sensor
ii-5
y
TE-1380
}tit
TE-1980
Models and Options
Dual or Single
Wound. 6 in.
Standard
E-1080 Sprles
• ra-Prechlon Sensing
ments
TE-1080 Series Temperature
, ,sing Elements are
t-precision nickel wire sensors
Igned for use with the JC/80
Iding Automation System. All
• nents are wound to a precise
, ranee of 1000 ohms — 0.1% at
(21°C).
Product	 Application
TE-1180
	
Duct Insertion
TE-1380 Outside Temp. Sensor
TE-2800
Temperature Sensing Element
Designed for use with a solid-state
DO-4000 Series Electric Heat
Controller, the TE-2800
Temperature Sensing Element
with set point is a ,hermtstor type
element.
Models are available with optional
concealed or exposed set point
adjustment and with an optional
thermometer for local temperature
indication.
1 ^	 , f
11 I	 ( 	 .
LN-3000DN-4000
t,
RN-3000
hortronic Product Directory
For Mounting with WZ-1000
TE-1780 Strap-on or Well 	 Wells, Models come with
Packing Nut and Hanoi-Box
Wall Mounted	 Control — Without Set Point.TE-1880 Room Sensor Horizontal or Vert cal
Mounting, Indication
Adhesive Mount for
TE 1980	 indication Sensor	 Sensor only, or Sensorw th Clip for use with
T--4000 The-m,s1a1
00
/L
I/
^^	
00,
TE-2800
`Jetworks
	
Section N
'-4000
oe Proporlloning Network
DN-4000 Time Proportioning
work is designed to provide
urate proportional control for
tnc heating applications. The
4000 will automatically control
, on" time of heating coils in
nortion to the 0 to 16 volt D.C.
out of a Cybertronic
Derature controller. The
work has an adjustable time
of 30 seconds to 5 minutes.
LN-4000
Low Signal Selector
Requiring no external power
supply for operation, the LN-3000
Low Signal Selector is a
solid-state Cybertrontc device.
Designed to select the lower 0 to
16 volt D.C. control signal from
two Cybertrontc controllers, the
output of the LN-3000 can then be
used to position one or two
electro-hydraulic actuators or up
to ten thermal actuators.
RN-3000
Resistance to Voltage
Converter
The RN-3000 Resistance to
Voltage Converter is a Cybertrontc
device which convects a variable
resistance from a 100, 135 or 150
ohm potentiometer into a 0 to 16
volt D.C. output signal. The
RN-3000 requ.,,;s a 24 volt A.C.
supply voltage and is factory set
for operation with a 135 ohm input
potentiometer.
B-6
AO-0100
AO-5000
Remote Set Point Control
 
F1
I
1j 1
OF
AU-5000
A
CO-2200
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Auxiliary Devices 	 Section Q
l
I
AO-4100
Remote Reset Control
The AO-4100 Remote Reset
Controls are motor-potentlorneter
assemblies designed for
readjustment of manual set point
settings from a central control
panel or Johnson Control Center.
They are used with temperature
controllers, measuring badges and
for humidity reset.
The AO-5000 Remote Set Point
Control provides remote
adjustment for a HC-4100
Humidity Controller or a TC-4100
^perature Controller It can
also be used in electronic circuits
for remote night setback. An
indexing knob marked with an
arrow, and appropriately marked
scales are supplied with each unit.
CO-1001
Bearing Temperature Alarm
Unit
The CO-1001 is a Cybertru, c
system designed for measuring
arid producing an alarm from a
high temperature limit On a
bearing block. Two devices
compose the CO-1001 system; the
TE-1601 Temperature Sensor and
the CO-1001 Temperature Alarm
Unit. The unit is direct or reverse
acting with an adjustable set point
from 140 to 18OF (60 to 82°C).
•
.46.-
CO-1001
CO-2100
Floating Alarm Unit
When used with the TO- 4100 and
HC-4100 Controllers, the CO-2100
Floating Alarm Unit provides a
contact closure for high and low
alarm points. Alarm points are
individually adjustable for t 10 010 of
controller span or a maximum of
tOF (55 0 C), on each side of null
with a differential of 1F (10C).
Alarm points need not be
symmetrical about the null point.
Changes in set point adjustment
cause the alarm point to move
accordingly.
`.	 a
rr
CO-2100
CO-2200
Cybertronic Alarm Unit
The CO-2200 Alarm Unit is used
with the CO-4100 series of
temperature and humidity bnages
to provide contact and closures
for two adjustable alarm points.
The alarm points are individually
adjustable from 0 to 100% of the
basic bridge range.
f1-7
DO-4107
without cu.r.rDO-4100
GO-4000-1 5-Point System
Cybertronlc Product Directory
Da-4000 Series
Electric Heat Control
The DO-4000 Series solid-state
Electric Heat Control Units
provide time proportioning control
.,f electrical power to electric
resistance heaters. The 00-:100,
00-4102 and the DO-4103 are
single phase units; the DO-4400,
DO-4500 and the D04600 are
three phase units. All units in the
D0-4000 Series feature a unique
:ero phase-angle switching
technique which minimizes radio
frequency interference and
vaveform distortion in the power
Imes. Both mastct and slave units
ire available in all models.
00-4600 without cover
Product ModelType
Supply
Voltage
Signal
Inputs
Ambinet Temp.
Limits
D0 - 4100 Single 120. 208. 240. 0 to 16 Vo l ts D C 0 to 120FPhase 277 Volts A C Cybertronic -te to 49° C
00-4102 120. 208. 240. Control Signal 0 to 146FPhase 277 Volts A C 0 to 135 Ohms 18 to 63°C
DO-4103 Single dA0 Volts A C from TranSduCer 0 to 150,Phase or Thermos at -ta to 66'C
208,240.	 416 -180. Res i stance from 32 to 120FDO-4400 3-Phase 600 Volts A C Therm stor Temperature a to 49'C
Sensor or
DO 4500 3-Phase 208,240	 416 480. 0 to 20 PSIG ,32 to 12_—	 OFF4-Wire 600 Volts A C (0 to 140 kPa) Signal o to 49 'C
OD 4600 3-Phase 120 208. 277/480 from Pneumatic 32 to 120F4-Wire Volts A C Controller —T77-47-7-to 
G 0-4000
I ndication System
Nvailable to five, eight and
)urteen channel models, the
^0-4000 Indication Systems
rovtde accurate centralized
'tdication of selected remote
.lrtables. Each GO-4000 system is
omposed of a regulated 24 volt
t C. power supply, a D C.
• easuring bridge unit, a variable
ststance input source and a
, 1nal readout device The eight
cannel model is avzilable with or
thout the power supply.
he GO-4100 is a D C bridge unit
;ed for relative position,
, rnperature, or relative humidity.
he relative position bridge may
, so be used for reset applications
All units have separate zero and
span adjustments enabling
individual calibration of each point
in the system
hip
	'.0	 41,	 71
>w GO-4000-5
ASt
GO-4000 . 4	 14-Point S,stem
B-8
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HO-3000
LO-3000
Signal Discriminators
Johnson High (HO-3000) or Low
(LO-3000) Signal Discriminators
are solid-state devices. The units
compare the magnitude of 0 to 16
volt D.C. signals of two or more
Cybertronic controllers, and
rgnroduce the highest or lowest
signal as an output to a separate
circuit. This output can be used to
start or stop central motors, or
modulate central zone actuators at
the same value as the highest or
lowest control signal. The
discriminators have an operating
voltage of 120 or 24 volts A.C. and
do not affect the output signal of
the controllers being monitored.
Discriminators have a maximum
capacity of six controller Inputs.
Two or more units may be
interconnected to provide more
than six channels for a given
function.
zr^^
HO-3000
,.d4	 /^..
i
LO-3000
MO-3000
Minimum Position Network
The MO-3000 Minimum Position
Network is designed for use in
electric control circuits to maintain
a minimum position of a
controlled jevice, or to provide
manual control of one or two
controlled devices.
The MO-3000 has an adjustable
output which can be set at any
value from zoro to maximum
voltage (0 to 16 volts D.C.).
Furnished for 120 or 2a volt A.C.
operation, the unit is available with
integral or remote adjustment via
an AO-4100 Remote Reset
Control.
r	 ,I&,.
i
MO-3000
NQ-4500
Staging Network
Used with Cybertron c controllers,
the NO-4500 Staging Network Is
an auxiliary device designed to
provide two-positio n control as a
function of a proportional control
signal. The NO-4500 is normally
used to sequence stages on a
reciprocating compressor or an
electric, heating unit.
The staging network is composea
of up to three individually
adjustabl9 SPDT relays, each
operated by a separate trigger
circuit. The trigger circuw!s receive
the proportional 0 to 16 volt D.C.
output o' a contro ll er to actuate
correspcnding relays.
-^rrr..Tr:.Tr-;
NO-4500
NO-5002
Solid-State Step Controller
NO-5002 Step Controllers provide
sequential step control of
electrical resistance heaters. The
NO-5002 combines time
proportioning control of the
DO-4000 with the sequential step
co..trol to provide an economical
approach to proportional control
of electric heat.
The NO-5002 is available in four,
six, eight, or ten stages with the 24
volt A.C. Triac pilot duty switching
for use with appropriate electric
heat contactors.
Power input is 24 volts, 50/60 Hz,
275 milliamperes, maximum for
electronic section and 0.6 amp for
each contactor stage.
r
^i
NO - 5002
PO-1001
Damper Position Indicator
Proportional variable resistance
change in response to damper
movement is provided by the
PO-1001 Damper Position
Indicator An auxiliary device,
models are available for both
inside and outside mounting on
ductwork a td damper frames.
PO-1001
B-9
VO-3000
Vo-4100
VO-4000
VO-4200
Power Supply
Cybertronic Product Directory
1
iHO-3000
Reversing Network
The Johnson RO-3000 Reversing
Network is a solid-state device
Nhich reverses the output signal
)f a Cybertronic controller. The
etwork is designed primarily to
provid og sequential control of two
actuators from a single controller.
I n practice, the network inverts
.ontroller output of one side of
lull sc both controlled devices will
receive direct or reverse signals.
he reversing network is available
'or 120 or 24 volt A.C. operation.
^	 r
>T,
RO.3000
SO-3001
Cybertronic Sequencing
Network
The SO-3001 Cybertronic
Sequencing Network is a
5olid-state auxiliary amplifier used
for converting a preselected
Portion of the output of a
Cyberlronic controller into two
Separate 0 to 16 volt D.0 signals.
Networks are available for
)peration On ether 24, or 120 volts
A C , 50/60 Hz supply voltages.
SO-3001
UO-3000
Unison Amplifier
Controlling up to eight
electro-hydraulic actuators in
unison, the UO-3000 Unison
Amplifier is used when the
combined output load of several
final control devices exceeds the
output load rating of the
controller.
The unit accepts a 0 to 16 volt
O C. signal from a control l er and
produces an output of equ?I
voltage capable of operating the
parallel connected actuators The
device operates on a 24 or 120 volt
A.C. power supply input.
VO-4000
VO-4100
Power Supplies
Especially designed for use with
the GO-4000 Indication System
Components the VO-4000 is a
solid-stale. low voltage 0 C power
Su p ply The VO-4000 is suitable
for continuous duty in applications
requiring a well regulated source
of 25 volt D.0 power (70 mA
maximum) Line regulation is 0 5010
for an input of 22 to 29 volts A C.
The '30-4100 is adjustable for a 20
to 25 volt D C output (200 mA
maximum), and will retain full
regulation at any output setting
Line regulation is 05 01c for an
input of 21 to 29 volts A C
For both power supplies, load
regulation is 0 6% from no load to
full load, and maximum r, pole is
50 mV. Recovery from kne and/or
lo2d changes is instar.taneous.
rat ^'t
Rf 0
di iillial
Thr! VO-4200 is a sold-state, low
voltage D C power supply suitable
for conhnuuus duty with HC4550
room humidity controllers and
TC-4550 temperature controllers.
One VO-4200 Power Supply wil'
operate one HC,TC-4550 with up
to two DA/VA-3200
eler;tro-hydraulic actuators
connected The 18 volt DC.
output is !ransi5lor regu l ated and
filtered
t
i
VO-4200
Z
1
I
I
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VO.5000
Cybertronic Product Dlreclory
VO-5000
Power Supply
The VO-5000 supplies 24 volt A C.
power to the heater circuit of a
Foxboro Dewcel lt element for dew
point indication and control
applications. Although factory
connected for 60 Hz operation, the
VO - 5000 is ficld reconnectable for
50 Hz operation.
Accessories	 Section Z
r^
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BZ-1000 Series
Cybertronic Equipment
Enclosures
BZ-1000 Series CybertroniC
Equipment enclosures are used to
house and protect field mounted
Cy;,ertronic equipmen!. Several
standard saes are provided to
match various equipment
mounting space, wring and
conduit connection requirements.
f	
ri,.
•	 t
SZ-1000.2
SZ-1000-7
KZ-4000
General Purpose Relays
'- sted by both Underwrite 's
Laboratories and the C3nad an
Standards Association, the
KZ-4000 General Purpose Relays
are used to control large electrical
loads from Johnson equipment
with low power sources Two relay
contacts are available, DPDT and
SPOT
KZ-4000
KZ-5000
Relays for Cybertronic
Controllers
The KZ-5000 Relays convert a
proportional 0 to 16 volt D C.
output signal of a Cybertronic
controller into a contact closure.
The relays may also be used in
applications requiring two-position
control of relatively large amounts
of electrical power, using low level
D C. voltage. The pull-in and
drop-out points of the SPOT
relays are non-adjustable.
.C-407 _.— -
KZ-5000
VA —I 1
1-.,
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MZ-7000 Series
Indication Meters
Magnetically shielded, the
MZ-7000 Series Indication Meters
are signal readout devices
designed for flush mounting (with
bezel), surface mounting or back
mounting applications. The
accuracy of all models is 1 2% of
the full scale value. Lens, bezel
and mounting adapter kits are
separately available.
. 
7PL--,P
MZ -7006
MZ -006
PZ-4000
Accessory Power Supply
The PZ-4000 Accessory Power
Supply is a solid-state Cybertronic
device used for two-positron
operation of a single DANA-3200
eiectro-hydraulic actuator Two 35
milliampere models are available
to operate 24 or 120 volts A C..
50/60 Hz. Both models produce 16
volts 0 C across 1000 ohms.
IV 7:
PZ-4000
RZ-4500
Precision Decade Box
The RZ-4500 Precision Decade
Box is n variable precision
resistance source for field
calibration of Cybertronic control
and indication systems Thq
decade box provides precision
resistance value used in
operational checkout and
adjustment procedure. A total of
11,110 ohms can be obtained in
ore Ohm increments.
RZ-4500
TZ-4000
Current Transformer
The TZ-4000 Current Transformer
is a Cybertron c device which
measures the alternating current
flowing through a wire and
produces a proportional A C
voltage output signal It is
designed for use with LC-3001
Series Load Limiting Controllers
c0-
TZ-4000
TZ-5000
Step-Down Transformers
Listed by Underwriter's
Laboratories Inc , the TZ-5000
Step-Down Transformers are used
to supply power to 24 volt A.C.
control circuits Theye
tran- Ormers are precision built to
ensure rated power, proper
voltage regulation and maximum
efficiency.
Models are available with 100 to
300 VA ratings at 120 or 200/240
volts, 50/60 HZ line voltages All
2081240 dual input voltage
transformers have a single primary
winding with a tap for the lower
input voltage.
TZ-S000
M-8100
Control Cabinets
Tie M-8;OC Control Cabinets are
general purpose utility enclosures
designed for use in grouping and
protecting vancus components of
pneumatic, electric and
Cybertronic control systems.
Listed by Underwriter's
Laboratories. the P.1-8100 is used
for line vollaca systems or any
other application requrrinq a rated
cabinet The face and back panels
are held in place with continuous.
sold retaining bars.
'	 M 8100
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screws ill 	 the .tole In I,o.ilion.
Ith l'r+ ll (S ANI) la I'I.ACI'!11I.N I — Rcg^alrs are not re-
conul,,. ded in the field. Control rcyuu in g rep;iir should he
rclunlcd hfchaul In lllc faclor\ to the ancntlon of the Ser-
%Ice Adnunl\Iralion Dcl,arintent.
CNROMAIOE NOPRMY — The Id..,rt l IVwRand Cor,rinV ruaranlees Its
1 1 'ur,s nniv In he within IrgnLlr r01 1 melr 1 ,1 1 limits ur.!"s nrherwlse
rladed In w Li m p Parls mamlrsll y drlrrtwe y 11 be rr P l arrd at on arldl-
t Anal ros!, p ut on rlalms Hill De .tllowrd for labor, materia l , or damages In
n4ent In Ihls rrrlace,lent r.l.tlms M111 nnl re Jllmved for material damQed
or broken to 0,1 1 111I  handling, Installing, m by abuse
In .r r hlinn, the rnn'Pa^y r.vrnrl gu.nanlrr prrdn r k iR.imct damage re.
culling limn rnrrnaon, rlerlrnlv%ic or rlher nprr tlinv cnndlllnns beyond
mu ­ nhm rib. r,	 rr%ull In Plr-nalurr la^anr Ill Pte rroelvl
('I
^°far
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LOW LIMIT TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER, Al I
The All Low Temperature Controller provides a warning of low temperature conditions
at heating and/or cooling coils, The All is designed to respond to the lowest average
temperature over any one fov: portion of the 20 foot long averaging element. This con-
troller has an operating range of r rom 35 to 45F. SPST :c^ - cts are provided for either
manual or automatic reset operation.
GENERAL PURPOSE REMOTE BULB TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER,
A19ABC, A19AAF. A19AAC, A19ACA AND A19AAA
The A19 General Purpose Controller provides temperature control for a broad range of
applications. Ranges are available for operation between -30 and 240F with either a
fixed or adjustable differential. SPST contacts, for open high or ooen low operation can
b- provided with either manual or automatic reset operation. The standa r d capillary i s
6 feet long. Optional 10 and 20 foot capillaries are also available. The open high model
is available with a Fjctory Mutual Listing.
LOW LIMIT TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER, A19AAH
The A19 Low Limit Temperature Con-roller is for low voltage applications. SPOT con-
tacts for open low operation are su pplied. This controller has an operating range of 40
to 12OF and a fixed differential of 3/4 °F. A 7 - 1/2 foot long averaging bulb is supplied
as an integral part of the controller. This A19 can be used with Cybertronic control sys-
tems as an outdoor low-limit temperature controller.
HOT WATER CONTROLLER. A19ABC, A19ADB
The A19 Hot Water Controller is available for either direct or remote well immersion
applications. The operating range of the controller is 100 to 240F. The A19, for hot water
control applications, has an adjustable differential with SPOT contacts. The open high
controller is available with manual reset and a 6 foot capillary for remote mounted well
app  icaions.
j	 REMOTE BULB CONTROL WITH RAIN-TIGHT ENCLOSURE. A)9ANC
The A19 Remote Bulb Controller is supplied with a gasketed cover to protect against
outdoor weather conditions. SPOT contacts are provided to operate over a range of 0 to
150F. This controller has a fixed differential and a 10 foot capillary.
HAZARDOUS LOCATION CONTROLLER, A19AUC, A19BUC
The A19 Controller for hazardous locations is e q uip p ed with an integral coiled or remote
bulb element. This controller is designed to operate over -i range of -30 to 50F c r 20 to
8OF with a fixed differential. The remote bulb models are supplied with 6 foot capillaries.
SPACE THERMOSTAT. A19BBC, A19BAB. A19BAC
The A19 S p ace Thermostats are provided with an integral air bulb. Ranges are available
for operation between -30 and I IOF with either fixed or adjustable differential. SPOT
contacts or open high operation can be supplied.
AUTOMATIC Ch.".NGEOVER CONTROLLER, A19CAC
The A19 Automatic Changeover Controller automatically selects the heating or cooling
operating mode of a SPOT thermostat. This controller has an o p erating range of 60 to 9OF
and a fixed differential. Either local or remote strap-on mounting of the bulb is possible.
HOT WATER STRAP-ON CONTROLLER, A190AC
The A19 Strap-On Control l er can be mounted on either vertical or horizontal running pipes.
SPOT contacts are p rovided to operate with a fixed differential over a tem perature range
of 100 to 240F.
FLANGE MOUNTED DUCT THERMOSTAT. A19EAF
The Al  Duct Mounted Thermostat is used forrooftoo units, make-u p heaters, duct heaters
and all-air s y s'.em a pp lications. A flat flange is sup p lied for mounting. This thermostat
is designed W o perate over a range of 30 to I IOF or 60 to 130F with a fixed differentia:.
Contact operation is SPOT.
DUAL BULB THERMOSTAT. A19FBC
The A19 Dual Bulb Thermostat is used f or outdoor at , reset control applications. A se-
lected balance between heating requirements and heating capacity is na ntained. This
controller .s supplied with an operating range of 60 to 14OF and an adjustable differential.
Reset ratios of I to I or I to I - 1 '2 are available. The indoor and outdoor elements have
capilla ry l engths of 10 and 30 feet r esoect,vely. A bulb shield is supplied with :he out-
door element. A19FBC
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A28Af;MULTI-STAGE THERMOSTAT. A36AHA.' A36AHB
The A36 Multi-Stage Thermostat orovides multi-switching operation from one li q uid filled
sensing element. Four SPOT contacts are su ppl ied to operate over a range of 10 to 80F
Either a 10 or IS foot, plain or braided armor capillary is available
PNEUMATIC LIMIT CONTROL A40 	 or
The A40 Pneumatic Limit control opens an integral pneumatic switch when the scnseo t.
temperature reaches the set point. The A40 low limit control has 3 sensing element that
responds only to the lowest temperature along the entire 20 feet of the sensing element.
The A40 high limit control has a remote bulb that senses the air temperaturie in a duct and
opens a pneumatic switch when the sensed temperature becomes excessively high.
A40 low limit controls are available with or without manual reset. A40 high limit control 	 A36AHB
has manual reset.
A40 low limit have a range of 15/55°F and a non-adjustable 5° differential A40 high
limit controls have a range of 140/220 or 100/170 and a non-adjustable 10° differential
MANUAL RESET HIGH LrMIT CONTROLLER. A25AN A2SCN
The A25 High Limit Controller opens on a temperature increase to the set point The
operating range of this controller is 25 to 215F A stop sexing of 125F is also provided
This flange mounted, manual reset controller is available with a Factory Mutual Listing.
TWO-STAGE TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER. A28AA, A28AJ
The A28 Two-Stage Controller is supplied with two SPOT switches, permitting independent
control circuit operation of two networks Controllers Nith o pe r ati n g ranges between -30
and 140F with either a fixed or an adjustable interstage dif f erential are available Models
can be su ppli ed with an integral coil bulb or with a remote bulb having a 6 foot capillary
OPOT TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER.A28AB
The A28 Temperature Controller p r ovides simultaneous switching of two circuits for
changeover control a pp lications Two SPOT switches operate in unison Controllers with
operating ranges of 20 to 8OF or 60 to 90F are available to operate %vith a f ixed differential
TWO-STAGE FAN CONTROLLER, A28MA
The A28 Fan Controller can control two single speed or one two-s peed fan or pump The
bulb and capillary are neopreme coated f or sump pump water control applications The bulb
and capillary are tin plated for aircooled condensora?plications Two SPOT contacts are
supplied to operate with a fixed dif ferential over a range of 40 tc 120F The capillary
i s 6 feet long
i
r^
A28AA
A28MA
I
A40
HIGH LIMIT REMOTE GULB TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER. A70
The A70 High-Limi! Temperature Controller provides open high detection of a high-limit
condition A SPST or DPST contact arrangement for 4-wire. 2-circuit a ppli cat i on s is sup-
plied. This controller is available with an operatio n, range o f 100 to 170E All models
are equipped with a 6 foot capillary
LOW LIMIT REMOTE BULB TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER A70
The A70 Low-Limit Tem p eratu r e Controller piov des o p en low detection of a low-limit
condition. A SPST or OPST cuntact arrangement for 4-wire. 2-circuit ap p lications is
Supplied . This controller is available with an cperating range of I' to 55F or 35 !o 8OF
Lockout models re q uire manual r eset B-bulb models are Supplied with a 6 foot capillary
Controllers can also be furnished with a 20 foct long averaging bulb
TWO-POLE TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER, A72AE. A72CE
The A77 Temperature Controller can be used as a warning of inadeq uate head pressure
when evaporative condensora or cooling towers are used Open o r close low doub l e pole
contacts are included within the NEMA 3 enclosure The bulb and capill+rr are neoprene
coated for corrosion resistance purposes. This controller has an operating range of 25 to
9OF and an adjustable differential
FLOATING OR PROPORTIONAL BULB TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER A80 SERIES
The A80 T^mpera r ure Controller is D r o—ded with a SPOT non-snap-a:!tng switch • one
potentiometer, or two not, tiometeri The A80 ca n p os i tion moto r actuato r s us in g the
standard 1 35 ohm or optional 330 ohm potentiometer configuration When two potentiometers
are included• they are capable of ope rating in unison o r in seque n ce with each other
This controller is available with oDeraUrg ranges between -20 and 245F The remote
bulb element is 6 f eet long , including the capillary
ECONOMIZER CONTROL PACKAGE. A81AA A81GA
The ABI Economizer Control portions M8013 se'ies actuators in outdoor-retur n air damper
system s Mixed •air control is provided with T 10 foot capillary ope r ati n g ove r a r ange of
10 to 9OF Change ove r cont r ol is provided with a 6 'not capillary and either a SPOT or
0PDT contact arrangement, operating over a range o f 25 to 90F
^ m
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PROPORTIONAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER, A82
The A82 Temperature Controller is used with f- +80F and M60H series actuators for in-
dustrial heating, air conditioning and ventilating applications Either a singe or dual
bulb model s available The sin.le bulb controller has an operating range of 50 to 90F
while the dual bulb model has an opera ing range of 60 to 140F
SOLID-ST 1TE TEMPERATURE SENSING ELEMENT, A91 AAA. A91 NAA. A91 PAA
The A91 Solid-Stete Temperature Sensing Element is used f or indoo r and outdoor air and
immersion applications This A91 sensor can be used with electronic motor actuators.
panels or signal centers Operating ranges available are 40 to 90F, 60 to 120F, and (for
outdoor reset applications) 60 to 100F
FLOW INTERLOCK SWITCH. F60
The F50 Flow Interlock Switch is su pplied with a SPST or SPOT contact arrangement
SPST contacts close in response to a flow increase SPC I T contacts are actuated when
a predetermined amount of liquid flow exists Inline mounting is possible using the two
1 '2" N P T pipe connections
GENERAL PURPOSE FLOW SWITCH, F61 KB
The F61 Flow Switch detects a flow or no-flow condition in liquid lines on refrigeration
and heating systems Four flow paddle sizes are available for use in I 2". 3" or greater
than 6 ' p i p e lines The flow or no-flow condition is sent via the SPOT contact arrange-
ment Either NEMA I or vapor proof NEMA 4 enc'osures are available.
SENSITIVE FLOW S W ITCH. F61 KD
The F61 Sensitive Flow Switch makes o r breaks an electrical circuit when ii q uid flow
starts or stops Less than one gpm is r equireo to actuate the switch This large flow
capacity flow switch is mounted in-line using either the two 1 /2" or two 3/4" (depending
upon the model) N P T pipe connections
AIR FLOW CONTROLLER F62AA
The F62 'Air Flow Controller detects a flow or no- fl ow condition o f air in all-air system
ductwo • K This controller r esponds to velocit y an movement only because o f the stainless
.(eel paddle arrangement Paddles are available in two sizes 2•I r 8 " x 6-7/8" or 3-1 I8"
x 6-1 8"- A SPOT switch is ncliiled in the air flow controller.
LIQUID LEVEL FLOAT SWITCH, F63
The F63 is for use in c l osed tanks where a desi r ed liquid level is to be maintained. SPOT
de pendable, enclosed snap-acting !witch provides pro per action for the a pp lication. These
liquid level switches have a I ' NPT brass pipe connector.
ON-OFF MOTOR ACTUATOR. M40A
The M40A motor actuator is a two position motor (on-off action). Power re q uirements 40
VA. 120 V.A.C. or 24 V.A.C. (suggest Y65 transformers for use with 24V models). Field
adjustable travel from 90 to 160 angular degrees Re q uires SPOT low voltage controller.
Timing is 60 sec. per 160 angular degrees, tor que 35 lb. inches (a ppr ox, 25 sq.). non-
spring return
PROPORTIONAL MOTOR ACTUATOR. M408
The M40B motor actuator positions dampers or valves in response to temperature condi-
tions Control signal input (low voltage) 135 to 1000 ohms, 1/2 watt, 3 lead potentiometer
Power requirements 40 VA, 120 V A.C. or 24 V A.C. (suggest Y65 transformers for use
with 24V models) Dual navel of 90 or 160 angular degrees Solid state drive and limits
operating s peed is 60 seconds per 160° angular rotation 35 lb. inches torque. Damper
rating for 25 s q uare feet. Non-spring return.
PROPORTIONAL ACTION MOTOR ACTUATOR. M80A
I
A
M40A
F63
At
M408
1
i
M80A
The M80 Proportional 	 Motor Actuator	 positions dampers	 or	 valves	 in response	 tc	 :e"per-
azure	 conditions	 Tem perature
	
conditions	 are	 se n t	 to the motor	 actuato r	in	 the	 form o r a
contro l	signal	 The	 control	 signal	 originates	 f rom	 a	 remote	 ba l anced	 ­ ' a y	 or	 electronic
contrt.'	 panel	 A	 135	 ohm	 potentiome t er	 arrangement	 is	 supplied	 f or	 operation	 with	 24
volt A C
	
control	 s y stems	 O p erating s p eed	 is 60 seconds for	 160° angular rotation
SOLID-STATE PROPORTIONAL MOTOR ACTUATOR 	 M80F	 M80H
The
	
M80	 Solid-Stare
	 Moto r	Actuato r	po;,tions	 d-impers	 or	 valves	 in	 co ortr	 r Cial	 ano	 in-
dustria	 control	 a p plications.
	
Thi;	 general	 pur p ose	 actuato r	is	 uses	 • •rh	 1-1ead	 con-
trollers	 offering	 r esistances
	 r• om	1 35	 to	 I0j0	 ohms	 at	 1	 '2	 -att	 Solid-state	 dri ve, 	ad-
lustable
	
travel	 limits,
	 an ,,	 Doi
	 or	 two	 adlustable	 auxiliary	 switches	 are	 all	 part	 of	 the
basic actuator	 Mode l : are available wi,h or without s prin g return for 24 volt A C	 control
systems	 Operas -&	 speed	 is	 60	 sec prds	 f or	 160°	 angular	 ri cat i o n .	 M80H	 is	 listed	 by
Underwriter
	
s	 Labo r atories.
	 I nc. .f
ON-OFF MOTO P ACTUATOR	 M81A
The
	
f'181	 M utor	 Actuator	 positions	 dampers	 and	 valves	 in	 a	 two-pos:non	 manner	 This M80 Series
24	 volt	 A.C.	 actuator	 is	 used	 with	 3-wire	 SPOT	 controllers	 having	 a	 minimum	 current
rating of	 1 .0 ampere. Adjustable travel 	 limits and one or	 two 'adlustable auxiliary	 switches
are	 part	 of	 the	 basic	 Underwnte r s	 Laboratories	 listed	 actuator.	 Botn	 spring r eturn	 and
non-spring	 return	 models	 are	 availahle	 with	 operating	 speeds	 of	 60	 seconds	 per	 160°
angular	 rotation.
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ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL PACKAGE. M90A
The M90 Electronic Control Package positions dampers and valves In HVAC systems.
The control package can be used with one or two solid-state temperature sensing ele-
rents. This 24 volt A C. control package has an adjustable r atio. adjustable travel limits.
and an operating speed of 60 secomis per 160° angular rotation.
	
1, .	 •^►- ^.r'
CONTROL CABINETS, M-8000, M-8100	 ` =	 Irr
`-	 I ^'	 a
The M-8100 control cabinets are general purpose utility enclosures for use In grou p ing and
protecting electric, electronic control cnnponents. 	 4.	 JJ
It 1 i
The cabinet frame is 6063-TS a!loy with fluted surfaces. All corners riveted and support-
	 M90A	 '.l. _J	 I I ^"t • ^^ed. A face panel and mounting back panel are su pp lied. The M-8100 Is listed by Under-	 {'	 *	 1
writers' Laboratories and Is used for line voltage s y \:tins or any other application re-
quinng a rater) cabinet. Sizes Include widths f• .„ 12 to 36
	
height from 18 to 48". depth
from 7 to i".	 t9100
STEAM PRESSURE CONTROL - LER, P47FA, P47GA. P47AA. P47BA
The
	
P a? Steam	 Pressure Controller	 Is designed for high-IImit and
	
operating control	 apple-
A	 single,
	 twofor	 42-cations.	 d,	 -dole	 contact arrangement 	 -wore.	 circuit systems.	 can	 bex".L;Z.
A•^
.
supplied
	 to	 op!ti	 or	 close
	
high.
	 Operating	 ranges
	
between	 -2J"	 w Z.	 and	 150	 psi&	 are 11
available.
	
I_ockout mode l s require manual	 reset
LOW RANGE PRESSURE CONTROLLER. P67AA y ^
The P67 Low Range Pressure Control Is used to o perate an elec:rlcal device In response
to	 a	 pneumatic	 control	 signal	 A	 OPST	 contactarrangemel. r	is	 pro.Ided
	 to	 open	 in	 re-
sponse to a	 decrease
	
in	 pressure
	
This	 controller has
	 an	 operat,'+Q range of
	 3	 to	 30 psi& 1	
U77,
and
	
an	 adjustable
	
differential
	 of	 1-1 %2	 to	 20 psi Pal Series
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE CONTROLLER. P74JA
The
	 F74
	
Differential	 Pressure
	
Controller	 Is	 used
	 :o	 operate	 an	 electrical	 ^-vice	 in	 re- d
sponse	 to	 a	 difference	 between	 two	 Input	 p ressures	 A	 SPOT	 floating	 contact	 arrange- P67 Seriesment	 Is	 provided.
	
This
	
controller	 has
	
a	 differential	 pressure	 range	 of	 d	 to 60 psi	 and J
fixed
	
differential	 of	 2	 psi	 A	 1 1 4"	 SAE
	 ma l e	 connector	 Is	 provided	 f o r	 each	 Input
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE CONTROLLER, P74FA
^L^1The
	
P74	 Differential	 Pressure	 Cont	 'er	 Is	 used	 to	 operate	 an	 electrical * device	 In
response
	
to a	 difference
	 between	 :wo
	
input
	 pressures	 A	 SPOT	 snap-acting	 contact	 it °1
rangement
	 Is	 provided	 This	 controller	 has
	
a	 differential	 operating	 r ange of
	
8	 to	 00	 psi I-liJ
and a	 fixed differential	 of	 3	 psi.	 A	 1	 '4° SAE
	
male connector	 is provided	 for	 each Input
_
PROPORTIONAL PRESSURE CONTROLLER, P80 SERIES
The
	
'80	 Proportional	 P r essure	 Controller	 Is	 used	 for	 positioning	 electronic
	
moto r	actu- P74 Series
	
•^i	 J
ators
	 One	 135	 ohm potentiometer	 Is	 part of	 the	 pressure	 controller	 Th s	 cont r oller	 has
an	 o)eraung	 range
	 between	 -20"	 w g	 and
	
500 psi& and
	
an adjustable
	
throttling	 •ange ' LtThe
	
P80 controller	 Is for 24 volt 4 C
	
control	 systems
P80 SeriesCURRENT SENSING RELAY. RIGA. RIGB
The 1110 series current sensing relays detect a wide variable current flow In a single clr.
cult wlth01.1 1 being connected to the circuit. Specifications RIGA-Normally Open Contacts.
RIOB Normally Closed Contacts. RIGA - Current for contac: chan;e of state 4 amp to
	
^1y1^
o pei . {4 amp to close. RIOB - Current for contact change of state - 25 amp to open,
10 :mp to close. Maximum Inrush current - 200 amp. Maximum sustained current - h0
a-njls. Circuit su p ply voltage - Max. 550 volts A C. only Switching capacity - R I OA -
30 trA non-inducove, RIOB - 3 waits non-Inductive
PROPORTIONAL STAGING CONTROL. R20A• R20C R20E
The R20 Proportional Staging Control provides ste p control for liquid chi l le r '.. electric	
.r.
Iduct heaters. electric boi l ers, and heat pumps in r esponse to a pro p ortional co n t r ol Sig
not The 24 volt A C. control, capable o r accepting r esistances of 31 00 ro 1000 ohms. hug
a thermal power element to operate 4 . 6 or 8 stages	 1
R11SLID-STATE SIGNAL CENTER, R21AA R21AB R21AD 	
.,:	 IJ
1
- he R:I Signal Center has an SCR I n cluded f or "closed-loop ' Control The 24 volt A C	 1f Ignel -enter accepts a t final from a solid-state temperature sensing element In order :o 	 1
_on tro t damper or valve ac to e: its This signal center is available wl , i an admstablr set	 lpoint and will accept resistance niputs betw e en 300 and 1000 ohm;
ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE CONTRUL P ANEL, R91 BAA
The R91 Electronic T empe r atu r e Cuntrol Panel Is used to po-_ t ion motor actuator$ '_on.
netted to valves or hampers
	 The _ont r ul panel will ac(.ept ..,puts fnpn twu	 R20 Series
simultaneously to provide a reset schartule The 24 volt A C pant • I should be used with
1111111 \fate Iei1111ere1111e	 olaw.,,i%	 A•I IIIa IIlinl,l\ .fie jri nvi lr	 I,t.11n ,111i 	' n . iIvaf
R IOA
1 I rya+-^ t	 11
I^
R21 Series•
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TWO-POSITION ELECTRONIC RESET CONTROL PANEL. R91 BBA
The R91 Reset Control Panel provides outdoor r eset o f hot water temperatu r e Two solid
state temperature sensing elements are used wo rth the panel On-off Switching is orOvrded ytj;x^'^^K^sr.^^'^
to operate low voltage tl amD Z 25 volts A C ) gas valve relays The 24 volt A C. reset 0	 l;• 
Control panel has adjustments beneath the cover 	 i^S.'/^.t Y^h7
^ .y wt
ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER. R93EA	
t"
The R93 Tem perature Controller is used with a remote sensor and set poi n t to position	 kr',1^^{	 x^
One Or more m otor aCtu at ors. This controller has a dual Output and a Scale range Of erlherl
	
f	 y••	 r
40 to 9OF or 60 to 120F 	 I	 ^i 14
	 Iry
	
•	 T• .:r ^ (M p t	 I1 , Z
AUXILIARY SWITCH KIT. 591AA S91BA, S o ICA	 R91 Series
	 y	 ®^
The S9 1 Auxiliary Switch Kit i s available with one. two o r f our SPOT snap-acting Switch-
es The switches mount to any moto r actuator Individual adjustab l e operating points pr o-
vide for various di ff e r entials	 R93EA
LINE VOLTAGE THERMOSTAT WITH SELECTOR, SWITCH T22 SERIES
The T22 Line Voltage Thermostat is available for heating, cooling, and heat rig-cooling
applications This standard or heavy duty thermostat can be supplied with an external
knob. key hole, or concealed set point adjust m ent This t h e rmostat has an operating range
of 4 0 to 90F A Iiou,d charged sensing element and snap-acting contacts are also su p -	 +
plied The controller is equipped with field . djustable lima stops
FAN COIL THERMOSTAT T23A T23B
The T23 Fan Coil Thermostat is a l ine voltage contro l des gneo 'or heating, cooling.
or heating-COOling applications It is equip ped with a th r ee s peed tan se l ecto r switch and	 S91 Seriesf ield adjustable limit stops Tne range of this thermostat is 50 to 90F Operating voltage
is either 120 or 240 volts A C
TWO-STAGE ROOM THERMOSTAT T2SA
The T25 Two-Stage Room Thermostat is designrd f or low or l i ne .oltage applications
'r
T22
t	 Two SPOT sna p -acting contacts switch	 response to the temperature changes sensed
by the liquid cha r ged eleme nt tither an external k nob or key adjustment is Drovided
f or set point changes This thermostat is also provided with f ield adjustable high limit
stops Operating range is from 40 to QOF
I_!NE VOLTAGE THERMOSTAT WITHOUT SELECTOR SWITCH. T26 SERIES
The T26 Line Voltage Thermostat is designed f or heating. cooling, or heating-cooling
ap pl ication s Standard or h eavy duty mode l s are available with ether an external knob.
key hole Or concealed set Point adjustment Snap-acting co n tacts r es pond to temperature
change sensed by the I , qu d charge-d element. This thermostat has f ield adjustable limit
stops and an ope r at,nv range of 40 co 90F
FAN COIL THERMOSTAT T28
The T28 Fan Coil Thermostat is designed for heating, cooling and heating -cooling appli-
cations This thermostat is available f or 120, 208 or 240 voil 50'60 Hz operation S n aD-
ac t ing contacts r es p ond to temperature changes sensed b y bimetal element '41hen desired.
a thermometer can be supol ed in the cover O p erating range for lnrs ther mostat is 55 to
95F An optional r an switch is available f or one. two and three speed fans
LOW VOLTAGE WALL THERMOSTAT, TSI
The T51 Low Voltage wall Thermostat is designed f or heating. cooling and heating-
cooling app l ications This the r mos t at has the sensing unit and wiring Sub-base supplied
as two sepe r nble units A selector switch is part of the wiring subbase assembly '_;nap-
acr ng contacts res p ond to a bi metal tem perature sensing element This 24 volt 50 160 Hz
the r mostat has a range of 55 to 85F
LOW VOLTAGE AUTOMATIC CHANGEOVER THERMOSTAT TSI B
The T51 Automatic Changeover The mostat is available f or one stage heating and one
stage coo l i n g app l ications A SPOT contact arrangement having a f eutrnl center posi -tion. r es p o nds to temperature c h a n ges sensed by the bimetal element Two separable
units the sensi n g unit a nd the wir-ng sob-base make-up the thermostat This 24 volt
SO'60 Hz thermostat has an operating range of 55 to 85F
T23A
T26A
\`
i `r
rr=jr-
T2SA
I^
T28
LOW VOLTAGE MULTISTAGE THERMOSTAT, T52
	
T51 Series
The T52 tvluiti-Stage Ther mostat is designed for air coedit oninK syste m s where automatic
switcriover of multiple heating and cooling stages i s r equired The the r mostat is egUrDPed
.h or without manual switches Mercur y
 switches are di r ectly coupled to t he bimetal
sensi n g e l ements 'o r q uick r esponse to temperature changes models are available +,th
one or two-stage heating and one or two-stage cooling Heating o p erating r ange is 50 to
85F cooling • ange is 55 • o 90F
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PENN CONTROLS A Ol VIjION Orr JO//NSON sEnVICF COMPANY
2221 CAMI')CN COURT • OAK 01700K, ILLINOIS rstJ^: l
HUMIOOSTAT. W43A
The W41 Humidostet if designed rot 3-wire SPOT snap-acting cont r ol applications The
huirvin hair sensing element responds over an operating r ange of 0 to 90"" R H with a
4"; R H. dif f erential This humidostat has a 1/4 horsepower rating and field adjustable
high and low limit stops.
ELECTRONIC HUMIOISTAT, W93
The W93 Humldlstat Is designed for proportioral control of humidifying and dehumidifying
equipment. This humidistat positions one or more Penn Series M60F or M80H motor actuator
The human hair sensing element res ponds over a range of 10 to 10'", R H.
DAMPER AND VALVE LINKAGE. Y20
Series Y20 linkages are supplied for connecting Penn electric and electronic motor actu-
ators with dampers or valve bodies. Y20 damper linkage Sets can be supplied which r-on-
tain all the components for proper linking. Y20A valve lineages are furnished for the vari-
ous valve bodies. When ordering the type valve body and size must be Indicated.
TRANSFORMERS, Y65
The Y65 transformer Is an Improved 40 VA, 24V transformer. which replaces the Y61 40 VA
series. The Y65AJ-1 is a plate mount, 120 / 24 volt transformer Y6SAS-1 is foot mounted,
120/24 volts: Y65BJ•l is plate mount. 240/24 volts. Foot mounted models have 1/2 —
14 male N.P.S. conduit hub.
MANUAL POTENTIOMETER, Y45
The Y45 Manual Potentiometer is used for manual control of motor actuators Either one
or two potentiometers with ether 135 or 350 ohm resistance values are su pp lied The
mounting plate is e q ui pp ed with close-o pen markings
REMOTE SET POINT CONTROL, Y4SBA
The Y45 Remote Set Point Control is designed to vary a Temperaure set point of the final
controlled device from a remote location This Remote Set r'oint Control .s designed for
usewlth electronic sensing elements and has ope rating ranges o f 40 to 90P and b0 to
120E available.
40VA TRANSFORMER. Y61AJ. Y61AS, Y6iBJ, Y61PS
The Y61 Transformer is available with foot m ou n tings and conduii hr,i , s or a mounting
Plate for a 4" x 4" box M odels can be e q uip ped for 60 Hz primary operation O f either 120
or 240 volts to provide 24 volt secondary power For f oot mounted m ode l s electrical Con-
nections i n clude 8" pigtail leads on the primary side and 30" leads on the seco n dar y side
Plate mounted models have 8" pigtail leads for all connections This transforme r is NEC
Class 2 energy limiting
40VA MULTI-MOUNT TRANSFORMER, Y61 AR. Y61 BR, Y61 SR
The Y61 Multi-Mount T r ansformer is supplied with a combination plate. r oot and hub
^c ounting Models are available with ei • her 120. 208/240 or 240 volt 60 Hz primaries 'o
provide 24 vo l t secondary power Electrical connections are comp l eted with II" pigtail
leads on the primary and th r ee te rminal screw connectors on the secondary
50VA TRANSFORMER, Y63
The Y63 T r ansformer is available with foot mountings and conduit hubs or with a mounting
plate for a 4" x 4" box Models are equipped to operate with a primary voltage of either
120. 208/240, or 480 volts. 50/60 Hz to provide 25 volt secondary power Electrical co n
-nections for foot mounted models incl ude 8" p igtail leads on the primary and 30" leads
on the secondary Electrical connections f or plate mounted models a r e all 8" pigta•1
leads This transformer is NEC Class 2 internally fuse protected
100VA TRANSFORMER, Y64
The Y64 Transformer is available with f oot mountings and conduit hubs or with a mounting
plate for a 4" x 4" box Models are e q uip p ed to operate fr om a primary voltage source of
120 or 208'240 volts. 50/60 Hz to pro ,tide 25 volt seconda ry power Electrical connections
10, f oot mou n ted units include 8" pi gta il l eads Oi: the primary and 30" leads on the sec-
ondary All connections on plate mounted units are 8" leads.
7SVA TRANSFORMER Y66
The Y66 Transformer Is available with f oot mountings and conduit h ubs Pr imar y voltage
s pecifications are 208•'240 volts. 50 160 H= in order io provide 25 volt secondar y power
Electrical connections include 8" pigtail leaas on both the primary and seconda ry sides
or 8" on the primary side only with terminal screw connecto r s On the seconda ry This
transformer I s NEC non-energy limiting Class 2 and it contains a manual reset circuit
breaker
v
	
^I
Lr—__
w43A	 t
W93
Y20
Y6S
^i
p' i
Y4S Series
1
F oot Mounted
Multi-Mounted
I^
Plate Mounted
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A 01VISION OR JOHNSON SERVICr CON.tr'ANY PENN CONTROLS
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PROPORTIONAL WALL THERMOSTAT T80 SERIES
	 r1r1
The T80 Proportional Wall Thermostat positions motor acltuAtors in r es p o n se to te mp e r- 	
I ^Iature changes sensed by the liquid charged element Either one or two potentiometers
can o perate in se q uence or in unison A '35 ohm resistan=e is standa r d. but a 330 ohm
resistance Is available, for the potentiometers. The operating range of this the r mostat	 r
is 58to83IF
SOLID-STATE ROOM TEMPERATURE SENSING ELEMENT T91AAA, T9IABA 	 i.
The T91 Temperature Sensing Element se r.5es room temperature f or a signal center The	 ®s
signal center then positions motor actuators in res p onse to tem p erature changes Remote
or integral set point adjustment is available The ope r ating range o f this element is 40
to 90F	 TH Series
SOLID-STATE ROOM TEMPERATURE SENSING ELEMENT WITH SWITCHES,
T92A, T92B. T92C
	 T91 Serbs
The T92 Temperature Sensing Element is designed for room te — oeratu r e sensi n g a pph.	 „
cations. The thermostat has two separable units, one is a sensing unit and the othe r is I	 .•• —
the wirin	 and switching	 g	 I	 rt	 8 subbase with fan and sy stem switc h es This sensing element
has an Integral set point adjustment for an o p erating range ct 55 to 85F	 1	 s^d
ELECTRONIC ROOM THERMOSTAT. T93
The T93 Electronic Room Thermostat is designed to positio n one or more motor actuators	 1
in response to room temperature changes
	
Both direct and r eve r se acting models are	 T92 Series	 I •.. ', .,
available with an integral set point This thermostat has an ope r ati n g range of 40 to 90F
TEMPERATURE ACTUATED VALVES, V47	 M
un	
T93Series V47 valves are modulati g type valves actuated by a temperature element They
regulate f low of water or other liquids not harmful to the valve Three temperature ranges
are supplied as standard, 75,1 135F, 115 to 18OF and 160 to 230F IStandard valves are su p plied with 6' armored capillary and a 1-1/2^ NP 	 closed t-nk
fitting (style 4). A bypass plug kit Is furnished for use where an Internal bypass hole 	 ^^\
Is needed.
FAN COIL VALVE. V70
	
V47	 ,	 ff.,,.
The V70 Zone Valve is available for normally c l osed two-position motor actuated open-
at-on. When normall y
 open Ope r ation IS desired, the valve is revered in the f ie l d The
valve may be changed from N 0 to N C. or N C to N 0 by rotating the bod y 180° This
'	 zone valve can be e q uipped with either 1 '2" 1 D inverted flare or 3 '4" 1 Y s.• eat con- 	 i	 V70
nectlons. This valve r e q uires 24 volts. 5060 Hz for operation.
`	 ZONE VALVE. V70	 f
The V70 Zon e_ Valve is available for normally closed two•posle on motor actuated o p e r
-ation When normally open operation is desired, the valve is reversed III the f ield This
zone valve can be e q uip p ed with either 1 2" 1 0 Inverted C lare or 3'4" 1 0. sweat con-
nections This valve r equi r es 24 vo l ts 50 60 Hz f or operation
TWO-WAY. SINGLE-SEAT GLOBE VALVE V90AA	 V90AA
1	 The V90 Globe Valve r egulates the f loe, o f steam o• Hate r through air conditioni n g, teat-	 r
Ing or cooling e q uipment The valve has e q ua l pe r cen tage fl ow cha r acter ist i cs Connec-
tions are as 'ollo4vs 1 2" through 1-1 '2" — one union end. one screwed end. I •I 2"	 _
through 2' i — two sc r ewed ends. 2 . 1 '2" through 4" — flanged connections
TWO-WAY. DOUBLE SEAT GLOBE VALVE V90BA 	 V90BA
The V90 two-way. double seat valve regulates the flow of s r r-im, water or air in either a	 sir
two position or proportional manner. Fo r a ppli cat i o n s where the operating differential
pressure exceeds the rating on V90 Single seat valve and ab5olute tight Shuto ff is m ot	 -^
required Connections are as f ollows 1-1 2" and 2" — screwed ends. 2-1 -2" Through 8" —
flanged ends This valve has linear flow characteristics
THREE-WAY BYPASS VALVE V90CA
The V90 Bypass Valve ^% designed f or r egulating the flow of hot or cold water in tw o-
position or proportional service a ppl ications Connections Are as f ollows	 1 ' 2 " Through
2 " — screwed Con n ection on bot t om port. union connect i o n s on s-de ports. 2.1 '2 " through	 V90CA
6" — flanged co n nections on all pores This valve ha% q uick opening flow characteristics
THRE IE-WAY MIXING VALVE. V900B
The V90 Mixing Valve is desig n ed f or proportir r nal control of h ot o r co l d wate r Conned[ i ons are as f ollows 1 '2" through 2 " — sr r ewed ends 2 . 1 1" through 4" — flanged con
nections The 1 12" throug ,
 2' i valves ha y e ',near Clow characterlsocs. The 2 . 1 '2" through
4" valves have e q ual percentage flow characteristics
	 V900B
114	 HUMIDOSTAT, W42AA
The W42 H um'dostat p r ovides 3-wve SPOT snap-acti n g contro l in response to humidity
changes A human hair sensing element s used in both the low line vo l tage humidoStat.	 --
Thishumidosta r
 has an operating range of 10 to 90o R H with a 4a R H dif f erential	 W42AA
B-21
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Knife-Edged Bearings of hardened stain- 	
I	 dless steel minimize friction.	 t=
FAdjusting Screw —Provides simple way to 
adjust sensltivlly to flow.
	 C
Two Knockouts—Connect con-
dult at ether side of housing,
Swltch—single pole, double
throw. Compact In size. Power-
ful snap action assures depend-
able operation,
F- McDONNELL
	
-^
 No. FS4 3 X01 D
No. FS4-3-20 FLOW SWITCHES
Make or Break an F-lectrical Circuit
When Flow in a Pipe Starts or Stops
These McDonnell Flow Switches offe- in oconcmlcal and positive way to
start or stop almost anything electrica ly operated. They serg e as automatic
controls or safety devices in air conoitioninq, heattnq and water systems,
and In processing work. Design and operation of the two switches are the
same, except No. FS4-3-20 includes a 20-second time delay to eliminate
false starts from temporary surges or fluctuations. Here 2r3 a few specific
applications of McDonnell Flow Switches:
, "Id" ( 
^ - 
1
r
I
.	 -^
• Underwriters' Laboratories	 ,k^
Listed	 ♦- _^.
Actuate a signal light — signal an attendant to
make the right moves in operating valves, pumps
• 4 • and the like — signal him when flow stops in a
water cooled compressor, water cooled bearings
and so on.
Sound an alarm — when flow stops in a process
system or in any water cooled device.
Start or stop motors — start pumps in sequence
in multiple stage flow systems; start standby
	
No. FS4 . 3 Flow
pumps; slop automatically controlled ur;lts if 	 Switch shown
cooling water system fails; sto p compressors in	 mounted In a 1Inch fee
cooling system when flow stops.
^•	 o
I	 I
• Maximum working
pressure, 150 psi
• Maximum tem-
perature, 300•F.
• Packed shipping
weight, 2% Ibs.
I
I	 ^	 ! r1 ', l 1 1 	 "
` :	 r
0..
Start or stop automatic burners — start a booster
1	 heater when water draw occurs; stop burner if
L9	 flow is improperly retarded; make sure of circu-
i`►^ "^""^	 lation In a boiler before burner is permitted to
start.
Actuate metering device—open valve in chemical
feeder line; start mixing in secondary line when-
ever flow salts in primary lino.
McDonnell Quality Throughout
Easy Wlring—Cover completely
removable. No cramped quar-
ters, no dar.ger of kinked wires
Interlering with operation.
OM E LECTOUIS
K NOCKOU(fS
I	 ^
3•	 ^1 ,.
3-In-one	 Peddle—Se g mented
	
monel
paddle	 quickly	 adaptaule
	
for	 1"	 to	 3"pipe.
	 Extended ^-
monel	 paddle	 il- T jZ 7.
z• r U^^luslrated	 also	 in-
eluded for larger
Jpipe sizes l No. F54-3
Packless — Heavy duty monel sylphon
seals switch assembly from line.
	
Fqq*%b.
	
_ . I .
No. FS4-3-20
Includes
Solid State IFTime Delay
t i4
Provides faclory-fixed 20-
	 1
second delay on make.
100% encapsulated,
mounts riohl on switch 	
...,, ,-...housing. For use where
temporary sur g es in flow, water hammer or minor fluctua-
tion In system pressure might cause fa l se starts of switch
fluttering. Input-115 volt A.0 , Output-1 ampere RMS
steady state maximum. 20 milliamperes minimum,
Ji McDONNELL & MILLER .`1
3500 N. Spaulding Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618
Tel (312) 267-1600
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P:a;;DONNELL No. FS4-3 AND No. FS4-3-20 FLOW SWITCHES
the table helow shows the (low rates re q uired us actuate the 	 -
No. FS4•3 Flow Switch.	 0^-
"Flow" means that the switch will close circuit 1 . 2, and open	 I ^^	 I	 ^^
circuit 1 . 3, when the flow rate is increased to the 61"Ist shown.(See schematic -twitch action "I low" at right.1
"No Flow" means that the swihc-hwill open circuit I . 2.and close	 J	 1	 s	 T	 t
circuit 1 . 3, when the flow rate is dVCrea%l• 1i tohtire (11'.%l shown. 	 FLOW	 C	 NO FLOW(See schematic switch action "No Flow" at right.,
FLOW PATES REQUIRED TO ACTUATE FLOW SWITCH
Flow rates In gallons per minute (GPM) shown In black. Velocity In feet per second (FPS) shown In color.
• Fyuippcd with extendc.1 paddle trimmed to pipe site.
Pipe Size in Which	 1Flow Switch Installed
1/" 1%" 2" 2ii, 3" •4- •5" •6'
GPM 6.00 9.80 12.7 18.8 24.3 300 39.7	 58.7 79.2Factory
or
Flow FPS 1 63 1 39 1	 1 00	 011 1	 0.862 24
_
t2 it	 00 1	 t SO
Minimum 12.0 19.8	 I	 29.3No GPM 3.60 5.60	 1	 7.00	 9.40 11.6 39.6Adjustment Flow FPS 1_34 1	 1	 21 1.10	 0 90 0.78
42.4
? 74
0 52 G.50	 I	 0.47 0 44
Maximum
Flow GPM
FPS_
10.2	 16.8	 23.032_9
3.91	 2 62	 33.62	 1	 3 14
1	 52.1
2 26
73.5	 1	 115.0	 66.0
1	 86	 1	 1 85	 1 84
Adjustment 920	 15.0	 19.5	 24.0
FPS^J.43
37.5 46.1 6d.2^ 92.0
	 123.0Nn GPM
Flow 1	 3."3
	 1	 3 07	 2 ?9 2.51 2.00	 1.62	 1 .481.37
Flow rato" are averages which may vary z J10% Iron tabulatud values.
Installation
Flow switch %hould he mounted in a hnn>• nntal run of pipe.	 `J
Amid Iocauon%immedrl(cI) adjacent it cIhow+. onhces or
	
-1
valves. Flow switch should he mounted a% close a% posnhle
	 we
to pipe. I t %r a ice or reduting ice with a I' branch,
or, if welding fit(mg i% a+ed tc• Irtt a w0ding nctk of
minimum length In position p.tdille should he it right
angle to [low, with arrow poiniing in %arnc dirccuon
	 FLOW
a% Ilow. If tcitiperature of pipchne exceeds 220 F. use
	 a-
-wire %imahlc for 75° C. 1 16 7 " F.'.
Llettrical Ratings [Under-ruers' Listed)
Ampere Rating
Motor Duty	 I 15 V.A.C.
	 230 V A.C.
Full Load	 7.4 Amps	 3.i Amp,
Locked Rotor	 44.4 Amps	 22.2 Amps
I I S V.D.C.
	 230 V.D.C.
0.3 Amps
	 0.1 S Amps
plot Out, A. C. 1 25 V.A., 115 730 V.
Other McDonnell Flow Switches-All Underwriter- L:sred
e Sensitivity to Flow Adjustable
	
a Single Pole Double-Thrr w Switches
Tve
Ne.KI -Acniate.1 b y low Ilnw,with I.irge	 FS4-fit Serlee-Similar to Nn. FS4.3 a:-
(low-through capacity Partitularh %uuctf	 (cpt turni%hed with a specially designed
for home water punhtatiun sc+ttm+, a%	 e'	 icc• ihrc.i,lcd fur i t inch or 1 inch pipe.
	
• r t	 well as cooling %)+tia ra% fur elct(r,mic	 "s ^.T	 l hose are particularly sensitive switches.
.I
	
't om -"	 tithes, 1 wring%, comprr++urt, etc. H.i% 	 %pcually dr%igned for u%c where flow
inch inlet and outlet tapping%. For Arcs- 	 rates are in%ulhcient to actuate other
sures to 100 psi, temperatures to 22 S 1.
	
types of flow switches.
FS6 Series Smol.ir to No. 1 1,1, hui (.,r	 137 Series I*or hc.i%rcr dut y %cr.ice or for
hoolt up 61 't lilt 11 .111.1 1 lilt 11 pipe 	 Ni".	 u+c wnh protc%% Inluod% Standard, vapor.
	
^'.	 FS6-1i IN. and Fs(,-i IN respctn%cl%. 	 proof or cxplu%ion-proot construction,
4L_ _ Applications intludc +rn.ill and mcJium 	 ► 	 win wrtrerl parts hrl%% or stainless steel.
	
^'•^ -' 2^	 stag water treatment +%stem%, hnu+tcr 	 %--.^	 Intiallrt: in a tee or welded half- couptug
1• . .--1	 pumps to increase low city water errs-
	 IT-	 and 6t% pipe 1 1 1 inch or larger. For Ares.
	
-r	 sure, etc.	 E	 sures to 1000 psi, temperatures to 300' F.
T
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(We j	 INSTRUCTIONS 1849
AC PNEUMATIC TIMING RELAYS -it J . r-,.,, ► %^.1••ti-'
I	 LCD	
I.
'
UL
^	 t1
F	 i ^jL P
On D"1er	 0,i D.Lry timer. " 11 for	 0, 00" , 1"11 q Ii	 Om Doln, 1 m ng Rotor
I,	 cp R"ter
	
./On ♦ So l A ,.e6nry CP I-f,	 ./I. L,., " q 11 " l,	 — /t.n Soh Au.d,o,y Conlon,
s
DESCRIPTION — The Bvllrlin 849 AC timing relay is a
pneumatic type relay. A synthetic rubber bellows is ocit,•
aled by the stroke of oil AC solenoid. Timinq relay% can
provide the time delay in either of two ho%ic arroogr
ments. The first arrangement, On-Delay provides the tune
delay after the coil Is energized. The second orrancle
ment, Off-Delay provides Ike time delay after the
coil Is de-energized. Bu% c On-Delay timing relays
can eo%ily be converted to Off-Delay operation and vice
versa. Refer to Page 4 for converting detuds.
INSTALLATION — Bulletin 849 timing relo)s nut%t he
mounted in the vertical po%rtlon, will, the %olenoid meth
unism of the top, liming un • I(%) tit the bottom (See Illustro-
lions above)
ENGINEERING DATA —
Contoo Rolinyt — The hnu i edit, % and Ili • uv.i1mry
contacts have a control ctr%.uil ruling as follows
AC DC
Marimttin Contact Rato,q Per Pole
NEMA Rating Designation Afi00 Voltage AniprrcMax AC
	 Amperes
	
ro
" I 'mwti "	 Vollamperes Range RatingVaIfaPP
	
clue ri,(dI	 of	 "',	 11;	 Ir1 i( " •	 Ili,,	 ll	 i urlrol	 1,1 fli p Ili,,	 i4
1.'ll
40
6.1 1, 10
440 1,, 1', I0 Jon ,. ' '
,r
Note — C,rcods wired to a contact Vnif must be of the
ston e polarity.
Timing Ponge — 1 20 second min. to 180 second% mink.
Repeal A(wimy — Appioxiniulely 1 10% of I m, • se I-q
A m r,iennn reel little of /'• nulllsreond% mu%t be provided
to olloul f i le repetdrve ue(uracy.
Temperature Range — 0" F. to
	 1	 104° F (Slond,s,d)
20 ' F 1, 1 150' F (WrJe Ran,yr•	 ^nhrurr n hl r
bellows.) Note — Minitimm temlivioture it bused oil
absence of freezing moisture or wuler.
OPERATION -- when the %ulenoid plunger (101 i,
eroded 110111 file- push rod ( 11) it allows file %piing 1 11
loculed in%ide file syllfhelic ruhhrr bellows 11 ) In lwdl Ili••
hrn,ng mr(h,incann plunger (4) upward As file pl,nlrler
rises, it covsr% file over•cenfer logyle "Ie ' llonisin (S) to
move the %Heil) achn n toggle blude (6) upward which in
turn pitk% tp the pu%h plate (7) which comes the movable
conloct% (8)
The speed with which the bellow% con eripand is defer.
tinned by the %ellinq of the needle valve (2). If this
needle valve is nearly closed, on opprecioble length of
tine will be required f; ) - air to putt it cod permit the
bellow% to ertpond. The tolling of fli p needle valve defer-
minv% the tittle inlervul which mu%t elopse between opera
lion of the %olenu,d otFualor and expanding of the bellows
to operate the eoolucf unil.
When the pi t ch rod (1 1) 1% ug(i.n depr p %sed by the
%t.l p r : ^ , id plt^nller I I I) , it for, P% the I'm u,q rne(honitm
_ plun,ler 1•1) to Ihu lower position, exhuushnq the air fhiou(Ih_,
flip releo %r %calve (9) and resetting the tuner almost in-
tlu,lr,nr•ttly
1
5u	
-
I	 1
`( I	 , ^	 ",^ ttrrn^nOrs
• t . io:yi
_	
I^	
...^U.i llr n,nUlf
y I .' A"lJil lei .^^ll'r	 nlp,l:d rat:.
REPAIRS — Ter .u 1 •el,iy% can be d %ussernbled as de
pr,.rr . cd cal the iloototion% oil page 2 of this iniliuction
%heel. Add,honol con% derahon should be given to the
fnllowing 11'.0mi(Itte,
REPLACING CONTACT UNIT — The t oggle blade (6) an
II • tot untl nu . .h i, ,,. :, must he n: its down po%ihon to fit
u• '7 file push plate (II of the (ootoef unit. Refer to cutaway
,Ilu%fr(ih,vl nhuve Ho l d d •wn Ihr • pu%h rod (I I) and
f l ip the lo(Igle 1.41de ((',) down Then place the conlocl
unit cal pU%,In .n hern ( I sure that Ili, • . Iocisr ' block phenolic
nlsul 11,11, Ihol tolufe •, the (onhut (avdy it in place
Secuie with Iwo moenln,g screws After assembly, check
for norinul contucf operulion.
0 Publication 8 .19-S0—Jonuury, 1977
ri
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Ii—.'4
Plunger
Pin
0 Timing Mechanism
	 ,' f(w; 0 contact umli 	 (ff
I^
If	 II({cfli.^.^.
l'
Plunger
Guide
Cori,plCle
Tuning Unit
NOTE — M nimjrn lemprrolufe it
boilers on the ohtrnce of frerc,ng
n,oisturr or water
ADDING AUXILIARY (UNI ACIS -	 R...,1,,v I. iiii,piml %I It ill II ,•'I I "11 11it 11e I14\e1III If y III)III III In srllr s lltud #$li s t l l(Illl4r►t Und
divil y d. The feluul cl)lm(I%(al IIIe slew slnu,II wppnsl (,1„1 1 • m%vm1 s lil,l • it with Ilill imudtiyr I(whitl list nuisl li p in ► erled
lollo tile, 111un,lrs pin. Ill, sine It 'tltl le Is Ili,), sell b y re (mule$ whin .nt,nnllvl l,)I till dvhly ollel t lllun) Ilan uperolwy (1111,113.
Then stricule new %$)1;11" support plulr In fl,e snlrnnid fianin. Rrlr„•n,t•,I I )n,ls illmiroh , (I hrlaw
Operating
Angle
	
I	 e
---...
Solcnoll
sate
Assembly	 i
On-Delay Tlnling Relay-4crntatly Style A—Il1tislrallid
(uthel lypes of hnung (clays are slmllal)
Q Coil Clamp
0 F) Operating Coll(Iefel to pier 41
O Contact Unit
''Al-ayl
"Is,C
4	
I
y
0 ♦ InNanlanrout
Auflhary Conluts
Al
sell,
II 
it, 
Metal
•
•	
r	
I
1
A $pnnq Support
Plate Assembly
Timing hllechanitns
Temperature Ranges
Sla',dsitl rl	 (	 Ill	 i	 1^^1	 (
'.L^r• `	 1	 fn	 1	 I lin	 I
A Included Its nunhwry contact •Ns.
	
v
0 Concave side of coil clamp to be ogomst cod, appowle T end of solenoid plunger.
F) Molded coil shown is inte changroble with oIJ style coil.
F3 Refer to Pape 4 for bellows and air inlet filter listings,
NOTE — Ports indicoted with 0 are rec0• s`rnrnded %pole pads.
TIMING RELAY IDENTIFICATION — The table below is drsigned to assist in the accurate ldentificnlion of o timing
relay. Knowledge of the timing relays catrslog n, miler coupled with data from the table will determine thr complete
description of the relay, Once the descnphon of the bminq r e lay i s drferminrd art selection of replacement
parts con be mode from the table on page 3. EXAMPLE Catalog number 849-ZOA375, the basic catalog number is 811940,1111;
the suffix identi'ilrblion is 37 (see to e), the mod f,cot on cod , numb-r is 5 ( p er tahlel and a complete descriation of the
relay is "an on delay timer with a mointninsid (ontoct timira unit, formerly known as a Style AM liming relay."
Basic Catalog Descnpl on Former
Number Suflis of Style
Identification Lm:nR Relay Lcttrr
32 On Dclay	 Tw n 11, I,y AI	 flr	 r	 (nil	 i • .	 (,,1	 1
B33 Off-Oclay	 Imir I l rl.tyAfter Coil is De en1R yrd
122 On-Delay .-II ,	16o MTirnunR un t•,
123 011.Oclay *lilt Two L
Isming Units
124 On and Off Delay ABDouble tin l
Moddcalion Desu,plon former
Code of Modification
Number Mrobhr ► l nn Letter
0,,e trf of Iw4vitvirnus x
Aauhafy Co-d.t0s (INO NG
2 Pill Inihr.dm	 till D
T unu R W01.41'1 .m
5 fllam1 nerd Coosa, I MT,nriq Unit
T
T An %irls d ImIallf )nrtiut XxAunl-ary Conlad% (fill NC,
$dircine Rubbei Bello*s for Wide y9 Ternp RanRe (
	
"' f In 1150	 f )
3 (nmfimahon of mo ,l hcaf nw. Nos	 I and 1	 (OX)
—	 4 Cow hoil lDon of morf' l icabon s	 N os	 1 and 1	 ( O xx)
6 com!w.yl'on of nod.ficiifiolls 	 No r.	 I .W I	 (Mx,
11-25
I I NEWAE PARTS
NOT[ - Vomit I-s t •ngs in 1f.e part% to Lie Ind • rn t e firm lining reinyt , of Ili ► deso-10,1n anti nod,f.colion where
Ihr Llrinl, Ps . rls , I• tive nM Le ► n mnnulnrtu,P.f, •.1, fn 0- iI,00 nn Ile.% ,nihurLnn0­1 In . 1 1-Irrminr the nvall-
ubrl,ly of ouch u It-,n0 relay, trier In the nen.ett Allen 11-41 ► y Stiles (Hite nr Ihr S.ilrs Offife nl Milwoulee.
On Ualay Oil Delay On and 011
W I wo W 16o Delay
Osscrlpllen of Tknlnif Aslay On DeI•; 011 Delay 1,11,41.11	 Unit. Iwimp llnll; h9110I Und
I mniel!y I n ,, my I nrmrily I fnn,rdy I Orr - fly
SItie A Moir I Sttlr N Style L Style As
Ocstriplion of Part Part Ne Part No. Port No. Part No. part No.
OI'waluir Anplr 0 ? 9 119 It	 '9119 0 28119 x	 1111'11 B	 211!19
j] $nlrnnmlllrrA •. •.f	 Hit X•ISIM X•151136 X-211961 X261391 X•1S1131
F'lungcr rill k	 I' ll .9 0 251(9 ( 179 10 11	 2 N I1A B-2510
rinnCet f, ..4e F	 t( 75 E	 8(.15 F	 8615 [	 91,15 E EC75
Coll C1.1 tip E R' 76 F	 p 61C E 8676 E	 P.(,116 E 8676
Spnnq $u l
 poll I'loIe A - .r1, l I x	 221 1h,9 x 2219 7 0 X 221969 X 22i9(9
Spit	 q Snpporf Plate ktrinldy (For u'r nn Innrr^ modified 0%1111
one Or 14o •,rot of w.lantanfous auullary ronlaCls
	
lofinerly A 228311 I	 X229311 X 228310 X 22R311 X228311
inod10(.ihom X and XXI
0 One Sri of	 Instantaneous Alndlaiy Conlacls 	 lormcrly mod.1i 119 NIA 149-NIA 119 NIA 149-NIA 119-NIA(.,Iron X
Two Srlt of Instantaneous Aurrhaty Conlxls Ilormerly model. 819 N3 119-N3 119-1,414 149-N3 119-NIcation M
One Sri of Early B f eal, Auril.ary Contacts	 special 2-17018 2-17011 2-17011 1-11011
0 Sland.md Cnniz(' Un,l •10262 301 54 • 10262-001 . 51 • 10262 . 001 . 51 6 102 92-001 . 51 •10262-001.51
h111ni
	 m-,I CnnIml Una	 Hind k(, %rt I lot • u• rlymodihcabon M 6 40262 . 001 S5 • 10262 . 001 55 --
Ti ming	 Mechanism	 w;0
	
Conlin	 Unit(tlandard	 Itmpriralure
•10262.01256 '/0262012 . 56 0 10262 . 012 . 56 • 10262-012 . 56 •10262.012-66fal Mille,
T.minq Mr • 1.1^• • m w
	 f).s 1 Ir . Ivslrr	 w	 n rnnlart
	
(In,l
	
(•.landi,d
• 10262-0!I $I • 10262 . 01261 • 40262 . 012 . 51 • 10262-012 . 61 •10262.012.61Ir',,1w0t.
	 C 1.nirr	 lurn;rlly	 n • uddi(
	 fiw	 D
Timing lit echanism w	 0 COmlaCt Unit (wide ter • ipelalute- range
410262 012 . 52
--
•17262.012.52lamcrly 1.'001(31,011 Y 
Timing	 Merhanr,nr
	 w	 Dal	 Ind	 allot
	
*	 0	 C0 n 1ac1	 Unit	 (aids
.10262 . 012 5'lemprfaluie range , to.mr.ly
 moditual,on DY•
Complele Timing Unit (with standard ronla(1 unil and Stand.frd 1196-Ni 1196 NI 1196 N1 1196 N1 1196-NIlempet.tl are lanrel
Cornplele	 Ti nnniq Unit
	
r,sith	 mamlimed rrnlact
	
unit, t0rme6y 1196.82 1196 N2modif,ca110o M .
 and with standard Inuperatine ianre.
Cninplele I. •nnig Un.i -ill, s1l11d.ud rontlrt imil. dot mdual•r,
*40262-001 51 • 10262 . 00151 1 10262001 . 51 • 10262 . 001 . 51 *40262-001-6110,11-1y 1nr.61.(-1110" D
	 a n d	 w 1 1 1 1 tllndaN lemq ,r tab,re rinrr,
Co m p l oe	 lu•nng Unit	 !will,	 n tam!lmed	 contact	 unit	 and	 C•al
md.cilot,	 loinielly modnc(abon DM,	 and	 with	 standard	 trim • 10262 . 001 . 52 -
prlalulr r a•rrl
Cnmrlelr inning U. l i
	 lei	 ,ia,4itd cenlacl unit and wide Irm 1196-N3 1196 N3pr.alarr th ' . 1 r . 101mer l y n i0,1.1u1Lon Yr
Comp l rlo 11mti. 1 Unit	 iw.ili mindamed (o„lact unit and wide 1196 NIlernpelatufs tsnp%. Formerly modula tion Mitt
• 10262 . 001 . 61
(,.. rlrlr	 1.•^.••^ Ib	 l	 . till' %	I i r!.ud rmdall u•al
	
A 11 mdrtat0r
-1VV1 r .t .• Ira'prrslnrr . .......	 Iun.n • .IV	 nnu1 . 6..Ihn., DY,
1jI'nn • pb • Ir	 Iu'nar	 11 1 .1	 1A,11 1	fnnLlit
	
uml ,	special	 1 ..1 -
Innm1 it, NMI durtttu ,, % • IOcrnelly modikation I and * 01. ward • 10(62 007 51 -
I 'd IM yv 10 1,r nurr
Q imludri ol. r roling angle w Ih screw and woshrrs, cod clomp and plunyer pj.de
[] T.m.ng methanism w a contact un-1 not available for this apellal liming unit.
• A/d i rt e, rti-sled since Pnv.euo lssura.
NOTE - Pur,% Ind-caled with 0 are recommended tpute parts.
OR Lit RING INFORMATION- Y our order (anriol be entered unless the following information is given!
Vort number, des(itpli p n of p,Irt, catalog number tint! tr • riet leller of the liner Thi% uit t rvchon %heef
oppl.es also to 'here timer when used on control appututus l,.ted under other Bulletin nur'ibeis.
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Coll Selecllon
Descrlpllem Former Select Call
of Style from
Tlminl Relay letter Table No
On ftrlay A 1
Oh Delay • 1
On Delay w .lh M =Two timing Units
Oft Delay *41,
L
I
Two Itm.ng Un , ls
On and On Delay A111 J!Dnr,hle lln l
Bollow:—Air Inlul filler
I,
s
	•tlltwl AtlemDly
A 311256 (Cta r. taid lemr, i.atu r r Ranee/
1 h	 XJ5AS93	 ( A ideBell wit Ass bly Range)f
c^	 Feller AMltrrsbly
(Set hrAr flelov,)
^'^I II s'Yt l^II /	 x-111J25
IMPORTANT — The filler ossembly i t replocriuble ofslyr on
timing units Identical to the illultrated un.l.
OOOPERATING COILS
Volts NI
Table I Table 2
Cod
Number
Cod Current
I- i • e	 r	 Sr r'r 1
Vell•Amperet
h	 Srsh1
Coil
Number
Cell Current
^t	
h	 ( pr 1
Volt-Amperes
nn th	 S•a'rd
110 60
210244
;5o
170
I^t
1
IW ^
+
^5
99
58
IM
19 —
14
;J
21Ae.t
11A01
p llalpt
120
1	 35
I	 SJ
?J
E.0
110
3^S
:'5
;.
IE5
155
150
155
11
PEA
31
;A
i1
40
31
110 50
110 co 21A237 Flo
110 25 11A05 515
435
IM
208 W 21A106 055 oa IA
IA
18
71A113
NO 60
21A15
375 075 90
lAOI
1	 6;1
"'5
135
 155
Ic.O
155
1115
;51
32
34220
210
50 — 345 0°0 °5
4.n
25
21A239 405 OAJ
_
x9
5t
18 :lAN,
Q 1IA2e5
33
VU 21AIn 160 na1 :a 3-.5	 I	 I .s
3:5	 '5
—I15
	
0'5
_;•n	
.5^
I;5	 r?)
— '55	 055
07 4
4PIt ^
50
11A211
I?I
170
710
I30
15U
1(10
11'
ns5
nto
lull)
045
0150	 33J
0?'1
nln
S
91
Pt
All
51
tyI—
117
11 —
21A2?6
155
— I t s
31
.34t0
440
410
6U0
Iq
IFt0
—i5
210240
21AI5
2If.II
Q21A:Fit
I55 33
18
c6 40
0
IIA150
21A211
11AA1
155
115
33
550
55n
5o
V
1(,
If,
In
265 G;A 33
AA
4	 1
21A16
; 1 ;'t -- — y --- ---
Ir4 33
5 1 0 75 lln'1 —sc ^t
Q Values shown ore for molded cnds only,
Q Cods ore toted 25°yo int--ttrnr duly, bawd rn one minute operation out of every four m,nvtrt.
NOTE — Paris ,nd-culed w,th O rile recommended spare ports.
CONVERTING TIMING OPFRATION — lost, remove the
toleno-d mechanism from the movnhng plate. Polute the
solenoid mechan sm !80', and put of back on the mount-
ing plate, being careful to use the, proper screw holes
There are log r mounting holes for the solenoid ms•channm.
The upper left and lower-r,ghl holes are vied for c+n-
delay; the upper right rind IOwet•left holes o r r used
f or off-deia l The on-drlay mounting holes air to la-
beled on it, - mounting plate.
Not,ce that when the relay is chunged from on-delay
OR161\AT, I 1 AGP IS
Of' 1'() ( )I? QU ATY
A'.ALE'N-1311ADLE',Y
MdAaukee, Wlscorsut 53204
to off-delay, the normally open and normally closed
Ivre-delay conlocts movnted on the timina rrechan,sm ore
chnngnd. With the relay srl up 4er on-de l ay, the normal
pos.tton of the push rod -1 down, moking terminals I onj
2 the normally oplin cvnlocl ter—nals alld lerm nals 3 arcs
4 the normully closed contact termmuls. 'A hen set up for
off delay , the normal pow-on of the push rod is up,
mcomq I and 2 no rm a ll y closed, and 3 cad 4 normally
open These numbers ore mo l ded on the loco C f the ton-
tact unit.
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IMPORTAW — The flier usse +bly is reploceuhle oWy on
liming units Identical to the illustrated unit,
Loll	 Selecllotl
Description Fonoor Select Coll
of Stylo froin
TIn11ng Relay letter Table No.
Un Delty A I
OIf achy 6 I
On nelav with H 2TWo llrmq Unds
Off Urlay will L 2t wo 1munR Units
On and Off Delay AS 2I t "wblr Ilwl
Oollotii	 Air Inlul Hiler
Inonows Assembly
X 311156 (Sl.t,rh,,I Icnqu • lalure R.tnpe)
s I	 / X,-3935811 (Wide lempcialure Range)
Filter Assembly
(See rlole Blow)
X 221325
O U OPERATING L.	 S
Volts Hs
Table 1 Table 2
Coil
Number
Coil Current
—	 ----
fnu • .h	 Sr.tlrrl
Volt-Amperes
—	 --- —	 —
In,^r,h
	
$^'.I^r^l
Coil
Number
Coil Current
--	 -	 -----
Inrn-,h
	
it fleet
Voll-Amperes
---- -----
Inl n',h	 Sealed
120
till
110
110
208
24t
bll
50
21A244
11x137
21.^.(15_
;50
— --
710
810_
525
43'
315
385
405
150
-----
160
1611
185
085
015
91
--
85
19
— --
IA_
18
111
IR—
18
18
— 18
21ARC
1	 ?-0
l	 35
1	 40
1 90
;60
1;U
305
295 _
_ 3
1:+(1 _
155
135
155
150
32
34
60 89
58
91)
90
21Ar11
©; IAM
21A113
155 _31
4075
Go
_811
1 (.0
155
21 ANG 32
GO
211115
_
11„83
2111116
p 21 A 1R5
--	 —
21A288
111111
© 21 A286
—
211181 
'1
011 A, .1
65.1
F70
105
395
— 3 25
32
920
220
50
I'll
25
08n 85
F9
155
_150 _
1Ar1
00•5--
145 14
_±3
411
31
21 A2 38
11A10
-----
71A2t1
?In?10
—21A15
080 _155
91
155
1)1)
am
411)
,40
•14n
	 -
Will
—
550
550
550
2611
—	 I9 1 1
----
190
110
— 
130
— 150
-- - —
150
IGo
115
090
n,,,--
----
(140
flap,
045
57 111
-- 11 --
---- —
_ 18
18
— ;o
18
— --
16
I6
1'1
,u
5U
N)
— 25 —
GO —
91
--- --
84
88
57—
90
— ----
82
335 015
1115
0911
115 5
115
155
86
155
115
33
3511
— 195
— 255
N,5
2911
33
4u
33
21112511
i1A21 1
71A'0
0.10
— --
030
030
035
50
GO
060
_
33
88
?
060
— 1 11 0
1 01 33
15 155 85 3R
U Values shown ore for . , ,aided coils only,
El Coils are rated 25% intermittent duty, based on on minute operation out of every four minutes.
NOTE — Parts indicated with () are recommended spare parts.
CONVERTING TIMING OPERATION — First, remove the
solenoid mechanism iron, the mounting plate. Rotate the
solenoid mechanism 180 and put it back on the mount-
ing plate, being careful to use the proper screw hc!es.
There are four mounting holes for the solenoid mechon;sm.
The upper-left and lower-right holes are vsed for on-
delay; the upper-right and lower-Icft hol,•s o1e usnd
for off-delay. Thv on dvIny mounting holes are so la-
beled 711 the mounting plate,
Notice that when the relay is changed from on-deloy
ALLEN-BRAI LEY
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
to off-delay, the normally open and normally closed
time-delay contacts mounted on the timinq mechanism are
changed. With the relay set up for on-delay, the normal
position of the hush rod is down, moking terminals 1 and
2 the normally often contort trrminak and h , rnsinals 3 and
n the normally closed contact terminals. When set up ror
off-clrlrty, the normol position of the push rod is up,
mcl,mq I and 2 normally closed, and 3 and A normally
opon. These numbers are molded on the face of the con-
tact unit.
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3 POSITION SWITCH
	
OF
4 POSITION ROTARY SWITCH
•1•'
	 I
FAILURE INDICATING LIGHT
•
4A&
II
AUTOMATIC.; xp
TOLIGHT	
'STAR
MA NI C 
Jk , .O, MINN
L IGHT 4 POWER CO N IT Ro LSPLANS
I II rununl Snlrr tmli is only nrem I U) plovi l lu It - hablIlly alld a 1 1 (al y of
-lay r"Ll y is ul (l i t- If - t i r o ldlI	 "y "It ' l i t wil l ti l t, t i llplik	 1 1 1m) ti t
	
I )•
	
	
JVpU I,- Ilivo collsislet-t %mvice. All models eituftt •iiLlosud c • )ntdLt$ for
longer Mitt ind grea l ,:r reliabi l ity.
",
Mode of operation is selected b y a three or four position Switch as
sp,,%ified In "MANUAL" position the contrul IS er lefollUd lo l f 7 let ildlely; i;I
	A"AILITUMATIC",
 operation cc init-ricus only when a fensule se l of ronlact)	 jI-_-
close, Such as those of an at i tornat ir transfer sliv ilci i
 center poS , I,un is
- OFF "	The four position rotar y svv .tch gives ai r
 aidillul l e l l 'TEST"
position in vvhiLll the automatic Control is out of the ci rcuit and the engine
may be Started manually.
Current ch if i t iq cranking period flows Mlij ie!ay 3, normally closed contact,,
	
to ei s er( 3e relay 1 Reidy I breaks nwjoutu ground .
 it used. energizes
	
; .0
i 9 f , l itwn c(.tl or kt i rottle $01enuid of diesvi units and allows current to start
solenoid and timi! relay 4 thru relay 2
It engine starts, relay 2 is enw(lized from terminal 10 by vultaqt- from
timiery cl i .j i ( l i t il l
 V,rwrmm or fruni b, j itery thtu IN 0 ) Speed switch 6,1d
Stdrt SOIenOld is dect i ert l ized
K	 1.
im
F.
A
li t t,it.,.	 •
TX; 1:^ 4 r,
Lit. I
4
it.., , . it	 r
7
C,
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NEW
series M80J
PROPORTIONAL MOTOR ACTUATORS
With Solid State Drive and Travel Limits
Potentiometer and 0 to —2 V. D.C. Controller Input
r
APPLICATION
These proportional motor actuators position air dampers,
control valves, burner fuel valves and similar equipment
in ventilating, heating, air conditioning and industrial
applications.
Actuators with auxiliary switches may be used in most
industrial safety circuits.
Series 1480J motor actuators operate on signals from
potentiometer controllers, 'MIZER TM , Cybertronic^, oth-
er V. D.C. controllers or ma D.C. controllers when used
with a Penn Series R82 interface module. See Controller
Selection Diagram, Figure 5.
FEATURES
—solid state motor drive — state -of-the-art integrated
circuit within motor actuator case. No balance relay
or mechanical travel limit switches. No contacts to
bounce, arc or weld.
—Travel adjustment — sere: set t 'ver adjustment located
in top wiring compartn;.-- (optional field adjustable
models). Makes for easy- final adjustment of valve
seating or damper linkage travel.
— Improved control of dampers and valves — long life,
direct drive feedback potentiometer mounted concen-
tric with the output shaft. Increased number of bal-
ance positions and lower hysteresis for improved reso-
lution.
—Accepts inputs from 135 ohnn to 1000 chin potentio.
meter controllers or P. D.C. 'aputs front Penn elec-
tronic controllers with no readjustment required.
— All Series Nt80J actuators accept in-head controller
modt-les. Sce Bulletin for Series A82 1000 ohm tem-
perature controller, Series R82 D.C. to D.C. interface
and Series R93 electronic temperature control!-,.
—Up to three Series h180J motor it:jacors may be
operated in parallel from one potentiometer control-
ler. No retransmitting "slave" potentiometers requir-
10 0	
*'so
Fig. I — Back view of motor actuator. Spring return damper (left) and
non-spring return (right).
ed. No separate master and/or slave model required.
Field airing between motors is reduced. No lag
between master and slave position.
— All motor actuators have weather- resistant enclosure
JS standard.
— Models available with internal, adjustable differen-
tial auxiliar y switches.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
"these actuators ha.e solid state drive and limits that
prevent erratic control performance often caused by ex-
cessive vibrations. A standard potentiometer type pres-
sure, temperature or humidit y controller ma y be used to
operate the actuator. The actuator will accurately position
its output shaft in direct proportion to the control signal.
T" ie capacitor-run motor rotates an output shaft through
a reduction of precision gears. There are three basic
Series M801 motor actuators; standard proportional,
proportional spring return damper and proportional
spring return valve.
ON FI ELD ADJUSTABLE	 v
TRAVEL MODELS AND
	 tSPRING RETURN MODELS 	 I^
^ e?E Q {C OMMON	 v{ t,Q
•` X- TELL OW'N0 	 r•.S	 Ih
^^IUE (N.:.l	 b
BLACK ./RED STRIPE 'DOM' •Q ^^I
• r ^BLACK.rYEL^ ST- DEly	 Il^
BL A C K a/BLU€ STRIPE
	
*LEADS F OR BUILT-IN	 X—INDICATES SPLICE
AJXILIARY SWtTCH.I
`!DTE. S I NGLE 5'^IITf_H
	
** LEADS F OR BUILT —N 	MODELS -AVE SNITCH
	
AUXIL;ARY SWITCH-z	 •I WIRE LEADS ONLY.
!^
Fig. 2 — toad end view of non-sprng return mctor actuator (left) 	 fig a —View of —ring compartment showing terminals and both
and sprang r eturn uc riper motor couctor 'tight) 	
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	 travel and res stor broke odwsiment
MOW
rn^	 MOTOR
TRANSFORMER
	
— 4(.TIIATCR
MOTOR ACTUATOR
PENN SERIES M80J PROPORTIONAL MOTOR ACTUATORS
REAR CAM EDGE \
DIFFERENTIAL CAM
SCREW 'A"
ITIG MTim SECURELY
AETER ADJUSTING)
	
♦1ZERO POSITION
MARK
CAUTION,
00 NOT LOOSEN
THESE SCREWS.
Fig. A — Interior riRw of motor actuator wlth auxiliary switch.
Series M80J motor actuators are available with fixed
or field adjustable travel for proportional control of
dampers and valves. (90 to 240' non-string return, 90
to 180 0 spring return.) See Figure 3.
The spring return damper model has a heavy gauge built-
in spring mechanism to return the motor shaft to its full
CCW limit on power failure or interruption. An electri-
cal resistor brake circuit prevents the return sprint; from
driving the motor actuator towards Its normal pusitiun
unless the Power .s interrupted. The external spring
housing and optional internal auxilian , switch are in-
stalled on opposite sides of the motor actuator. At no
time is it necessar y to disconnect the damper or remove
F_] A94
the spring housing for access to the auxiliary switch.
An adjustable crank arm on the output shaft for easy
connection is standard on the spring return damper
motor. It is slotted to allow an adjustable radius from
1 . 11 / 16" to 278 ". The crank arm may be secured to the
motor actuator shaft in position increments of 221/2
angular degrees.
The proportional spring return valve model has a heavy
gauge built- in spring mechanism to return the valve to its
normal position unppower failure or interruption. It has
the same resistor hr.lke circuit as the spring return damp.
er nurtxlr actuator. Adjustment of this resistur brake is
readil y accessible within the wiring cornparTment as
shown in Figure 3.
The spring return valve motor actuator is available for
normall y open (N.O.) and normally closed (N.C.) valve
oper.ltiun. Each t y pe has field adjustable travel from Sid"
to 1.3" valve stem movement.
The motor actuator can be mounted in any position ex-
cept upsidc do%%ri. However, mounting with the output
shaft horizontal is recommended, and upright mounting
is preferred. Sprin$ return actuators must be mounted
Tnithin 30' of upright.
The motor should travel through its full stroke (deter-
nTJncd bs its limit swi(ches) Rhile performing its fur.c-
tion, even through ti,,: motor's full range may not be Em-
pltived. Motor may be damaged if it is not free to com-
plete its full stroke. The motor should be stopped at the
end of its stroke b y the limit switch, nol stalled by the
dainper or vale.
SENSORS
LOCK SCREWS "V
LOOSEN FOR CUT IN
ADJUSTMENT—THEN
TIGHTEN SECURELY)
10 ANGULAR
DEGREE MARKS
IN FIONT CAM
i
1
WIRE WOUND
SENSORS
480, A92
R94	 PBO OR
T ti0
DUAL OR SINGLE	 TEMPERATURE
SFrJSnR RESET
	 aND PRESSURE
CONTROLLER	 SLIOEWIRF
POTENT I 0ME TER
CON  ROL'_ER
TMERMISTOR
SENSORS
	
^E +N	 C)	 CTr1ER	 r	 OTHER
	
MI.ER	 GYBERTRONIC V. C.C.	 no D.C.ICONT ROLLE R SI	 CONTROLLERS
	
r93	 CO NT ROLLERS
	
R	
YORTO
	 INCFER TO
	
w93	 CON TR^;LER
BULLETI:C)
	
SINGLE-
 SENSOR	 ELECTRONIC OR r•Io DC.
ELECTRON I C	 TEMPERATU C. iNT_RFACE
CONTROLLERNL.MIO)TY RO
CONTROLLE
* I70NTR jt LLII ,II V PI YIN(. INPIIT TO 5E'R115 $411.1 Mw T y ' T t3E P OWERFD BY TiiE SAME TRANSFORMER
51JPV'-fINti IrIL	 ,( Itl l-',	 + I ' W1.it	
to 
-Y 1
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Control Signal Input: 3 lead potentiometer; 135 ohms up
to 1000 ohms, 1/J watt minimum or 0 to —2 V. D.C.
ramp as provided by compatible electronic cuntrollers.
Input Impedance: 10 kiloohms (across terminals 8 and
10).
Power Requirement: 20 VA., 24 Volts A.C., 50/60 Hz.
Sprint; return damper models with internal heater require
50 VA.
Shaft Specifications: Double ended, 3/g" square.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Type Minimum Mo n imum
°F °C °F °CNumber
M8CJAA, M80JAl,
—40 —40 4-125 4-52M80JAC, MSOJFA•
M801CA, M80JC8,
t 10 — 12 j 123M80JDA,	 M80JEA
__52
° Includes internal heater
OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS
Travel limit Settings: Standard factory setting is 90
angular degrees. Adjustable (00 to 240 6 non-spring re-
turn, 90 co 180 0 spring return) travel is standard op-
tion.
MISCELLANEOUS SPECIFICATIONS
Enclosure: Die cast natural aluminum provides a light
and rugged case.
Built-In Auxiliary Switch: SPDT, adjustable range from
0 to 160', adjustable differential from 5 to 900.
Built-In Auxiliary Switch Electrical Rating At 125' F.
Volts A.C. 120 V. 240 V. 277 V.
Full	 load	 Amps. S 8 2.9 2 6
locked	 Rotor Amps. 34.9 17.4 15.6
Nondrductire Amps. 100 9.3 72
Pilot	 Duty — 125
	
VA	 of	 24	 to	 300 V	 A.0
Maximum Connected	 load 2000 VA.
Internal Heater (Type M80JFA Spring Return Damper
Motor): The thermostat control closes circuit to heater
«hen ambient temperature drops below 20 0 F ( —7" C)
lnd opens circuit when temperature rises above 50 0 F
(10' C). It cannot be field installed.
Conduit Openings: Two threaded openings for 1/2"
conduit.
ACCESSORIES
Transformers: A transformer is required to provide mo-
tor actuators with the necessar y 24 volt A.C. power sup-
oil
pls. Plate mounted transformers mount on a 4" electrical
box. 'transformer No. Y65AS-I and Y65BS -1 have a
1,," conduit fitting on the primar y and secondary to per-
mit direct mounung into the conduit upeniop in the
motor wiring compartment. See Penn )cries Y63, Y64
and Y65 Bulletin Flo. 3742 for ads	 -nal informal on.
Transformer
Capacity
Type
Mounting
Primory
Power Supply
(V. A.C.)
Transformer
Part No.
120 Y&SAJ-1
Plate
240 Y658J-1
40 VA.
120 Y65AS-1
Foot
240 Y631111S-1
120 Y60A.110
Plate 480 Y60KJ8-1
So VA. 208/240 Y67sJ`1
120 Y63Alb-1
Fool
208/240 Y63SM2
120 Y64"I
Plate
208/240 Y64sJ-1
100 VA.
120 Y64A1-1
Foot Zoen .o r64st-1
Posilion Indicator: Kit No. PTR11A-	 •t
600 is available, if required. It con-	 I __4
twins an indicator pointer and csvo 	 )
pressure sensitive m y lar decals.decals. For
field installation unly.
Valves: Penn Division provides a complete line of two-
A.ts siligle scat and double seat, three-wa y diverting and
mixing valves to meet your control application.
Refer to the following bulletins to select the valve and
linkage required:
Valve Number Description BulletinNumber
V90AA 2 way,	 ,.ogle	 toot	 giobe 7624
V908A 2 wa y , double teat ]625
V90CA 3 way, 7627
V90D8 3 way, ­­ 9 3626
V90SA 9u It 3428
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Fig. 7 — Spring return motor
actuated thruway
tralee.
Fig. 6 — Motor actuator
-1	 mounted on a two way
Plate mounted t ransformer.	 Foot mounted 40 VA transformer0 3 A	 .o1ye.
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Damper Linkage Components: A viriet y of crank arms.
ball )Dint connecturs,
ing bracket pros	
push rods and a right angle mount-
ide ease connection of the motor acn,.tulr
to a damper. Two complete sets are offered to simplif%
selection of proper cumponents.
Description PartNumber Application	 or	 Co n strucrion
For mounting	 of	 actuator	 to	 top	 of
duct	 or	 any	 (lot	 surface	 ContainsY200AA-2 LVR77A-602,
	
LVR27A 600,	 S'WL104- I
Damper 601	 (2 so 1, and ROO16 3.
Linkage For mounting of actuator	 to	 ode of
'site duct	 or	 "roll.	 Contains	 LVR27A 602,Y70DAB 2 LVR27A-600,
	
SWLIOA 601	 (2	 ea 1,
R0016 7	 and	 B•.T22A 602.
For	 use	 on	 1	 or	 r , s '	 diameter
LVR27A-600 damper	 shafts.
	
Adjustable	 radius
from	 7;"	 to	 4' 1"
Crank
LVR27A-601 For	 use	 on	 motor	 actuator.	 Adjust-Arms
able	 ad,.% from	 I : ', s "	 to 2Is-
BKT19A-600 Damper	 angle	 bracket	 to	 connectlinkage to damoer blade
Ball	 loinf Woh	 ',' 28 diameter stud-use withSWL10A-601 LVR27A 602, LVR27A . 600, andConnector B KT19A- 600 crank arms
Is'	 diameter	 a	 48"	 long plated steal
Push
ROD16-2
shaf,
Rods
ROD16 0 ^,'	 J,orneta, a	 24'	 long	 pioUd	 steel
shaft
Moun`ing BKT27A 602 Right angle mounting bracket
Bracket
BALL-JOINT	 CRANK ARM
DAMPER BRACKET CONNECTOR	 LVR27A-600
Bill 19A 600 SWLIOA 601
'40
RIGHT ANGLE BRACKET	 CRANK ARM ASSEMBLY
BKT27A 602	 LVR27A-602
Externally Mounted Auxiliary Switch Kits: Use Penn
Series 591 s%%itch kit. These kits are available with one,
t%No or four -')PD'F snal) acting snitches. They can be
mounted on elthcr shaft cod of the nio(or actual and
incorporate the time proscn, reliable, Pennswirch con-
struction.
Contacts are rated at 9.`i amps at 120 V. A.C. and 3.0
amps at 2 +0 V. A.C. at 125 F (52' Q ambient.
For complete information, refer to Penn Series S91
Bulletin \o. 3(151).
SHIPPING WEIGHTS (Approx.)
Individual	 Pack
Type Number Ibis.kg
MBOJAA,	 .M80JAB. I	 11 S
M80JAC
M801CA,	 M80JCB.
M801FA,	 M801DA, 1 S 68
M80JEA
ORDERING INFORMATION
l"o order spet.1fN
1. Con1plete Product N'umher, if avallahle.
PRODUCT NUMBER SELECTIbN
Product
Number
Timing (1)
Secs./160'
Trovrl
Aunhary
wiStches
Internal
Heater
,.App,scotionFin ed Adjustable Sett i ngor ing
S
M80JAA-1 60 % 90 None	 No	 Valve or damper
• MSOJAA 7 60 X 90	 None	 No	 I	 Volvo or damoer
• M80JA8.1 60 X	 90	 1	 No	 /Dive or damoer
• MSOJAC-1 60 X	 90	 2 No Valve or domoar
'MBOICA-2 60 X'	 SO	 Non. No Sor,ng return damoer CCW
• M80JCB 1 60 K	 70	 1	 1 No Sonnq return domoar CCW
• MSOJDA-1 60 X ss'"	 lift None No I	 Va l ve stem normally down
Ik	 S or nq return valve
i
'M80:EA - 1 60 X Is— hitT None No	 I	
Volvo
	
$tern	 normally	 un	 I
Sau n a return voive
• M80JFA-I 60 X 90 None as	 Sr•rinq ,etu,n damper CCW
(1) See SpeclGcolton Table for add,honal t,m,nq nfo,mur,on
• Wholesaler model available Ito- stock
SPECIFICATIONS
Timing .n Seconds
Type
	
INom,nan
Number	 Angular hovel
160' 178 rod)
Torqual l)	 Romper
lb .r•chas
	
Rating - Sol ft.
Newton Marais .n ( 1
	
So Motors in ( )	 F, ad
Rotational Travel
Field Adjustable
	
11	 ^	 a0	 aSi	 175 ,1 Al
MBOJAA, MBOIAB,	 70	 80 D	 JS 71	 90 o r 160	 90' to 2WM80JAC	 i	 --^---	 --- -- I 11 6 or 2 8 rod)	 1 6 ro e 2 rodi
	
60	 ISO .I7 , 	i	 70 16 51
M80JCA. MBO1C8. -- - _----1`	 j	 90' to 180
MBOJfA	 60	 SO 56)	 I	 ]S l71	 -	 11 6 to ] 2_r ­1
M 8010 A, M80JEA	 160 sac r u t 1	 valve hft l lS I b v,dv e r t es rr,ruis.	 ---	 ss' 10 1 7	 ---,
II) '	 .e tonn0e o r e rnr a,t,d r,.I .,I dr,tlt lo- l ervl)	 i
(2) Inch 'er 's" owr oval for uuling 1 2 ,vuy vulvas 	 . uvp novel 1- J	 ­ ,.Of
Auxiliary outpu t shufl is tenured to ,r rnn.,na,m ,la td +ve,gnl of 75 It s
..^
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TWO-WAY, SINGLE-SEAT GLOBE VALVES
APPLICATION
These two-wa y valves are for two position ( on/off)
or proportional control of steam, water or air in air con-
ditioning s)stents or commercial industrial applications.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Motor Actuators and linkage
These valves are positioned by Penn Series A140, iv180,
N181 or M82 electric and electronic motor actuators.
Clockwise motor rotation drives valve stem down to
close off flow.
The actuators are adapted to the valve bodies b y a
linkage which not only, fastens the valve bod y and
actuator together, but also transforms the angular move-
ment of the actuator output shaft to the straight-line
motion required to position the inner valve plug of
the valve body. A pinion gear on the actuator output
shaft drives a gear ra,^ that is connected to the valve
stem. This constructior maintains the designed flow
characteristics of the valve body.
SPECIFICATIONS
These two-way, single seat vah'es provide 100"%• tight
shutoff.
Sizes I/z" through 2" have 150 lb. bronze bodies with
bronze trim and 316 stainless steel stem. The inner valve
(plug) provides equal percentage flow characteristics.
The EPT valve packing limits the temperature of the
media (hot/cold water, steam, air) to 281' F.
Valves 1/2" through I"," have one union t y pe connector
and one screwed end connector.
Valvcs 1 1/2" through 2" ha%e scres<ed end connectors.
Sizes 2 1/2" through 4" have 150 lb. ASA flanged iron
bodies with bronze trim and 316 stainless steel stem. A
post guided plug provides equal percentage flow charac-
teristics. Neoprene packing permits media temne,-cures
to 281 0 F.
ry
Fig. I — Motor Actuoted Valve
ORDERING INFORMATION
To order, specifv:
1. Valve Bode Product Number.
2. Valve Linkage Product Number.
3. .Motor Actuator Product Number.
4. Factory, assemble, if required.
5. Service.
F_xcrnP1c: One V90AA•12 Valve Body, one Y20AAA-2
Valve Linkage and one \180FAA-2 Motor Actuator
with 6o sec. timing completely factory assembled; for
5 psi steam service.
VALVE SIZING
For steam applications, see Bulletin 3335. For liquid
applications, see Bulletin 3334.
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PLNA SERIES V90AA TWO-WAY SINGLE SEAT GLOBE VALVES.
SPECIFICATION TABLE
I ink age
	
Required
	
(Order	 uporately Mom, Clow-Off Press. (psi)to match valve and motor )elected)
Product Volvo
Maximum Valve Shippinsand
Humber Slte Cv Standard Spring Return All Series
Standard Spring Return
hessure
Drop* lift
Wt	 ve(Velve(Inches) Series Series M40 MOO, Mal, M82 M81, M82 (si)p (Inches) onl y)M80, M81, M82 M80, M11, M82 iSteam Water Steam Water
V90AA•t0 1y 2.7 1	 Y20AAA•2 Y20ABA•2 Y20EAA•1 40 150 35 130 75 15 3.7
V90AA•11 ". 3.8 Y20AAA•2 Y20ABA 2 Y20EAA•1 40 150 35 150 30 K 4.0
V90AA-19 1 7.0 Y20AAA•2 Y20ABA-2 Y70EAA•1 40 150 33 IDO 23 % 4.0
V90AA•17 V 12.0 Y20AAA-2 Y20ABA-2 Y20EAA-1 40 150 1 35 40 25 1: 6.3
**V90AA-14 1 1/1 20.0 Y20AAA•2 None None 40 120 28 28 20 1 6.3
**V90AA•15 2 750 Y70AAA•2 None None 40 63 1	 16 16 20 1 1.3
V90AA-7 2!S 510 Y20AA8 . 1 Y20ASS-2 None 40 40 10 10 18 L. 30.8
**V90AA-6 3 83.0 Y20AAB 1 None None 28 28 None None 17 114 43.0
**V90AA•9 I	 4 1 150.01 Y20AAS 1	 None None 14 14 None None 14 1'.S 80.0
* Pressure drops for valve siting in excess of thou listed in the Specification Table can cause a reduction in the normal life expectanc y
 of the
valve.
r• Cannot be used with spring return motors.
INSTALLATION
;`,: anv. rli,lg is recommended but y al y e assemblies
can be mounted in other positions provided the output
shaft is horizontal.
Ambient temperature plus heat transferred from the
val v e through the linkage must not cause the motor
temperature to exceed its limit of 1.35° F.
Motor-actuated val v es are available either cuinple(els
factory assembled and tested or as individual com
ponents; vale bod y vai y e linkage• and motor actuator
k
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Valve A B CSize
i" ere '1124) 2"(51) 1	 145.-13711
, 4 „ 514.,	 (133) 211,,• (56)Ti4[)-e• 376y
^-1" 5's	 (1491 -- --2`1.' (59)	 14'1„"'3791
1!4' 6111."(170) 1	 21s'•(67)	 15','138"
I l i" 7'^" 11871 2'e" 1731	 ISt.	 (395~
2" 8'1"(213) 1	 3 4, ."	 81)	 1	 151,"14001
CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
Make sure valve stem moves freel y after valve is in-
)talled. 1- he valve joints and seals should be checked to
be surf there are no leeks.
After linkage and motor actuator are assembled to the
valve, a complete operating cycle should be observed to
he sure all components are functioning properly.
REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT
Replacement of valve stem, val v e plug and packing may
be mad!- in the fie!d. When ordering replacement parts,
gi y e Walt^ Bod y Humber and complete description of
the pert required.
vat.
21,
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Johnson VA-3200 Electro-Hydraulic
Valve Actuator
The Johnson VA-3200 Electro-Hydraulic
Valve Actuator provides control of fluid
flows in heating, Ventilating and air condi-
tioning systems. Normally the actuator is
used in association with a Cybertronic elec-
tronic controller and an appropriate Johnson
valve body to regulate the fl ow of fluid, such
as steam and water.
The VA-3200 is available for proportional
action. For two-position action a PZ4000
two-position power supply is required. The
unit is a sealed electro-h ydraulic system
acting against a spring-loaded piston and
shaft. Fail-safe operation is provided by
the spring, which retracts the actuator shaft
in the event of power failure.
A position feedback potentiometer connected
to the actuator shaft ma y be ordered for ap-
plications requiring indication of relative
shaft position. The potentiometer is used
with the position meter on a GQ-4100 in-
dication system.
Also available are two auxiliary switches
independently wired for N.O. or V.0 oper-
ation. The "on" and "off" operating points
Actuator with
Feedback and
Auxiliary Switches
of each switch may be set at any percentage
of actuator shaft travel. These switches re-
turn to the normal position when the actuator
--haft is retracted.
Actuators %. ithout feedback and auxiliary
switches are supplied with 8" pigtail leads
and a standard handi-box for electrical con-
nections. Those actuators with feedback
and or auxiliary switches have 42" pigtail
leads and a lar ge wiring box; one pre-drilled
hole is provided for the pigtail leads.
Specifications
MODEL V 1.1200 ELF.CT110-II1 DII \I LIC V \LVF. 	 \CTIIATOR
CONTROL MODE PROPORTIONAL
SUPPLY VOLTAGE 120 OR 23 VOLTS	 \ C., (, 0 llz ('S \A)
0 To I6 VOLTS D C. \CROSS SERVO VALVECONTROL SIGNAL ( \PPRO \!%I \ rF; RESIST \N( F 	 1000 OHMS)VOI, f 1f.E ND\IIN,\I. 01'1 .:R.\ I , ING	 n \N(;F. n	 I O	 I^	 % , ot.'r5 D C.
PO INV.II C. \N OPPI)SF'	 Inn I IiS	 F\TI NI)FI)	 \ND itFT11 \CTE.D
STn0KF: i,	 OR	 1' 3' 	 IN(:IIF:S
APPRO\. 20 ^F.CONDS FOR ', INCH STROKE;
OPERATING TIME I	 APPIU)\. 60 SF.l ONDS FOR P, 	 STROKE;
.\MIIIF , NT TENIPv,RATtIRF.
-'5 10 ME (-10C TO S.SC)I_I\Ill c
POSITION FF.EDII.\CK POTENTIOMETER (APPROXIMATELY
I Io 011%IS CII \N(;F. FOR	 1', INC11 STROKE)
TRO All \ILIARY
	
S%ITCI1F:S (!, PD -r1 R 4TED \T ': HORSEPOR'ER
ACCESSORIES fS.R,\ AT	 120 VOI.r ; 	\.(:.. oil	 2.9A	 \T 230 VOLTS A.C.);
-\V 11L.\RLF; FOR Fl Ill Eli N O	 OR N C	 OPERATION
T10-POSITION Pwivn 1 1 PPL1: P'1.-4000-1 FOR 24V	 \.C.
\NI)	 1 1 7-lollo-1 	I -'011	 !?fA	 \ C
--ILL— 3161111.o ... .1 r.
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NOTE: 'OWER WIRES FOR 120V UNIT ARE BLACK AND
BLACK/RED; WIRES FOR 24 V UNIT ARE YELLOW
ANO WHITE.
Operation
In a typical application, a proportional action
actuator is connected to a power source and
to an electronic temperature controller. If
the controller senses a change in temperature
from the set point, it transmits a proportional
control signal to the servo valve in the actu-
ator. The servo valve modulates the hydraulic
pressure in proportion to the signal; this
causes the hydraulic fluid to move the pis-
ton and actuator shaft, to position the valve
in response to the control signal.
For two-position action, the servo valve of
the actuator is connected to the output of a
PZ-1000 two-position power supply which
is controlled by a two-position thermostat.
The controller opens and closes the circuit
to the actuator servo valve causing the two-
position action of the actuator.
Mounting
The valve body should be installed in the
line before the actuator is mounted, leaving
a minimum clearance of the length of the
actuator plus three inches. The actuator must
always be mounted above the valve on hori-
zontal steam or water lines to avoid damag-
ing the unit in case of valve leakage.
Wiring connections are made to color coded
pigtail leads. All wiring must conform with
applicable electrical code requirements.
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Johnson VA-3200 Electro-Hydraulic
Valve Actuator
The 'lohnson VA-3200 Electro-liydraulic
Valve Actuator provides control of valves
in heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
systems. The actuator may be used with any
cc,atroller or auxiliary device that produces
a 0 ;n 16 volt D.C. output.
Installatio;
The valve sho,Jd be installed in the line be-
fore the actuator is mounted. A minimum
clearance is required, cabal to the length of
the actuator plus an additiola:il 3 inches, to
permit the actuator to clear the valve stem
during installation or removal. The act,;%tor
must always be mounted above the valve o..
horizontal steam or water lines to avoid dam-
aging the unit in case of valve leakage.
NOTE: If necessary, the yoke may be de-
tached from the actuator body and mounted to
the valve body before the actuator is installed.
Mount the actuator as follows:
1. Remove the gland nut from the valve
centerpiece. CAUTION: Normally closed,
three-way, and 2-1/2 " to 4" normally
open valves must not have internal pres-
sure. 1/2 " to 2" normally open valve
bodies with internal pressure may leak
until the plug and stem seal against an
internal 0-ring.
2. Screw the 3/8" locknut and coupler onto
the actuator shaft. The coupler should
cover at least two threads above the hole
in the shaft. NOTE: Valve coupling hard-
ware is supplied as a VZ-1000 series
Valve Coupling Hardware kit.
?. Slip the actuator and yoke, the hold-down
nut, and the gland nut over the valve
stem and centerpiece.
4. Screw the (1/4" or 5/ 16", depending on
type of valve) locknut and coupler onto
the valve stem.
5. If A.C. power and control input signal
are not available at actuator, usinrr a
9/16" wrench, tighten the 3/8" locknut
7- S/9"
5 - 5 /16"DIA:
against the coupler, using it as a jam
nut. CAUTION: On actuators having aux-
iliary switches and.'or feedback, do not
disturb the locknut which holds the feed-
back arm to the actuator shaft. The feed-
back arm must be free to slightly shift
and move on the actuator shaft; other-
wise, binding between the actuator and
feedback or switch assembly may result.
6 Screw the valve stem into the couplerun-
til the plug assembly just contacts the
centerpiece. Do not force, as damage to
the plug assembly may result.
While holding the valve stem with one
hand to prevent it from rotating, use the
9 16 " wrench on the 3 8 " locknut to
further adjust the actuator preload as
noted in Table I. Do not rotate actuator
or valve stem. Proceed to step 12, skip-
ping steps 8 thru 10.
8 As an alternate procedure, if A.C. power
and a control input signal are available
at the actuator (assuming all wiring has
been installed arid checked out), adjust
•w. NTWo IN U.S.A.	 B-38
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the control input signal to position the
actuator shaft to the desirt •d pro-load
position as noted in Table I. Proload
can be measured b y placing a ruler
parallel to the actuator shaft on the bot-
tom of the actuator housing.
9. Screw the valve stem into the coupler
until the plug assembl y just contacts
the centerpiece. Do not forces, as this
can damage the plug assembly.
10. Return the actuator shaft to the retract-
ed position.
11. Tighten the locknuts on the actuator
shaft and valve stem against I.hecoupler.
12. Tighten the packing and hold-down nut
on the centerpiece, being caroful not to
shift natural alignment betv.er-n actuator
and valve.
TABLE I. ACTUATOR PRELOAD
VALVE TYPE PRELOAD
NORMALLY OPEN 0-1	 32"VB -3752
NORMALLY CLOSED 1	 '32"	 I	 8"V B-3970
VB 4140 & VB-4322 1	 32"	 -	 1	 16" J
Wiring
All wiring must ronform with appliruble elec-
trical code requirements.
The actuator with feedback is equipper with
a 421 " cable of color coded leads for system
wiring. If a position potentiometer or switch-
es are part of the assembly, a separate cable
is used for the switch and potentiometer
wires. krtuators without feedback are sup-
plied with 8" pigtail leads.
Wiring connertions should be made with wire
nuts in the junrtion b07..
The two -position actuator requires a PZ-4000
two-position power supply. A.C. power must
be supplied to both the actuator and the
,eparate power supply. The output of the
power supply is connected to the actuator
„• ryo valve ac shown in the wiring diagram.
I)o not mount the PZ4000 in the actuator
junction box. The heat generated to the actu-
ator will cause the PZ -TOGO to fail.
Lubrication
the actuator shaft and linkage should be
lubricated periodically with Dow-Corning
UI: ll, or equivalent. No additional main-
tenance is required.
Operational Checkout
After the actuator has been Installed in ac-
rordance with the previous instructions, an
yn rail ul.il herkout should be performed,
using tht• following procedure.
To check actuator operation, 120V A.C. or
_1V A.C. (depending on the model) must
l„• used. A vartabl, • O.C. source of 0 to 16V
at "Il ma is also needed f!x the proportional
artuators. This ma y be either a power sup-
ply or an appropriate Cybenronic controller.
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NOTE: POWER WIRES FOR 120V UNIT ARE SLACK AND
BLACK/R[D I WIRES FOR 24V UNIT ARE TELLOW
AND WHIT[
If a controller is used, the voltage should be
monitored at test points described in the op-
erational checkout bulletin covering the con-
troller, and the set point control varied to
obtain the voltages required for the following
procedure. Be sure power wiring and applied
voltages are correct before testing.
Proportional Action:
1. Apply A.C. power to the actuator pump
(black and black/red leads on a 120 volt
unit, yellow and white leads on a 21
volt unit.)
NOTE: On early 120 volt models, two black
wires are he A.C. power leads. On early 24
volt models, the A.C. power leads are green
and white.
2. Connect the D.C. power supply to the
servo valve (red and blue leads).
3. Observe the operation of the actuator. At
0 volts the shaft should be fully retracted.
4. Apply 16 volts to the servo valve.
5. Observe the operation of the actuator.
Tht- shrift should move to the full y -
rxtended position, operating smouthly
throughout the stroke.
JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY
MILWAUKEE, WISCO ► !SIN AND PRINCIPAL CITIES
h. (.1irck the operation of the actuator with
V volti U.C. applied to the servo valve.
The actuator Oulft should come to rest
at a print between '1510 and 75: of
the stroke.
Two-Position Action:
1. Apply 1.(:. Mower to the artuator and to
the PZ- 000 power supply (black and
black red leads on a 120 volt unit, yel-
low aad white It-ads on a 24 volt unit).
The actuator Shaft should move smoothly
out to the fully-extended position.
NOTE: On early 120 volt models, A.C.
power leads are two black wires. On early
.I volt models, the A.C. power leads are
green and white.
Remove the A.C. power; the actuator
shaft should return to the full-retracted
position.
If the actuator does not operate properly,
check the s y stem for possible wiring errors.
If necessar y , rheck the servo valve resis-
tance and the resistance to the pump moto-
nRainst the values listed in Table 11. If
the resistance differs from the listed values,
or tho actuator still fails to function, re-
place it and return the defective unit to the
factory. Do not attempt to repair the actuator
in the field.
Adjustments
The following procedures apply to models
equipped with auxiliary switches and/or
feedback potentiometers.
Position Feedback Potentiometer
Adjustments:
If the potentiometer is used in a GQ-4100
indiratic.n system, refer to the operational
rhorklnit prosodures and adjustments for the
Indication system.
TABLE II. RESISTANCE VALUES
FUNCTION RESISTANCE VALUES
120 VOLT UNIT. BLACK TO BLACK/RED, I I Q. ! 1 0
PUMP MOTOR
24 VOLT UNIT. YELLOW TO 'WHITE. APPROX	 0.50
SERVO VALVE RED TO BLUE, APPROXIMATELY 12000
POSITION FEEDBACK BLUE TO WHITE GREEN. 13511. «150 7POTENTIOMETER (VIOLET LEAD IS CCNNECTED TO WIPER ARMOF POTENTIOMETER)
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Auxiliary Switch Adjustinents:
The actuator ma, , I, , ' supply 1 L,ith tv.o aux-
iliary switches. Each ;wttc'lt c an he .^,i^u:.re l
Independentl y to open (i' clo.•, at +ii` le.sir• •d
shaft positron. Tile diff e rential ti,.%- I is alr.o
adjustable down to ,1 minimum	 tr ­kv .)f
1 32 This is the- diff`•r.•n.•`• it, -tuft l^„I
tion between the point whe-.• t hr ,%%Itch `ij • i
ates on a .shaft • \tenswn an,i 'liv point ^%licr,
the switch operates on a ~haft retractri)n
To set up theoprratine points ont'ach ,%. rte I,.
the proper !\.(.. voltag" aG• I a carlal,le rolt-
trol signal of 0 to lei volts 11 C. must In • „n.
netted to the actuator. however, if po.stiini^
do not connect power to the switchc ., 010-11-
selves until switch adiustm,tit Is completed.
1. Loosen the set screw t li•+t h` Id , t h•• ul;p••r
cam to the shaft and twinov, • tit,- , a n.
2. Appl y A.C. pov%vi- to. th e actuator ,ind
adjust the control volta iv. nail th. • a tt:-
ator shaft is at tit,- .•d f-)r
operating tit,- low• • r swlt-h when tit,- shaft
is extending.
3. Loosen the set screw that h,d 1- ih.• Iow••r
cam to cite shaft. ({otat'• the , I:n - Io, k-
Ur4e t" actrtat ,- tit•' switch and tighten the
set screw ,viih the cam in this position.
% ()T1:: Tile point of operation can he deter-
rnlned b y
 listening for an audible "click" or
i,v r r,;inecting an ohmmeter across the switch
I,•a,is. If an ohmmet e r is I,sed, there must be
no er.ternal p1Ner applied to the switch.
1. :1dju.st the control voltage until the actu-
mor shaft is at the position selected for
operatine the lower switch when the shaft
is retracting.
^. Loosen rite screws holding the differ-
e ntial ram segm, tit. It ma y be necessary
to mov e th • 'se scre w s to different holes
rn the bolt rircle to ac hie%e proper ad-
jIt11;;i •• nl. Botate the Cain sregmelt until
the s\%Itch roller rests on the segment.
Lift the switch roller off the cam to be
.stir• the s,%itch is in the groper oper-
1:1I 1 ¢ po.itr„m.
o. tit,• y arn s• ,ment counterclockwise
until the roli ` • r drops and the switch np-
orato-;. Tighto•n th•` tarn segment mount-
t:hock tht^ adjustment b y
 operating the
actuator through its full travel and cb-
.s•`rviniz the positions at which the switch
operati•s.
.i. !{epiary th• • upper rain on the shaft and
p• • rf,um adjustments describ.-d in steps
through 7.
\l l r(;: sw Itch positions have 'been set at
th” factor y and normall y should not be
ch.inc, • I. I'.)%e% -r, if a :witch has been
shift•• i and fails to operate properly, loosen
the mount;nR screws and move the switch to-
ward or awa y from the earn as required.
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Johnson VA -3400 Llectro-IIydraulic
Valve Actuator
Proportional or Two Position Action
The Johnson VA-3400 Electro-Hv(lraulic
Valve Actuator provides either proportional
or two-position control of large valves in cen-
tral heating and air conditioning systen)s.
The actuator is especially designed for use
with a CYBERTRONIC@ electronic controller
and an appropriate Johnson valve body in
systems controlling the flow of extremely large
volumes of fluid.
The VA-3 .100 is a completely self-contained
unit consisting of an ac ;uator shaft and a
sealed electro-hydraulic system. The eiectro-
hydraulic system is composcd of an electri-
cally driven pump, a servo valve, and a piston.
These components are arranged so that the
VA-3400 is fail-safe in operation; the actuator
shaft returns to the retracted position in the
event of power '.allure. The actuator ma y be
connected to the controller for either direct
or reverse acting control.
Operation
In operation, the actuator is connected to a
power source and to an appropriate CYBE_R-
TRONIC controller, such as the TEC-4000
temperature controller.
1
11	 j l
On a change in temperature, a control signal
proportional to the temperature change is
transmitted to the servo valve in the actuator.
The servo valve operates, causing the hydrau-
lic fluid to move the piston and . actuator
shaft. The actuator shaft positions the valve
in response to the control signal.
b -#h
^ `4z
Specifications
11OIIF,1, \A	 tP1)	 F.I	 Ft
	
II If) . II111R\L'I.If, 	 VAI.VE	 \4.1'IJATOIt
CON1'R01, MOUE PRUI'OkTIONAL mt 'rwo-Pw) n'ION
SUPPLY PO X'ER VOLTAC,E OPTIONAL. 115 VOLTS OR 24 VOLTS A.C..(,O CPS ( 6 WATTS)
CONTROL SIC,NAL 0.1fi VWA'S I)r. ACROSS SERVO VAI.\F'\PPR))\I\11Tf:.	 RE.,ISTAN(.F	 I01'0	 f111\iii
STROKE INCHES
POWER t.AN OPP05E 1000 POCNDS F.XTENOED, 500
POUNDS RETRAI:TF.D
OPERATING 1INIE SIX MINUTES FOR FILL STROKE.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 125 F	 N [AX INIU
	 I
P.in)ed i n
 U.S A.	 2
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Tile actuator should be mounted vertically.
However, mounting in any other position i,,
possible if a hanger or brace is provided to
support the actuator body.
Airing connections a:e made to 36" pigtail
leads oil actuator. Applicable local and
national electrical codes mu,t be followed.
Ordering Instructions
When ordering, specify a complete n.odel
Humber from the Product Specification sheet
for the VA-3400.
As the temperature changes, the magnitude
of the control signal changes proportionally.
As the magnitude of the control signal
changes, the actuator repositions the valve
accordingly.
Mounting
The exact method for installing the actuator
depends on the type of valve body used and
the requirements of the individual system.
BONNET	 PUMP
OIL
RESERVOU— 	 34- PIGTAIL LEADS
FOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE
X PIGTAIL LEADS
VANE
	
FOR CONTROLLER 510MAL
SERVO VALVE
ENO - BELL
DIAPHRAGM
ACTUATOR
SHAFT
NOTE. S{ PI GTA I L LEAOS COLOR-CODEO Ai FOLLOWS
LEAOS	 IISV UNIT I 24VUNIT
PUYTO► _@I	 GR CCNMOR	 ELK	 WHITE
SERVO	 R 0
	 PEO
VALVE
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Johnson VA-3400 Electro -Hydraulic
Valve Actuator
Proportional or Two-Position Action
The Johnson VA-3400 Electro-Hydraulic
Valve Actuator provides proportional or two-
position control for valves in central heating
and air conditioning systems using extremely
large volumes of fluid. The actuator is de-
signed for use with a CYBERTRONIC elec-
tronic controller and an appropriate Johnson
valve body. The actuator may be connected
to the controller for either direct or reverse
acting control.
Installation
If possible, the actuator should be mounted
in a vertical position. However, mounting
in any other position may be accomplished if
a hanger or brace is provided to support
the actuator body.
The exact method used to install the VA-3400
depends on the type of valve body used and
on the requirements and limitations of the
individual system. However, the following
procedure for mounting the valve be dy to
the actuator may be used in all installations.
I BREATHER CAPS]	 6 VALVECOUPLERI	 •i	 `
i
2 PACKINGNUT
L
 STEM NUT
\ I^
3 AOAPTE	
_"1-,•^	
4 LOCKNUT
r ^
1. Remove locknut (4) and (if necessary)
packing nut (2) from the valve stem.
2. Place adaptor (3) over the valve center.
piece.
3. Center the actuator over the adaptor and
_	 fit the yoke locknut (4) over the valve
13-3/32"	 IS-3/32
centerpiece.
NA
n
0
N
Printed in U.S.A.
I	 I
— s14- 3 /Ef1^—
4. Replace the locknut and packing nut.
Check the actuator for correct centering.
5. With the valve stem all the way up, hold
valve coupler (6) alongside the actuator
shaft so that the top of the coupler ex-
tends to the end of the threaded portior.
of the actuator shaft.
6. With the coupler in this position, th,ead
stem nut (5) on the valve stem until it
clears the coupler by one•eIghth of an inch.
7. Hold the stem nut in this position and
Lighten the coupler against the nut, push-
ing the stem into the valve as required.
B-44
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8. With the coupler securely locked on the
valve stem, thread the coupler on the
actuator all the way to the end of the
threaded portion of the shaft. The valve
stem should turn with the nut and coupler
as the coupler is threaded on the shaft.
The resistance encountered during the last
few turns of the coupler is the valve
preload.
9. Check the actuator for correct centering,
then tighten the locknut securely.
Wiring
The VA-3 . 100 has a power consumption rating
of 100 VA. This figure must be taken into
consideration when sizing transformers.
The actuator is supplied with a 36" pigtail
cable of color coiled 18 ,a ,,e stranded wire.
Use wire nuts to connect the actuator to Sys-
tem wiring.
All wiring must be in accordance with ap-
plicable national and local electrical codes.
WIRING DIAGRAM FOR DIRECT ACTING CONTROL
L 
SUP—PLY VOLTAGE
z.oROeVACwCPS
LE
FUSE
7
LIL2 a t
0 O TyriCALCONTROLLER
11 Q N	 TEC- •,OQ-A OR TEC-4022-•
-LI
- L2
^• ew
v A .3400
'	 •C TUATOR
NOTE
	
COLOR CODE FOR POWER WIRING IS AS FOLLOW!
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IL 2 1 GRN
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WIRING DIAGRAM FOR TWO-POSITION CONTROL
CONTROL SWITCH
LI _	
_\	 4--_'—__'-	
WN1fE WIRE'OR2rVAC
3J ►r lT VOL TAO[	 —`--_^	 -	 BLACK WIRE FOR 115VAC
24 OR uSVI► C	 L2	 -
GREEN WILE FOR 24V A C
	
RLACR WIRE F O R q 8 vA C "	 'WO-POSITION ACTUATOR
A
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JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY	 VB-3752
907 LAST MICHIGAN STREET • MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 5'1')1)1
JOHNSON VB-3752
N.Q. STEAM OR WATER VALVE
	
'/s" thru 2" Cast Brass 	 2'/z" thru 8" Cast Iron
150 psi Body Rating
The Johnson VB-3752 Normally Open Valve is
designed to regulate the flow of steam or water
through coils or heat exchangers of all types.
This valve is accurately controlled by a VA-3200,
VA-3400 or VA-5000 actuator.
The VB-3752 valve body is constructed of cast
red brass in sizes 1/2" through 2", and cast
iron in sizes 2 . 1/2" through 8". A modulating
valve plug, with a replaceable composition disc
especially compounded for steam and water ser-
vice, provides an equal percentage relationship
between valve lift and flow at constant pres-
sure drop.
Specifications
MODEL VB-3752 NORMALLY OPEN VALVE
SERV!CE STEAM OR WAl ER. HOT OR COLD
SERVICE
CCNNECTiONS'
1300Y PA1TERNS
SEES
UNION ANGLE 1r2'' THROUGH 2''
UNION GLOBE 1.2" THROUGH	 1-1	 4°
SCREWED GLOBE 1.1,'2" THROUGH 2"
FLANGED GLOBE
125 ps1 2-1/2" THROUGH 8" 
!NNER VALVE EQUAL PERCEN T AGE MODULATING PLUG
BODY RAT !NG 150 p si ( 10.5 k p %cm' )
MAXIMU.`'I
OPERATING
PRESSURE
STEAM 35 psi	 (2.5 kp,cm')
WATER I SO psi	 ( 10.5 kp, cm' )
MAXIMUM
OPERATING
TEMPERATURE
STEAM 281F (138C)
WATER 281F (138C)
MATERIALS
BODY
1 . 2 ,, -2 , HIGH GRADE CAST RED BRASS. NATURAL FINISH
2.1;2"-8" HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON, BLACK LACQUER FINISH
TRIM
I/2"-2" BRASS
2 . 1/2"-8" ,	 BRASS. NIT, REPLACEABLE SCRE W+ED-:N SEAT
Disc RE PL ACE A BLE COMpOSIT'ON
STEM
PACKING
2''-2" U -CUP SY N THE TIC ELASTO""ER (STEA M AND WATER)
2-1'2"-4" 1	 -OLCED RI N G. TEF LON'.ST FArli
2- 1 , 2''- 4 " U-CUP	 SUNA -N (WATER)
2.1'2" —8" ROPE. GRAPHITED ASBESTO S (VA-3400 ONLY)
ACTUATOR
1	 2''
	 —	 2" /A-5000 THERMAL OR ,'A 5200 ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC
2 -I	 2"	 —	 4 . ' VA 3400 OR VA-3200 ELE • 7'RO-HYDRAULIC
8 VA-3400 ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC
0 -INTIr'1 'M 1. . R-40 r	 1712
♦__c -
I
^pFdcl TS 
x" qlJG?, I's
ll 
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F
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Dimensions
Actuator
Installation
It is recommended that the VB-3752 valve be
mounted in an upright position. It must be piped
so that the valve seats against the flow and
X is the minimum clearance required to 	
arranged so that the actuator can be easily re-
•
remove the actuator.
	
moved and replaced.
Valve Body
VALVE
SIZE
G n.)
DIMENSIONS	 (in.)
C
D
Angle Globe
I , 2 1-3, 8 1.5,8 1.3	 8 1-3, 8 2-1	 I.	 16
3. 4 1-13,	 16 1.15,	 16 1-5	 8 1.5 .8 3.1	 16
1 2 2-5,	 16 1-7 8— 1.7	 8 3-5	 16
1-11'4 2.1,	 4 2.7/16 2.3	 16 2-1	 3 4-1	 16
1 -	 1	 '2 4-7/8 2-5, 8 2-3	 4	 2.1	 4 4.1	 4
2 5.1	 8 3 3-1	 A 2-5,8 5-3, 4
2-1, 2
1	
7.1	 4 4.11	 '16
3 8_5	 8 5-5	 16
4 10-1	 2 6-5, 16
5 2 6-7	 8
14.1	 2 8-3	 16
17.1
	 2 1 - 15 ,	16
ACTUATOR 4 EI,	 T;_
VA-5000 3-1/4 9.1, '4 A.3/4
VA-3200 7-3/4 15-7,811 4-3/4
VA-3400 15-1/4 28. 1	 '4 5- I,'2
B-47
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COUPLER, ADAPTERS SPACER
FURNISHED WITH VA -3400
/ACTUATOR
An I
Globe Valve with Flanged Ends
Globe Valve with Screwed Ends
KNOT
'N
ITOR
Angle Valve with Male Union Outlet
Globe Valve with Flanged Ends
1'1101)Uf;1'
DATA
JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY	 V B-3752
907 EAST MICHIUiAN STOPcr - MIUWAUKF-F. VVI$(:QNSIN 5)21)1
Capac (ties
Valve Six* 1/2 3/4 I I-I/4 1 . 1,2 2 2.1/2 3 4 S e 8(In.)
Anil• 1,	 1 1.5 2.5 3.7 6.7 12.0 20.0 35 0
Cv Factor Globe 0.9 1	 1.5 1	 2.3 3.b 7 0 12.0 20.0 35 0 51 0 83.0 150.0 240.0 350.0 590.0
VB-3970 N.C.
Valve with
VA-3200
Actuator
`
	
	 PRODUCT
DATA,
JOHNSON SERVILE COMPANY	 vB-3970
507 EAST MICHIGAN STPEET - MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN '5320,
JOHNSON VB-3970
N.C. STEAM OR WATER VALVE
'/s" thru 2" Cast Brass	 2'/2" thru 8" Cast Iror
150 psi Body Rating
The Johnson V13-3910 Normally Closed Valve is
designed to regulate the flow of steam or water
through coils or heat exchangers of all types.
This valve is accurately controlled by a VA-3201,
VA-3400 or V A•5000 actuator.
The VB-3910 valve body is constructed of C3St
red hr'ss in sizes 112" through 2", and cast
iron I" sizes 2-1/2" through 8". A modulating
valve plug, with a replaceable composition disc
especially compounded for steam and water ser-
vice, provides an equal percentage relatiorshlp
C	 between valve lift and flew at constant pres-sure drop.
Specifications
MODEL VB-3970 NORMALLY C.LO^ED VALVE
SERVICE
CONNECTIONS.'
BODY PATTERNS
SIZES
SCREWED GLOBE 2	 THROUGH 2'
FLANGED GLOBE	 I125 psi 2-1	 2" THRCUGH 8"
INNER VALVE EQUAL PERCEN T AGE r-'ODULATING PLUG
BODY RATING
	
I 1 50 p si	 0 0.5 ko	 cry ' 1
MAXIMUM
OPERATING
PRESSURE
STEAM 35	 os1	 (2	 Sc	k 	 cr-,'?
WATER 150 psi	 (10.5 ko- cm' 1
MAXIMUM
OPERATING
TEMPERATURE
STEAM 281 E	 ( I38C)
WATER 281F	 (138C)
MATERIALS
ACTUA T OR
BODY
1.'2"-2" t11GH G R A DE CAST RED BRASS. NATURAL F NISH
2 . 1	 2°-8°
--	 -
HIGH TENSILE C A ST IRON, BLACK LACQUER FINISH
1 RIM
1 2°-2' BRASS
2-1	 2	 —8"
--
SFA_S.'HITH REPLACEABLE SCREtiED- ! N SEAT
DISC I=EP1_^,CEABLE CC11POSITICr4
1	 2	 —2"
STEM	 2-I	 2"-4"
PACKING
2.1	 2"-4
2 . 1
	 2­-8 ,
1	 2' ,	2
U CUP SYNTHE T IC ELASTO"ER 'STEAM AND WATER)
j	 I"OLDEC RING	 T EFLON iSTEJM)
J CUP	 BONA-N ('NATEP)
RCcE	 G k:- PHITED A SBESTOS (VA-3400 ONLY)
VA-5000 T HEE., IAL CR VA-3200 ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC
2-1, 2"	 —	 4 1, : -3200 CR 'vA 3400 ELEC T RO "YCPAUL•C
5 1	— 8" vA-3.4 0 E LEC T RO- HY D RA ULIC
B-49
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Installation
It is recommended that the VB-3910 valve be
x K mounted in an upright position. It must be piped
so that the valve :eats against the flow and
arranged so that the actuator Can be easily re-
moved and replaced.
Actuator
ACTUATOR A B X•
VA-5000 3.1/4 9.1/4 4.3/4
VA-3200 7-3/4 15-7/8 5.3/4
VA-3400 15-1/4 28.1/4	 15-1, 2
7
C
I
I
Fe—C^-I
^	 I
^	 I	 m
I
FT7
0
W
c --I
Dimensions
X is the ml ni mum clearance required to
remove the actuator.
Valve Body
7
VALVE
SIZE
(in.)
DIMENSIONS	 (in.)
C D E
1,	 2 2-3/4 1.5, 8 1-9/16
3/4 3.1;4 1.15/IF 1.15/16
1 3-3/4 2- I / 4 2.9/16
1.1,	 4 4.1	 4 2-3
	 8 2 -5/3
1. 1, 2 4-7	 8 2.3	 4 3
2 5.1	 8 3-1	 8 3.1'16
2-1.2 7.1'4 4.1!	 I6	 1	 5.1116
3 8-5, 8 5.5,	 16 51	 16
4 10.1, 2 6-5. 16 6-5." 16
5 12-1/2 6.7.8 6.7 8
6 14.1.	 2 8.3,	 16 1	 8 . 3.	 16
8 17.1 ,2 11.15,16
1	
11.1 5/ 16
Capacities
Valve Site 1/2 3/4 1 1-1/4 1.1/2 2 2-1/2 3 a S 6 d(in.)
Cv Factor 0.9 1	 1.7 1	 2.2 3.8 1	 6.9 1	 II 1	 20 1	 35 1	 54	 1	 83 1	 150 237 1	 344 576
ORICINA
OF 
PAR QUAOp 11'
LI?,y
y'
1
B-50
ri
L7137
Globe Valve with Flanged Ends
-K
0
E r.-. N I	 11110DUCT
L^EA	 DATA
JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY	 VB-3970,
'%U/ I A!, I POICI I H, AN ! . 1101 1.1 - M I I VVAkj" I I, Vv I'.. I It V. I N	 I JI II
C(AWL E R, ADAPT E R A RPAL L R
F I IRNISHED W11 H VA 340C)
I jA1 OP
COUPLER & LOCKNUI
/ F URNISHED WITH
VA-3200 ACTUATOR
A(
T
, \^,,,,-^
7/ 27'
^^ - -- -
r
C,
>>Y
Globe Valve with Flanged Ends
j!
a r
	
^	 ^ as
W , ^.. ..i	
'Z^
C,	 J.
7
Globe Valve with Screwed Ends
R-51
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
125 lb. SWP-200 lb. W0131 	 OS&Y
Solid Wedge Disc Bolted Bonnet 	 Gland Packed
I Nan Shock MAIERIAL LIST
NO OfSCIIII'IION _
_
MAIIHIAI	 8,	 SPICIIICAlION
Iludy brim Merl	 ASIM A 11 1 1 CI 11 -- --
7 Snit Hmrl	 HM Ilnwrr	 .	 ASIM H	 61
_ So it Il,nq	 At - -- -^ -Srm Slrrl	 .- ASIM A 176 D H
	 --	 -	 -
Y.rdnr 1"	 2'i	 nN1 Hrn•t/r	 •	 ASTM	 B	 fit
llyd' l r 3
	
1 7	 1111 !rmt SIP.-I	 ASIM	 A	 116	 ( I H
C.rdq, •	..I Srm.	 ;ilrrl	 ASIM	 A	 116	 1:1 .11
4 Wr,lgr• Ihnq 1
	
17-	HM r Ht'.)ntr_
	
ASIM	 B 61
5 u,mn^t Senn Slrel	 AS IN1	 A	 1.6
	
CI R
A%I r.tns
	
Cumptr%krd
Ronnrl Bolt A NO Steel	 ASIM	 A	 3U1	 I;t R
A	 HafkS,'•It Bushmq	 BM Btnnrr	 ASIM 8 67
R.trlsrm Bus!nnq	 At -_- - Srnm Steel •	 ASiM A 126 l:1-B _--
Srrm 7
	 2'i
	
RM Munq	 H1nnlr	 ASI'd	 H	 141 At	 )A
3 ,	 17 •'	 HM hl.,nq
	 Hinter	 ASIM	 H	 I la	 At	 A
Stem	 2091 R 1 1 89
_-- _---
Nu4rl Pltt!	 Slr,-I	 A S IM	 A	 108	 GI H	 1 1 12
-	
- -- -
10 PafYuul -
---	 -- - -
(irap!ul y d Aab r t 'ns 	Immrd
-	
--	 -
11 GLtnd	 BM 8rnnrr	 ASIM H fit
Gl A nd 1	 4	 AI Slrrl	 ASIM	 A	 109	 Gt B	 1111
Gland 5'	 12	 At Srnu Slrrl	 ASIM	 A	 I ? A CI H
-17 Gland flange So	 Steel	 ASIM	 A	 126	 CI 8
13 GIAnd Eyebolt _ Steel	 Kid Carbon
-Crass	 ASIM A 1614	 I ' 1yrhnlr Nut
	 BM
Isrboll Nut	 At Steel	 ASIM A 301 Gr 8
IS YnMe Arms 5
	 8 A	 11' Sem, Steel	 ASIM	 A	 176 C1 8
Many	 Buu,rr	 •	 ASIM B	 14!	 Al	 1AI6 Y." Nut --
17 YA Bolt A Nut 5
	
6 8 1! Steel	 ASIM	 A	 307	 G, B
18 Y„se Helanr,nq Nut 2" 4	 ' Srnm Steel	 •	 ASTM	 A	 116 CI H
VA Cap Screw 5	 14 8"
Ilaudwltrrl
12" Steel	 •	 ASTM	 A	 108	 1;t	 1118
19 Will	 Itun	 ASIId	 A	 47	 Gs	 37510
70 Wheel Nut
'NaI Shown---•._
	
..
. --
Moll	 (rnn	 A51M	 A 4 1	 (it	 3AIll
-	 —	 -- -- --
DIMENSIONS
	SIlE	 7	 ) ;'	 3	 4	 5	 ri"	 R- -	 10	 11'
	
A	 1	 1.,	 A	 9	 10	 1U 5	 II'^	 13	 14
	6	 15'0	 16%'.	 18'4	 23'.	 21'.	 I	 31',	 401.	 49'.	 511,
	
C	 A	 8	 9	 10	 11	 I1	 14	 18	 70
	
0	
_7	
1v,	 3	 4	 5	 6	 8	 10	 11
- - 6	 1	 1; I9	 1U	 I1	 13';	 16	 19
'MILWAUKEE 2889 • FE • BM
Same as 2885 except Steel Stem	 R -52
1 0
2884 SE 2'' to 4" & 6" P
A
t
t^
rf
I
1
1
MILWAUKEE	 2884 • SE • BM
MILWAUKEE
	 2885 • FE • BM
MILWAUKEE	 2889 • FE • BM'
MILWAUKEE	 2891 • FE • Al
(I^
^61
^I1)
(1>
C?
i
CIj- 	 i
03 -
I lanq,, `., hapr And fl,,Il,nq to SPrt USAS B 16 1 (125 Ib )
,, Hit  1 't,. ,'I. ,,, ,'n rr,l •. II'.,- r,',ju"u" .`(,i% t,l f eflcval Spef,l
,,ntt N„ VI VV V !•H I"t 1r;n • I tC)S) Cl.tts A V,, l y es 28(,
n u'0'.
	
,, I . .. ..I 1^, the II"1„n • '111,', IIS
 
(l Iry!rt,rl Specd.f alit
Nt '.1 i% '. ' It I.,r T Y Im • I IUF ) Clo,- A Valves
	 1 8
F
0►1 rJ ^ h	 ^
i
E
,
f ills—tthairl.	 _
NOTE: 3" size has split wedge and 	 NOTE Dimension-. shown are for
bolted bonnet It is not covered in	 solder ends driii end preparx-
Fed S pec . WW-V•54	 hon also available
*MILWAUKEE 1149M	 MILWAUKEE 1119*
Same but with malleable 	 Same but with drain
6nn handwheel
	 1	 13 -53
BRONZE GATE
125 lb. SWP-200 lb. WOGt a General Service
Rising Stem a Solid Wedge Disc
Screwed Bonnet a Sweat Ends a Gland Packed
MILWAUKEE 1149
MILWAUKEE 1149M'
MILWAUKEE 1119'
TEST PRESSURE
250 psi Shell 1125 psi Seat
MATERIAL LIST
NO. PART MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
1 Body Bronze ASTM B 62
2 Bonnet Bronze ASTM B 62
3 Wedge Disc Bronze ASTM B 62
4 Stem Bronze ASTM B 62
Packing Teflon/
Imp./Asb. Commercial
Gland Bronze ASTM B 16
Packing Nut Bronze Commercial
Handwheel Aluminum Commercial
Identification
Plate Aluminum Commercial
Handwheel Not I Bronze Commercial
DIMENSIONS—INCHES
SIZE DIM. A DIM. B DiM. C DIM. G DIM. L
% V/, it 5 Y 23 % IV"
2 W' s VA % 1
2% 6Y. 2% % 1
1 3 7 %,e 2% % 1%6
I Yr 3;4 8 '%e 3 "Al 1% e
1 Yi 3`/. 9 "/t a 3 % 1'/a1 1'/1.
2 4'/e 11 "/1 s 4 V/13 1'/u
2Y^ 5 14% 4% 1  2'/1 e
3 5 Yt 16 Yz 5 111/3, 2'/t s
4 7 Y. 15 Yz 5 2'/ee 2 "/t a
These valves meet or exceed the requirements of Federal
Spec hcr' on No WW-V- 54 for Type ll, Class A Velves.
MILWAUKEE VALVE COMPANY, INC.
237b South Burrell Sliest a Milwaukee, Wisconsin 63207
i-9
f w•^s^r
1	 Pz nr mY E
125 Ib. SWP-200 lb, WOGt • Industrial Service
Rising Stem • Solid Wedge Disc
Union Bonnet • Screwed Ends • Gland PackedMILWAUKEE	 1152
r
TEST PRESSURE
750 psi Shell	 1	 125 psi Seat
MATERIAL LIST
'10. PART MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
1 Body Bronze ASTM B 62
2 Bonnet Bronze ASTM B 62
3 Wedge Disc Bronze
Bronze
ASTM B 62
4 Stem ASTM 8 62
5 Union Bonnet
Nut Bronze ASTM B 62
Packing Teflon/
Im ./Asb. Commercial
Gland Bronze ASTM B 16
Packing Nut Bronze Commercial
Handwheel Aluminum Commercial
Identification
Plate Aluminum Commercial
CommercialHandwheel Nut I Bronze
DIMENSIONS—INCHES
	
SIZF	 DIM. A	 DIM. B
	
DIM. C
	
%	 1%	 5i4	 2'/•
	
%	 1%	 5i4	 2%
1 2'/• 7'/, a 2%
1 , • 1	 3Y4 •
3% 9%. 3%L'
2'A
3
4•/,. 14% 5
5 16;') 5
TA•a• valves me•I or •xceud 11,44 regwremerh .rl frdntAl
SWcllit.•luu, No WW V I, I 1-it I wo II l I,,%a h Vsl^u% MILWAUKEE VALVE COMPANY, INC.
7.111 , iul 111 Hillrull ^3I1ucl - Mllw,lukou, wimmlltilll bA207
11-54
FULL how
1111 •, ijimlie iwiv FAIT W'AU1, 1 1 1 . 11 I-v v 1'vr•	t
• '11	 it1.16f.% t.vn 1mrl p,'Iwl.v df-%V	 . ub`.,^:,•Ir•'	 i1^
^	 I
Thos piv-0e valvf provides positive %hut off
. . I g ...	 t.r.._J S—ficr fri g !171' :•I
l l
B-55	 r
Wea • 	the throttling %u , re of this corn
• r r' •rtvn^ rinh♦ v^ 1 v^ "'fi,c,% eh.11ty ?o
I'
MILWAUKEE VALVE
NEW Irons MFlwatikee . . . rim p , v.tive	 %r•v(-t, critical
service . . . special ctcslrn stimle%% ster • I renr w.Ihlr
"600 Brinell"' seat and disc ... FULL I LOW
NEW 66 600 BRINELL" GLOBE' VALVES-,
I UR SI of Rf ICIIII ICAI SIRV!CE —6W ORINELt ',JAI HING ANI) I)ISC
	
I	 ^F C^AL P4R QUgL f lfi
	
1	 ,
	
1	 '^
i
1	 SPICI AI
	
WIDE !IAT	 1 	 I	 THROT'
1MR OT
'
	
1	 LING1 ►tlll AD( 0
	
AINIWARIf	 if	 0	 I	 PLUG
S(AI
0[.ti
UIIT
TO
AKE
IT
q.
J `
591	 3:e 1'^ `•'
IV Lb.
300 W00	 r
rAr*wW En/s
G4n4 ftckimil'-•'i
S1Lzasr A- Uftlr
J	 ^, ^A
•^ TT Yl ti,
200 LL V*#Vaw
ram ww ` n
Union llbrt+t^'- ^ti
Scrwrad E Irrgy .^ •
Gtond trbdwq ^c4v1
6Lrtsac >,(^ blrtd K`^oc.
'r..Sty
543 ^, ^
300 t b. 5114110.	 .aF
600,W0Q•`
Unlorl (tlttltftrlel ••'il
Oland ^^r ^- r•L^
Sinaa: ]WO et{^	 v
Wit. '• •'^ r ^
;S
. '.
f+ t,^.
s^3 V
1000 "K)G-	 t
U n lon borr+w,I ''K
Gland Pscflio6
Srtr. y^••m ►u• f
iMILWAUKEE C^$^GLOBE
MILWAUKEE 590S" GLOBE
MILWAUKEE 595 ANGLE
MILWAUKEE 595S* ArJGLE
TEST PRESSURES
1	 300 p si Shell	 1	 150 psi Seat
MATERIAL LIST
	
NO
	
PART	 IMATERIAL
	
SPECIFICATION 
i
	
1
	
body
	
ASTM B 62
	2
	
Bonnet
	
ASTM B 62
Disc
	
4
	
Stem	 Bronze
	
ASTM B 62
	5
	
Disc Holder
	
Bronze
	 ASTM B 16/`,. & Y/e„
ASTM B 62
'/," to 3" Incl.
	6 	 Union Bonnet
Nut
	
Bronze
	
AS TM B 62
Packing	 Teflon/	 '
Im ./Asb.
	
Commercial
Gland Bronze ASTM B 16
Packing Nut Bronze Commercial
Disc .Jut Bronze Commercial
Handwheel Aluminum Commercial
Identification
Plate Aluminum Commercial
Handwheel Nut Bronze Commercial
DIMENSIONS —INCHES
SIZE DIM A DIM. B DIM C DIM. D
'/e 2 % 4'/1 e 1'/. 1'/1 6e
Y. 2 Ye 4Y, e 1'/i 1'/, e
Ye 2% 4 Y: 2'/e 1'/, e
Yi 2' /,e 5'/e 2': 15^,.
3 Y 5Y2 2%. 1
1 3 6'/1 e 3
1% 4'/i 7ie 31,/, 2'/,e
1'/2 4% 7% 4 2'/4
2 5'/. 9 4'/7 2 Y.
2 % 61//4 10% 5 3'/.
3 S 12 Ye 6 3''/, s
I
r
t
,g
U LU
AMD ANGLE
150 lb. SWP-300 lb. WOG I - Heavy Duty Service
Composition Steam Disc
Union Bonnet - Screwed Ends - Gland Packed
tNon- Shock
	
I	 II	 II	 ^
—D--
------ — A - - -... - •
NOTE Tell„n D,sr ava lahlo for 590 and 595.
*MILWAUKEE 590S
  	
,11'o and °5905 meet of exrecd the requireinems of Federal
G-Sper thcatinn No WW-V 51	 Tspe I Class B Valves
*MILWAUKEE 595S 
	
Y)5 and 5955 meet or P.ren d the requirements of Fecdorel
Speuf ratton No WW-V 51 for Type II. Cuss B Velves
	
300 lb. WOGt	 Buna N Disc 
B-56	 ; ^a
MATERIAL LIST
NO ITI SCRIP IION MAHMAT	 R	 SI'1C11Il.AIIIIN
1 Roily Oemu ^arrl
	
ASTM A 126 (:I B
-	 1 Dist. 2 	 4'	 BM Brunie	 ASTM B 61
Di^c 5"	 12
•.	
BM Sena Steel	 .	 ASTM A 116 Cl B
Dist-	 At Steel	 .	 ASTM A 116 Cl B—Semi_
3
— _
Disc R,nq 5" 12" BM Rionze
	
ASTM B 61
4 Split Rinq	 RM Rim m ,	 ASTM B 61
— Sr,lt Ruin - Al — Srnn Steel	 •	 ASTM A 116 CI 11
5 Dist- W'ashrr 1' 	 6" Steel	 .	 Mild Cathnn
Disc Wallin R' Steel	 .	 A STA1 A 101 Gi	 11110
	
1022
01%i	 Washer	 10	 12" Steel	 .	 ASTM A 1
fi D u Strad 5' 11" Slrrl	 ASTM A 101 Gi	 1015
	
10?2
7 fLst- Strad NO Steel	 ASTP,' A 301 Gt B
R Sn,,l	 RM Rimim,	 ASTM A lit
Swip	 AI
}	
Strrl	 ASTM A 21G Gi
	
WCB
S11,111	 Pill	 BM9 I	 AI	 miBrowi , 	•	 AS[M R 1',0 Al	 1
Strap	 Pill Steel	 •	 ASTM A 108 G ,	 10113	 10'11
10 Set Stew Steel	 .	 Mild Cdrhon
I1 G iskrl Wirstns
	 Comipmssed
12 Semi Steel	 ASTM A 171) (:113Cap
13 Rndy Stud Steel	 ASTM A 101 Gr	 1015	 1(112
14 Steel	 ASTM  A 101 Gi BBody Stud Nit
DIMENSIONS
SIZF 2 2'; 3 3":^ ­ 11 5 h 8" 11) 12
A 8 13'„ 9 1-s IV, i1', 11 14 19'.: 14'; 21',
At fi'/• 1 R 10
R V!',: 4' 4', 5`', 5 1 " 6'.'.. 1'. R"
1''• 2`A 3'. 3	 ,,,. 12'.0 4',^,
1 Noll-Shock
Kwgv Sha p e mid 001,tig to Spec USAS B 16 1 1125 II I
^^ -	 A -
	 ^+
I)
01)
X10)
11^^v	 o	 `
2
2972 /29 -i3 SE 2"-2%:..-3" 4"
f
f
i
E
1
IRON CHECK
HORIZONTAL SWING
125 lb. SWP-200 lb. WOG i 	 0	 Bolted Cap
Azp6pp-
MILWAUKEE 2973 • SE BM
MILWAUKEE 2972 • SE Al
MILWAUKEE 2974 • FE BM
MILWAUKEE 2971 - FE Al
r
MILWAUKEE VALVE COMPANY, INC. 
	
C01311 . SE - 5 ( r,•wrd Ends FE --Flanged Ends. 8 N — Irons•
2375 SOUth BUrtell Street • MilvvmikeiI . W ls( Uow; l 537017	 Mount„t-1 Al All Iron Construction.	
pi^-j7	 1.83
30
20
10
z
•
r..r.?^f	 ^.r:^. r.' r^ °rr.., !^. Cur^,^	 ► 	 300 1/2	 CXMTArugAL rvrw na mo. SERIES 80	 setso 3500	 ".a
CI'r,,':, f 1 %1 f'.. ' " ^ ''ST U" 1 'I, fLEAR COLD WATER AT A TEMPERATURE OF NOT
IS C I "^" PI TEED AT	 INDICATED OPERATING POINT ONLY.lrn^-c-	 .cq f • 1	 !, •
'
^
'
rl
T^"'`
I,-I.^^c MOTOR SERVICE FACTOR	 aer aoy tn .t'^	 Lv 0.1r, 3.1870
—	 I rr
I 	 Ill
45%	 500 °	 5$°0
580,
•
I	 ^	 °	 °	 Impelle/S
	
ire	 trimmee
	
in	 ^,`'60 /o	 ncrements to sup p ly regurred
1 62o/	 capacity. Res p onsibility for final
- p euer s^t^ n Q remains with ITT
-	 I	 0 631h%	 Bel 6 Gossett.
-
^.
^ 63t^i
40HP
°,u
63%
62%
60HP
60°'e
50HP25HP
I
30HP
i
IF
JTL4H-H,
50
40
30
s
20
z
10
0
200	 300	 400	 500	 600	 700
CAPACITY IN U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE
BELL. & GOSSETT MORTON GROVE, ILL.
r•	
60053 ITTFluid Ha,dlinR Dlvis n Inlernatintill Telep	 ehon .end •eleRrTpn Corporat on
E3 —5
0	 100
100
Io
60
Z
40
t"•
20
0
tII.	 Pi T I^I 1'S
SERIES ^,': PERFORMANCE CURVES
PEWORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE 	 no U30 1/a cs n r.rue" ww tne, reo. SERIES 80	 vita 1750	 &P.a
a
CURVES BASED ON SHO P ' te ' l le:%G CtrA1 COLD WATER AT A TEMPERATURE Of NOT
OVER A.V'E. PEREORMP'" r	 ".i;,:^ AT INDICATED OPERATING POINT ONLY
HORSEPOWER CURVES L.J •t ': ull'I.UI L 1•'^TOP SERVICE FACTOR 	 As^eeyto
	 lci	 n 3.1870
ore
	' v
	
r
50%
^•-_^it 55%. 	Impellers are trimmed in s4'q^	 increments to sup p l y requ wed
^9" 58 0 60% capacity, Resoons-Crlrty for final
.-polio, sif m^ remains with ITT
Ben 6 Gossett.
61%
F
	 60%
 
55%
71/:"
_
^^-
50°•'o
- 14110 J---^
•,	 .—.1^.,^ r— l O H P
71iiHP
1 TS,;P
I _^
T-
I
—
L_I _ 1 _ i_ 1 _	 I
0	 !".3 	 ;O 0	 300	 400	 500
.--` --1- . y
z
^20(
z
30r
40E
101
I	 _^ _ AA	 '
F"
CI!L"!E5 r1FEj f r! °'" '° 7ST US I r! , CLEAR COLD WATER AT A TEMPERATURE OF NOT
OVFR 17F. PER"'
	
IS CIORMTEED AT INDICATED OPERATING POINT ONLY.
r--rnim, inner. ctit.r1^?rr?vmc curet	 we 3x3x9tA	 cmainwat. rar na "o• SERIES 80	 swan 3500	 NP••.
u,nR's r t" 9 r;R ( , I "	 , I't NOT 11` 1(1II pF MOTOR SERVICE FACTOR	 ar►ewee;P	 can 3.18.70
WTO
600/9
	 a	 increments to suppiy re4ured62,6	 Capsuty. Resoonsfbd,ty for 111141
63%	 a	 Moeller suing remains with ITT63th /o	 Betl a Gossett.
oi
l
	45%	 5000
	55%	 r t
 51	 impellerslers are trimmed in `ti•
25HP	 58 ^e	 50HP
30HP
40HP
631/4°/.
63%
60%
60HP
N.P.S.k^.
10^
W
Lc
P.
101
0
f
_...-.r.._.	 ._ ..^	 ...^... 1_111._-.---,..^	 ....,__..^.
r III. PtT Ni PS
LIZ
	 CSERIES	 PERFORMANCE URVES
ur,NCt cNI►f1ACTtRfsTiC CUM[ me 3x3x9tfi urrta►ve^r .w. na ft SERIES 80	 was 1750	 ave► 	 ;
100
0
0
CURVES BASED ON SHOP 1"T US!%G CIFAR COLD WATER AT A TEMPERATURE OF h01
OVER !S'F. PERFORMt.1•:" i'i : '..S d.Ri iil AT INDICATED OPERATING POINT ONLY.
NORSEPOINER CURVES uu aUl ua4LIft MOTOR SERVICE FACTOR 	 ssedeen
	 can 3.18.70
1	 ,"r
S	 ,	 .	 .
Impellers life trimmed in w•
„_I
a,.. stem
. -
4096 5096
55%,
58° 6096 #increments
,mpetter
eat
apaetty.Resoont10 aYP01t^ lef1YYNy forfledstaint remoins with ITT
a Gossett.
61X.
60'16
$» 58%
55%
I ^_
r
_ 40°o•-.L..I II
iOHP
t/,HP
^tj9lip,
H.P.S.H.
ICU	 7101)	 300	 400	 500
•0
F «
2( 30
20 1
xo ^
•
60
W
301
20
10
0	 100	 200	 300	 400	 500	 600	 700	
0
CAPACITY IN U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE
BELL & GOSSETT MORTON GROVE, ILL. 60053 ITfluid Handling Division, International Telephone and telegraph Corporalion 	 T
B-58
SERIES SO PERFORMANCE CURVES --^
100
90
•0
70
►ERION"KE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE	 roe 2 1fu2'Ax91/5 c-fawvuMl, wav — fvo. SERIES 80	 Iwl• 1750	 l►a,a
CURVES BASED ON SHOP TEST USING CLEAR COLD WATER AT A TEMPERATURE OF NOT
OVER iS'T. ►ERFORMANCE IS GUARANTEED AT INDICATED OPERATING POINT ONLY.
HORSEPOWER CURVES DO NOT INCLUDE MOTOR SERVICE FACTOR 	 or►°ovt• A'D	 "rlt3.18.70
9"
30% 40%
A
45%
50%
77-
•
Imellla/n ara irlmmad In tA'r nCfamanl^ 1° aY°O1y
 /04wore4
noacny. Roaoonu0llly for final
me111ar ut^n`` famalna nq h ITT
sou a Oassell.
Sy4"
ININ 50%
45°/a
71/7"
40'/0
30%
7 1/t HP
5 HP
3 HP
N.P.S.H.
30
20
10"
z
0
0
n ORIGINAL PAGE IS
L OF POUR OUALI'CY
IUD 3500	 v. a.
trlt	 3.18.70
•
t	 f
liters	 •re
	
trimmed
	
in	 I*'
mantl to fuooiy ratluvad
uly. Ras Don U e d ity for final
uer titan` remains rite ITT
6 Goitatf
550
40
30
20
10
NO. CF PRINTS
FOR APPROVAL
FINAL
SALES OFFICE: w/. VZ AaESSd i4ssoc:-ras	 Po# 4e7-10
FACTORY ORDER NUMBER: QC'7- 4539
JOB: TELzx - BLLJE EAQrrr MfnlAI&F 'rA
SERVICE:
ENGINEER:
CONTRACTOR: -MAN/KA70
 
P(.WMa /IVLI —AND—NEAT/A/4—COMP14NY
SOLD TO: A&M A_72a Pcw a1AdlAA/D NNC4T1N_L.—CbmLolhlY	 PO g
REFERENCE: PUMP Alb, 4
PUMP
NUMBER OF UNITS
	
4 v 4 r7A
	 SIZE ^_ MODEL	 //-G^ PIT DEPTH
2440
	 GPM	 ZCl	 HEAD	 1 7SO	 RPM q DUPLEX	 ® SIMPLEX
STUFFING BOX:
q SLINGER
Cl PACKING
q LANTERN RING
CONSTRUCTION
,gJ STANDARD
FITTED
PUMP BEARING:
q STANDARD
q CUTLESS RUBBER
q RELIEF
® GRAPHITAR
q GLASS/TEF LON
INTERMEDIATE BEARING
q STANDARD
q CUTLESS RUBBER
q RELIEF
® GRAPHITAR
q G LASS/TEFLON
LUBRICATION:
Q GREASE
FLUSH
q PRESSURIZED
COUPLING:
	
BASE PLATE:
	 CONTROLS:
N STANDARD	 ® 6(2- 'b903(0- A4,6 . 54 FLOATSWITCH
q GUARD	 q 20x24 OVAL	 q 	 ALTERNATOR
q 	 22x28 OVAL	 q 	 HIGH WATER ALARM
MOTOR
—HP. _ _PHASE	 ^OQ HERTZ Z/_ WOVOLTS	 /76Q RPM	 I46HP FRAMI
BY:	 AURORA	 ODP	 VERTICAL	 !VOTE: MOTOR NOT MOUNTED
	
q OTHERS	 q TEFC	 AT FACTORY ON
q XPROOF	 MANUFACTURER	
VERTICAL UNITS.
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
PUMP: 5 S. S,VAFT
DRIVE
ELECTRICAL:
CERTIFIED SECTION: 
—
:530
	 PAGE Z5	 CURVE NUMBER: _ OPL_-110. Ln
PRINT:	 SPECIAL.	 MAINTENANCE:
BY. A'^	 ^D/A)	 DATE:	 7Z OFFICE:IQLLeC^EA
THIS ORDER WILL NOT BE PROCESSED FOR MANUFACTURING UNTIL APPROVAL IS RECEIVED.
PRINTS ARE NOT TO SCALE AND ARE CERTIFILL) CORRLCT ONLY FOR THIS ORDER. ALL
ORDERS SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE AT AURORA PUMP, NORTH AURORA, ILLINOIS,
THIS ORDER CAN BE RELEASED FOR MANUFACTURING AS SHOWN; i 1 nIITIIORITY __—-
------ -- ----- - -- -	 OFF ICE: —
RELEASE FOR MANUFACTURING PIER ATTnCllf:l) C;II/ l NGC ORDER: I I	 HAII
& I I"	 H	 H	 ^— I PUMP SIZE
CASESUCTION	 BORE
E F K
MIN.
COVER
SIZEDISCH
1 1 , 7 3', 8' ,. 5".. 34
2 7 3'.,, 8' 1 6 34
2 9 3;,, 10', 71. 34
V , 2 12 3' ,. 12', 9 '	 t o 36-
2 2'. 1 1	 4 1 , 10'„ 7"„ 34
2 2' ; 9 4', 12 9 36
2 2', 12 3 1)	 , 13" ,. 10''	 ,. 36
2', 3 7 4' „ I I'. 81, 36
2', 3 9 41 „ 12", 9"-,. 36
1', 3 12 3" ,. 14', 9 36
3 4 9 4'	 ,. 13" „ 8' „ 36
3 4 11 4'., 15'	 ,. 9" , 36
4 4 7 4' „ 13 1 , 8' 1 36
4 S 9A 4' ,. 14 1 , 8'6 36
4 S 9B 4'„ 1S'; 9', 36
6 6 9 5', 14'. 8'1 36
OVAL SIZE
28
20X24
12 X
c
dia
N— K
4" NPT
VENT
X
8-1/2 BOLTS) 	'`-ROUND CR90"" 't
COVERS
rDISCH
E G
IL
I
QEA-
L /IVES
_-wCOVER
SIZE
B C H
G
STEEL
34 32 16 is
40 38 19 ,
46 4412 ',
53 51125 ',
60 58 29
66 64 32
78 76 38
to a I
^ l7
Z
x
W ,^
O s
FRAME X Y
143HP 13'', 11
145HP 13', 12
182HP 13', 13
184HP 13', 14
213HP 13', 16
21 SH P 13', 17
254HP 13', 19
25611P 13 1 , 21
284HPH
286HPH
324HP
326HP
1S'., 21
15 1 , 23
15 1 , 24
15', 25
364HP 15 1 , 29
365H P 15', 1 30
s^
k^	
NOTES: 1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.
2. DIMENSIONS MAY VARY tl/8.
r
_AUKUKA MODEL SCI YUMP	 SECTION S30 PAGE25
ON SIMPLEX PLATE WITH OVAL 	 DATED MARCH 19IS
SUPERSEDES PAGE 253
DATED AUGUST 1973
3. NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES UNLESS CERTIFIED.
FLOAT SWITCH FURNISHED ONLY WHEN SPECIFIED.
S. LINE SHAFT BEARING FURNISHED ON 6' 2" PUMP
SETTINGS AND LONGER.
6. PUMPS WITH 36" COVER AND LARGER ARE SUPPLIED
WITH 22 X 28 OVAL AS STANDARD.
® AURORA P U M P
A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL
II, I, I AU11'( III I I IUAII N1 a 1,1. At 1 1UI,A q; IN00,•M11,41
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6.314
40
W 6	 112
u.
I
35
O
W 6 -
= 30
I ^	 ^?
_
1.112
^ HP
}
Z 25
5.112
J
Q
p
-	 -
20__
SECTION S30 PAGE 414
	 4 x 4 x 1 SERIES 530
DATED DECEMBER 1971
	
ENCLOSED IMPELLER
SUP[ASEDES PAVE 414,
DATED NOV. 1%1	
15
6 . 314 -
au^.	 50tr
ff
-
60&
b5x
-
lU y
157E
-^	 -,	 b0 Y.
t	 I
MAX, SPHERES •13116
IMP.	 PA1T, N0.-3-7-225
-	 CASE PATT. NO - -4500A
MIN,	 IMP.	 DIA. -4.718"
-{	 4 X 4X7A
1
5	 —^-
NPSH'	 ^t-	 -	 —	 -
1	 6-
"Ni P5H -	 %T-
ff
-	 -	
771
-
-
6 - 1/4 - -
5.314
-
—
-
I
—
I
f 44	 #	 _
I
1
± 1.	 - - -5-1141_^ul_
LR
70%
—f —
1I
T f { — r
-
.
65%
-^ fii -— 1 i . .3
HP30% 1^ '^
3
NPSH.
1
—1
{1	 !
-	 H
,11-112 —
'	 HP
8^	 NP
NPSH	 4!T TI
10
—
-
40
W
35itOQ
Z 3C
II
2 25rO
J
FQ- 2(
F-
1'.
100
5u	 luu	 15U	 2UU	 150	 3U0
CAPACITY — G.P.M.
350	 400	 450	 500
3Pc-116306
	
50^^ boa 6s^
	
I }^ -^	 ^ . _ -
	
7u.a	 j
75'
171	 !_
	t - 	607,	 NPSH'
,6
80	 —
	
-NPSH	 -
	
-	 1	 T	 + j 1	 77" r1NP 
}-.,! 
^^-	 {^1 `L 	 75 NP
^8\--
1	 ^^	 t	
•; -t	 SH%
=-'	 1	 =
"	 lU s	 "r
tv r
r^-
	
IS
	 t ^ 1	 ^ --^ I	 1	 ^ }	 i- 1	 —	 — — — —
NI Stl
	
(NPSH	 a	 2	 IIP
	
U	 Iuu	 M)	 300	 40U	 61111	 blMl	 ll1U
	
CAPACITY — G.P.M.	 3FC- n6wu
® AURORA PUMP
A UNIT Or 05HERAL •ZONAL COwrOP7AT10N
nl I", r-A - q 1 Jl,,'s
13-62
MAX. SPHERES -314
IMP. PATT. NO. -3-7.221
CASE PATT. NO. -4500A
MIN. IMP. DIA. -4-718"
WOB
Sf C I ION I7 PACI ! 1
Effective M,11ch 1, 1991
^ Model
1
-	 -
25
-r.11
^ - O^S[MAA^F1
^ I	 I^ (	 II	 I^ ^•/• ^^ Ktr
I
I	
t^
rn
^_._.-- • •--- n`'.I ^	 ^	 I	 it
r
LJ	 T--7^..
---
h A—it .1 ^- -	 N -- •^- - 74'	 --^—
Peabody Barnes
MANSFIELD, OHIO
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
"ON
40	 80	 120	 160
U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE
30
z
20
10 v
i
0
200
	
240	 280
	 3[00
PERFORMANCECURV[
— — 3	 SELF PRIMING CENTRIFUGAL—
-	 160
PUMP
IMPELLER 51108 - DIA.6"
LIQUID — WATER
d
eSp
110
120
^e
^Ip
100 °0 RA4,
LL
Lu
J10p
—AlLL
Z	 8t)
-_
?
eHp
Q — - - 1900 qpv - - - -
LLJ
Z 60
JQ
' s 
Mp 1 600 RP
_	 M
0 40
1750 RPM
—
20
NPSN
70
'„
40
d
(Y
LL
30N
O
Z
a 20
10
1
B-63
fY
III
III
v
F	 1
Aq
OOW
•	 I
4 . 	 cNr
1
'.I 1 1 I(IN 17 I-MiL 70
1 IIr c lve March t 197b
Model
1
Size 3" x 391
• UNIVERSAL DRIVE-
ADAPTS TO ANY
POWER SOURCE
f
PUMP SPECIFICATIONS
Size Suction & Discharge: '' • x ;"
Body Material: ( .r.l I r.)1
Volute Material: t.•I . 1 li-
Impeller Material: ( .r.l Ir0u1
Impeller: 0 1 wir I	 C I , ' III,,
Seal: I	 I rrluu if ., ,I h1or kwic-rl
1	 I'	 IIrr1 ( I l i	 .11 •	 ` 1,11	 1•".^ swel
R1• I,il I' u I . . L_.rrlr i1 .uul (,('(,unlc Fdces
Pedestal Material; (..I .l I r r .r ,	 I
Bearings:.' R nh it 11,111 I;r'uuul. 	 I(
Shalt: '.i	 I	 stir :,I n a il , 	• tilr r l
Standard Equipment: Ili • •, 11,urr Prilnrl(y Tiv,	 I
:)u Inn r I I,u1rp , 5r1 lu rr (:hr'( k WIVC
r
Note: Av,ril.Ilrl.• •'.rthKr,-. Flexlblu Coupling,
l'Ir	 III	 M-1of .111.1 1)pr'' i . 11 Sr' ls-
Cim-rrll F.I. I.11y	 r
Peabody Barnes
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SELF PRIMING
CENTRIFUGAL
PUMP
ENGINES 7 H.P. to 10 P9
1
	I 	 ^ : ,	 t	 r	 r=te	 _	
t
_	
Acuupsr	 C	 ;^ }^ 1 ; I I ^	 I	 t	 ....
	
1	 ^'Ir	 /'	 ,	 r(yl ,tt,	 ^^ • -- ^CUa I1W1WS!	 11"^	 1 J^	 /^	 1	 ~	 I	 ,
PLLP
M 1.&	
r^	
I	 I„^	 l I ^ 	 ^^ 1 	t 	 1	 —1—	 n
j '^!	 ^.^ ^ ^'cc• v^►, rot ^^^-	 [. ^ . I	 _	 _^_^_0'1 DR^„t cr X50' • ^'a1 J	 F^	 _ ;^	 .: - ,r.	 ,ns	 ...	 ,r
	L 	 1;	 a •^	 JAN\IWR` D4^ rWV.	 • .• ,a. .• .w•,
r
^	 ,	 ^•. ^	 rat .. 1	 '	 .^?'t• ^,^.	 —	 ^ ..	 +l` {+	 -.
•:	 tau•	 ..	 '^. ^	 i i t ^_
4 fir`...	
k	
11'1	 :..	 _^• 1	 }-'---	 .,.	 ir ^..	 \	 r 4,MVCCS
	
f l it	 ^	 I	 r.	 t	 .1.,,.
	 „L
aA	 O.'' .t0 pw 1 i trtr	 l	 :I+	 =	
1 -1	 Il '	 l	 iiQ
V •1 "l^fN WMU Q...N. 	 I—W-0— .,. •.wn
	
ORIGINAL PAGE 13	 11.,11
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T”;t ^,	 I
lit)
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jQ
1 	 ^/,• ,,	 .''(`.., 
1 '1 1 ,1	 ^'^	 i If	
a .
	 R f
	 ^' ..
	
^	
'^	 i	 -	 -_t	 -
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N
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I
41f
	
-
411t -
I
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r
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t
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•HORIZONTAL CRANKSHAFT
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ca	
IV. PINING
SUBMITTAL DATA
r
DATE:
	
July 7, 1977
JOB: Solar System Underground Pre-Insulated
Piping
LOCATION: Telex Corporation
CONTRACTOR: Mankato Plumbing b Heating
Mankato, MN
ENGINEER: I T C (Intertechnobgy Corp.)
Warrenton, VA
SYSTEM: Rovanco's Insul-8 Copper "0" Ring
Coupled
Carrier Pi e:
	 Tubing, Copper, Type L, conforming to ASTM 888,
Inner Pipe
	 "0" Ring Coupled
Insulation:	 Polyurethane foam conforming to MIL-I-24172 with
the following minimum characteristics: Thickness-
1", Density-2pcf, Closed Cell Content-90--95X, K
Factor-.13 at 65°F
Jacketing Material: 	 Seamless polyvinylchloride (PVC) Class 12454
compound conforming to ASTM 1784, Type 1, Grade 1
joining Method of System:
	
An integral part of each 20' length of pipe includes
a machined bronze coupling containing one "0" Ring
Seal with operating temperature and pressure limits
of 250'F and 250 psi as rated by independent testing
laboratories
fittings:	 Wrought copper compatable with pipe
End Seals:	 End seal protection of exposed insulation according
to Rovanco Cc. • p's most recent dat&
Expansion/Contraction:
	
Taken up in coupling mechanism which allows 3/4"
expansion or contraction every 20 feet
Insulation of Coupling Joints:
	
Couplings are insulated with flexible polyurethane
disk am sleeved with PVC with seams sealed with
a heat '. • irkable tape to complete vapor barrier
Insulation of Fittings:
	
Fittings art left uninEulated but are thrust blocked
in poured concrete to provide anchors and to insure
movement is taken up in coupling mechanisms
r^-A7
wCorp.
Inmiftc:i
7IO SO CFNTfn STR(FT
	 /1t4A((`Q^(fy'ZA4 4 Pte • 64"&
	 J^^	 S	 ^
JOLIET, ILLINOIS G,1438 N 	 vv
PHONE 816-7260C,40
Rwnnco INSUL -3 I 'D" RING COUPL iNc
Drawing Description and Assembly 1nst-uctio^ns
The 0-Ring Coupling System shown in Rovanco Drawing Q1	 has been
designed to allow for expansion and contraction of unucrground insulated
piping systems. This 0-Ring Coupling follows all basic design arid
cllgiriecring principles and meets all federal specifications for these
type systems. Other competitors have similar syst ,,-ns which are patented.
Rovanco's patents do not infringe others in any way, and you will be
indemnified in this matter.
Our system comes to you complete and re6dy to install with the
expansion coupling attached to one end of the pipe, and the other pre-
sized and dressed to insert into the coupling.
1. Place P.V.C. Sleeve on one end of the pipe. Slide it back
so it will be out of the way for join assen^)ly.
2. Clean off any dirt or oil frc+n the coupling (female end)
and the spigot end (male end).
3. Place flexible urethane ring around the coupling and
insert spigot end into coupling until there is no gap
between the sections.
4. Slide P.U.C. Sleeve over the joint centering it.
5. Elbows are soldered to a spi,lot end of pipe and the foam
is sealed against moisture with an end seal.
6. If necessary rj cut full lengths in the field, this is
easily done by following the instructions in Exhibit B.
7. Concrete thrust blocks a-e poured as anchors at all
changes of directions, 90 0 Els, 450 Els, Tees.
8. After the system has been installed and pressure tested,
the sleeves that were slid over the couplings are sealed
with tapecoat to prevent any ground water from entering
the system.-
B-68
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i
lll. (i^	 y	 SERPENTINEltt	 D IVISION	 MI^OU/1Y-1'(:IIFI?X IN( .
P.O. nO x 1511, MINNI Af (11 In, MINNI, 40TA 5111(1	 WATER	 COIL
CERTIFIED D14AWING	 V.	 HFA	 EXCHANGERS
FORA 2329306
HIV
HI-FMS
JOb$
Telex Corporat ion - Blue Earth, Minn.
DATE	 61ML77	 DR. DICI
CH.	 APP.	 G.U.
PURCHASERS P.O.
	 100PURCHASERI
Mankato Plumbing & heating REP.	 Schwab -Vollhaber,	 nC.
CONS. ENG'R,
Internri	 i nr11	 Desi gn, 	 Inc.
REP. P.C.	 PAGE
	 1	 Oi	 1
10	 PRINTS	 FOR APPR'L.	 Y,	 FOR RECORD-
REVISION NO. DATE 13Y WAS
PHY SICAL A ND PERFORM-r4CE DATA
ITEM QTY.
COIL MODEL NUMBER FACE DIMENSIONS
CONN.
NPT
TAG, MARK OR NOTESF Itl	 FINTYPE	 I iERIES' ROWS "GEO M w (IN-) F .L.	 (IN	 (SO.
AREA	 I'LIOW
FT.)	 (H,V)
2
1
51-i s
	 r12	 03	 C	 21	 84	 12.
F; I H 	 112	 .03	 C	 r	 1 2—Z,
N	 C	 ._1	 3
T.	 0	 03' 1	 8
25
Z9—
IZ.2	 1
P.
1.
F; UnT t r
	 an
150
_
Unit #5 and #6
7	
-nit	 and	 P9
—I
^—
I
ITEM
AIk CONDITIONS CAPACITY MATER CONDITIONS
CM
IS DF AIR)
FA CE
VEL.(FPM)
ENTERING LEAVING AIR
P. 20DR(OF) WEI(°F) DB(°F)
WP
(°F)
SENSIBLE TOTAL
BTUH GPM
ENT.(OF) LVC.( * F) P. D.FT. H2O
Q
3fl_
-
Q
'0
BTL^IHn^
^^	
.YV-2 VJ
 Q'il
L)
—^Czz
.V 57
8000 53—3a
r
5
030 38oa-
_
860 tiO 70 yQ 1.2
.l
BILL OF MA I LkIAL
NO. DESCRIPTION MATERIAL NO DESCPIPTION MATERIAL
1 CASING GALV.STFEL	 _	 _
AIU'rINLIM
5 CI-SINC-
	
H('LI
CONNECTIONS
VENT
PL ATE1)511EL
2 FINS-	 HI S A
I
STCFL
_I_'8  N.P T.ORASS
"
J TUBES COPPLR
HEAOF R S C.CIPPCR	 --
KEV. 1.1i
}3-71
-T
13LA
Ih
`WD
DIMENSION E FOR 4 ROW COILS-
LHIF	 I KIN
AIR
	
AIR
RM STANDARD UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECII IF n
% OIA. Mow ON •- C/C
^- FtOM E O ► Fl.
:;'MCAT All NANGIS
ff i I	 T '(o/ FL)	 I	 'I	 I
I	 1
_^	 I
1	 I
I	 It	 I	 ,
I	 1
I	 ^
1	 I	 I
I	 ^
OVlt tfTUtN t[N05
TINNED IENGTM IF0 	 t
E SS
GENERAL NOTES
1. VERTICAL OR HORIZON T . I L AIR FLOW MUST
BE SPECIFIED.
203/8 DIAMETER HOLES IN CORNERS.
ALL COILS DPAINABLE.
41 SERPENTINE 3 & 5 ROW COILS AMID 2 SER.
PENTINE 6 AND 10 ROW COILS HAVE
SUPPLY AND RETURN CONN. ON OPPOSITE
ENDS. OF COIL. 1/7 3/4 6 1.1/2 SERPEN.
TINE SUPPLY AND RETURN CONNS. ALWAYS
ON SAME END.
SO. I . 1/2 AND 2 SERPENTINE d ROW COILS SUP-
PLIED WITH ONLY TWO CONNS. AS SHOWN.
FOR E DIM., SEE BELOW.
6. CONNECT COILS FOR COUNTERFLOW I.F.
ENTERING WATER CONN. ON LEAVING AIR
SIDE OF COIL.
7. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.
Rows 3	 1 1 5 6	 1 8 10
CIRCUITING 0 6 7	 '^ 8 1 i 10 12!' 15
WH,_WL,JIS E 1"/, I". 1'' 1' 1"/ I"
_WM E 2*' 2' 24 2'
HORIZ.	 F	 5'S
	
6	 6',	 6	 7!7	 1'7
.AIR	 G	 2'.	 2'.,	 2',	 2'4	 2'..	 2'4
FLOW	 H	 6	 6	 6	 6	 7;,	 71,
K	 17'.	 12''	 2';	 2',	 2'.	 2-,
A	 1	 2'4
	
2',,	 ",,	 2'.	 2'.	 2.
VERT.	 F	 5:;	 6	 3 1 ,	 3	 3	 3
AIR
	
G	 3	 2'i	 3	 3'•	 3',	 3',
FLOW	 H	 6	 6
	
4'7
	
a',	 4'7	 a',
K	 2.	 2'.	 2'	 2',	 2',	 2'..
1WH FOR = 12.36 1'2 NPT CONS,	 FOR W= 39-42 2 NPT CONIJ
. .WK 1/2 SERPENTINE	 5 6 8 1 0 Rows 3 4 5 6 8 1 J
W
Rows 3 4 .•
110RIZ.	 F	 5!i	 6.	 7	 6'i	 7'.	 7'.S
AIR	 G	 2%,	 2' 1 	2'1	 2':	 21i	 :'1
FLOWH	 6!.	 6',	 6' •.	 6',	 7'i	 7?i
K	 2;1
	
2":	 Yo	 2'1	 2;'7 	2!1
A	 3'„	 3 -,	 )	 .	 3 1 ,	 3' . 	3''
VERT.	 F	 F	 ,	 6',	 I4	 J • .	 3 1 4	 .
AIR	 G	 3',	 2'r
	
3',
	
a	 1	 4
FLOW	 H	 6' •	 6'.	 .1'',-1'.	 4'.	 43i
K	 2' ; 	217	 2'2	 2	 2' , 	2!'
WL 1 3/4 SERPENTINE
WS 'f 1 SERPENTINE
FOR W - 12.36 FOR W - 39.42 FOR W - 12. 18 FOR W- 19!i•30 FOR W - 31 Y7-12
lli NPT CONN 2 NPT CONN IIi NPT CONN 2 NPT CONN 2!1 NPT CONN
ROWS 3 3 d 5 6 8 10 A 5 6 8 10 •1 5 6 8 10
HORIZ.
A 2'.' 3' 2', 3" 2 2' 2'' 3' 3'' 3" 3'. 3'' J' aY 7'^ 3'- 31,
AND
F 3'.. 4 4'7 3 1 , 4'7 a' 1 4'1 •1', .1 4', a'; a'. 5 a'	 , 5 5 SVERT. ,G 2,4 21i I2/ 2;. 2'.. 2	 . 2'. 2	 '. 2	 '1 21, 2, 1 2	 , 21 , 2', ,2 , 2.i
AIR
H 41i 4?-i d!i 4 1 1 a!, 4': a', a', 4', d!; 4 1 . 4', 5 5 5 5 5
FLOW
K 2',. 2!i 2!i 2!, 2'. 2'', 2'2 ?', 2!; 2'i 21, 2;i 2'. 2'. '2) 1 ,.- 2!i 2'.
FOR W a 12.18 FOR V. 19'1.30 FOR W= 31',.42
1 Y NPT CONN 2 NPT CONN 2fi NPT CONN
Rows 3 4	 1 5	 1 6	 1 8 10 3 a 1	 S	 1	 6  3 / 5 6 8 10
A 2', 2!, :', 2 = , 2'. 2', 3'. 3'. 3,	 3 " J', 3', 3', . 3'. 3',HORIZ. ES 2'. 2'•, _ _ J'; 3';AND F 3', •1',7 5'. a'i 4', a', s', ;',
k
a', 5 5', 5 5 5
VERT.
G 2'. 2', 2'i 2', 2" 2'. 2'a 2', 2'. 2' 'r 2', 2'. 2', 2'. 2', 21i
AIR
H 4;, a', a'1 451 a, a' ", a', a,	 .1', 5 5 5 5 5 5FLOW K 2'. 2'. 2', 2'2'. 2', 2'1 2', 2	 :	 2'7 2', 2!. 2'. 2'. 2'. 2'i
wm
W M } 1 1/2 SERPENTINE
W D
	
_WM
W D	 2 SERPENTINE	 ALL 2 V i NPT CONN
HORIZ. R
°ws 5 6 8 10
AND
A 611.
VERT. ]:7 J'1 ]', J',, J ',
AIR G 2!. 2'. 2', 2', 2',
FLOC H )Ii 3" 11,K 2;. ]', 2', 2'. ]',
I11R71 jJ."lJL4 
I
B-72
8-73
1!, 7,1 . 	 kin	 16.140 DOWNFLOW	 TYPE UDH
Accassoolls
E___"'^
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APPROX
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VI. WATER CONDITIONER
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	Culligan,,
	
z^
Mark 512 ,	 „ily,
Automatic tO br ' l lri ll 4011 1 yt i n'lifnitcd suppl
of !-,()ft wid-r for
^^ Water Jjn j j i r jj j;ij.j j j( I nrr! 15.
Conditioner
	 ,.
f3-7 4
'n TRIPL-HULL TANK
Corrosion-proof inner shell
is enclosod in heavy steel,
and covered with a sweat-
free foam insulated
styrene jacket.
el' CULLEX%RESM
Culliqan - quality suer-
durable softening resin is
stable and uniform to assure
grentest water conditioning
(,apacity.
(A SALT STORAGE
CONTAINER
Extra-rigid construction;
in 250-I1.). or 375-lb.
capacrtios. Protective
Horizontal Salt Dissolver
for added efficiency.
'r DUBL-SAFE REFILL
Electrical valve, combined
with a positive mechanical
float shut-off, prevents
water overfill into salt
container.
We Treat
Water Seriously,
l!
1
Culligan Mark 512 WAT R CONDITIONER
h ,
This heavy-duty, giant-capacity model features
our exclusive "Electro-Brain;. for peak performance
Ideal where large volume of conditioned water is required. Capacity for extra hard
water, controls high iron and manganese content. Anti-Corrosion Construction
throughout. Distinctive Culligan styling, wlllr scull-rrsistant Dusk Grey and Platinum
Beige exterior with Black trim. Salt Economizer automatically meters exact amount
of brine for recharging.
II
m	 Ax.
1
I
I	 '
I
.^	 I (2)
,	 I
ELECTRO-BRAIN '"
Our exclusive custom pre-set
electronically operated
timer automatically
regulates recharge time
and frequency of recharge.
HYDRO-LECTRIC VALVE '"
Reliable 5-cycle operation
efficiently directs water flow
during recharge. Adapts to
	 r
water pressures from
20 to 120 PSI.
GUEST CYCLE I*"ffl
Permits you to provide an
extra supply of soft water
when there are temporarily
more people in the
household.
DUAL BY-PASS r*
Automatically furnishes
unconditioned water during
recharge cycle.. Ontional
push-button Cul-Flo-Val y ' by-pass
distributes unconditioned water
for non-household uses.
STAINLESS STEEL BRACKETS 0
Ru g gcd, non-corroding
mountinq brackets relieve
Control Center from stress
at plumbing connections.
1§1*CULLIGAN SFRVICE--ALWAYS AVAILA13LE II s the Same, prompt, experl.
laclory-trained service syrAvin Cu l ligan on(lln,iled in the (I S and no.v
provides In 91 counlric° worldw i de, n!:k ahnul our Culligan Warranly.
Sill Oel.very service Is offered for your convenience.
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Before calling for service ... refer to the instructions
	
; ► l ti	 furnished with your Culligan water conditioner and
review those Items you can check yourself.
p	 r	 If you need service ... call your Culligan Man with
	
^.a1^/,	 I	 product model and installation date. He will make
arrangements for prompt local service.
Culligan equipment Is serviced by over 1000 dealers
C	 : 1I^-j	 and distributors throughout the world. Consult your
	
l	
telephone directory, or write Culligan USA for
	
^	
warranty and service information.
rl
1 . ; J.
I	 I
• 	 fir.,
r
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SERIES "A" WATER CONDITIONERS
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F
LIMITED WARRANTY
You have ju:;l purchased uric of the finest water widilione;rs made As an expiessron of our confidence nr
rullidan products, your water conditioner is warrant(,d to the original consumer purchaser against uefects in
('X terial and workmanship from the date of the original installation as follows
For a period of ONE YEAR
For a period of FIVE YEAH
For a period of FIFTEEN YEARS,
including a warranty against corrosion
originating inside the conditioner tank
1 he entire conditioner
The control valve body, but
excluding its internal parts,
and
The salt storage container,
and
The Brine valve ;Intl all its
component parts.
The conditioner tank it it
contains a plastic inner liner.
If a part described above becomes defective within the specified period, you should notify your Culligan
dealer and arrange a time during normal business hours for the dealer to inspect the water conditioner on
your premises.
Any part found defective by the dealer within the terms of this warranty will be repaired or replaced by him.
You pay only freight from our factory and local labor charges.
turally, damage caused by accident, fire, flood, Act of God, misuse, misapplication, neglect, alteration,
allation or operation contrary to our printed instructions, is not covered by this warranty.
Our product performance specifications are furnished with each water conditioning unit ALL IMPLIED
WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIF S OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE PERIODS SPECIFIED ABOVE FOR
THE PARTS DESCRIBED IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. As manufacturer, we do not know the characteristics
of your water supply or the purpose for which you are purchasing this water conditioner Please understand
that the quality of water supplies may vary seasonally or over a period of time, and that your water usage rate
may vary as well, while water characteristics can change considerably if your water conditioner is moved
to a new location. For these reasons, we assume no Lability for the determination of the proper equipment
necessary to meet your requirements, and we do not authorize others to assume such obligations for us.
OUR OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS WARRANTY ARE LIMITED TO THE REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF THE
DEFECTIVE PARTS OF THE WATER CONDITIONER, AND WE ASSUME NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR
INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER FROM CORROSION OR OTHER CAUSES. ► ,
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation .nay not
apply to you. Similarly, some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential
damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you I his warranty gives you specific legal
rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to State.
Culligan, the world-wide water conditioning people . . . We treat water seriously. ,.
%	 CULLIGAN USA, DIVISION OF
O	 CULLIGAN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
One Culligan Parkway
Northbrook, Illinois 60062
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® Technical Applications Bulletin
DATE
	
March 1977
REFERENCE
NUMBER	
_ INFORMATION Boiler/Towiz_rlutinent
CHEMICAL TREATMENT C-70
DESCRIPTION
Chemical Treatment C-70 is a bland of corrosion inhibitors, and alkalinity builders for complete
treatment of closed water systems. C-70 is composed mostly of nitrite, borate, and MBT. The
nitrite is an excellent corrosion inhibitor for ferrous metals and is very good for many other
types of metals. Nitrite helps form a thin protective film on the metal surfaces. The MBT is a
specific corrosion inhibitor for copper and copper alloys.
C-70 contains no chromates or phosphates and is a relatively mild non-polluting chemical. C-70
is blended for the use in closed heating and cooling; systems. Typical uses are for chilled water
systems, hot water systems, radiators, furnace cooling coils and any system where water loss is
very low. It can be used in open recirculating systems; however, the cost usually m$kes it
uneconomical to use. It can be used in a wide range of water supplies up to 150 psi or 370 F and
ethylene glycol protected refrigeration systems at -100 F.
C-70 should not be used with chromate solutions, in potable water, or any domestic water
supplies that may come in contact with people or animals, as nitrites are toxic particles in the
concentrated form.
DOSAGE
A normal dosage of 2,000 - 2,500 pprn of C-70 will usually provide an excellent corrosion
protection. This dosage will raise the pl y of the water supply to 8 - 10.
An initial dosage of one pound per 50 gallons of water in the closed system will provide the'
initial dosage of 2,000 ppm. As water leaks from the systern, the residual will drop. More
chemical should be added before the residual reaches 1,000 pprn C-70 (500 pprn nitirite). When
the residual C-70 drops below 1,000 pprn, sufficient chemical must be added to the closed
system to reach the initial dosage of 2,000 - 2,500 pprn of C-70.
CONTROL LIMITS
A test for C-70 is the nitrite test. A nitrite residual of 1,000 pprn indicates approximately
2,000 ppm of Culligan C-70. Therefore, a residual of the closed system of at least 1,000 ppm of
nitrite should be maintained.
FEEDING
A pot feeder is used when the chemical needs to be added only a few tittles a year. This is a
very convenient method of getting this chemical into a closed water system.
An automatic feed system should be used when there is sufficient water loss to warrant
additional chemical several tunes per month. An automatic feed system will assure that C-70 is
kept ;1t prescribed levels when the oderating personnel are too busy to use a pot feeder
regularly.
HANDLING
Culligan C-70 Is slightly toxic, expecially m the concentrated form. It should be handled with
normal precaution and not allowed to come in contact with food, food products or eyes. It
should be stored in a dry place away from heat; and it will become hard if left open to
atmosphere as it absorbs moisture from the air.
No. 8806-17
967/11.72
B-78
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NUMBER
If I IIII NCI
INFORMATION M I(:Ittlltll)(;II)C.
ORIGINAL pgpE Ig
C HEMICAL TREATMENT M 2bOF POOR QUALM
DESCRIPTION
Chemical Treatment M-25 is a combination of two organo sulfur compounds for use in
commercial and industrial cooling water. It is especially effective in controlling algae,
bacteria, and fungi, which contribute to biological fouling.
M-25 can be used in any cooling; water system that does not come in direct contact with
food. M-25 does not foam; M-25 also is not volatile and therefore is not lost by
evaporation.
DOSAGE
An initial dosage of 60-120 ppm, which is 6.9 to 13.8 fluid ounces per 1,000 gallons of
recirculating water, is recommended. It is also recommended that an initial general
physical clean-up of the cooling water system be made to remove excess slime and
algae deposits.
• Subsequent slug additions of 20 to 120 ppin or 2.3 to 13.8 fluid ounces per 1,000 gallons
are recommended. The frequency of additions of %1-25 depends on the arnount of bleed-
off and severity of microbiological fouling, typically once a week.
CONTROL LIMITS
Visual inspection is the only convenient method of determining if additional M-25 is
required. If a visual inspection indicates the presence of algae, obviously additonal M-
25 is required. If the additional ki-25 does not remove the algae, switching to M-23
may be required as it is possible that the algae has built up an immunity to M-25.
HANDLING
IMPORTANT: M-25 is an EPA approved microbiocide which is perinitt<!d to he sold at
the concentration specified on the label. M-25 is registered under EPA No. 2938-8.
Therefore M-25 can not be diluted and resold without violating EPA regulations.
DANGER: Keep out of the reach of children. A% with most inicrohiocides, the
concen tra t ed solution is a toxic material. M-2.5 c wv% eye damage and shin irritation.
Wear goggles and rubber gloves when handling. Flarinful or fatal if swallowed, avoid
contamination of food.
In case of contact, flush with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. If eye irritation
persists, get medical attention.
	
'	 Do not reuse empty coat-uners, 0ost r oy cont.uner by perforating or crushing; and burying
in safe place.
This product is toxic to fish, do not discharge into effluent where it will drain into
	
Il	lakes, streams or ponds.
Cat. No, 8176 62
967/11 72
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APPENDIX C
THE ITC/SOLAR FLAT-PLATE COLLECTOR:
PARTS, REPAIR, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
October 1978
Norman Barbera
ITC/Solar Staff Engineer
THE ITC/SOLAR FLAT-PLATE COLLLC-roR:
PARTS, REPAIR, INSTALLATION, AND MAINTEAANCE
INTRODUCTION
The intent of this information is fourfold:
1. To describe the various parts contained in the ITC/Solar Flat-plate
•	 collector,
2. To describe the steps necessary to replace any of these parts,
3. To list guidelines to follow when connecting collectors together,
and
4. To briefly discuss maintenance.
PARTS & REPLACEMENTS
This section contains a description of the various parts of the ITC/Solar
collector. At times one or more of these parts may be damaged, prevent-
ing proper operation of the collector. The collectors are made to allow
removal and replacement of any part in the box, hence, a discussion of
removal and replacement of parts is also included herein. Figures 1 and
2 can be used as a guide for this section.
To establish conventions, the front of the collector will be considered
the glass side of the collector. The side with the protruding manifolds
will be designated as the right side. The side with the tube couplings
and recessed manifolds will be designated as the left side. The bottom
of the collector will always be the end with the oblong openings around
•	 the header. Mark V collectors are nominal 3' x 6 -1/4" with a 1" or 2-
1/2" header. Mark III collectors are nominal 4' x 8' with a 2-112"
header. With the exception of end boxes, all collectors will have
protruding manifolds on one side and recessed manifolds on the other
side. (See section on end boxes.)
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YGlass Covers
The chrome piece •around the perimeter of the collector is thered ssure
late. The pressure plate holds the glass cover (sometimes referred to
as glazing) in place and can be freed by removing all the pressure1p_ate
screws holding it down. There is an EPDM, black rubber gasket that fits
securely around the gla;s. This gasket reduces heat loss through the
top of the collector, provides a water-proof seal, cushions the glass,
and helps hold the glass in place. The gasket should lift out of place
when the glass is removed. If the gasket or the glass does not come
loose the gasket may be stuck to the box. Passing a knife between the
gasket and box should eliminate this difficulty.
The glass cover may be lifted by hand or special vacuum cup handles may
be used (Figure 3). The special handles are made specifically to handle
glass and have one or two suction cups per handle that :• p the glass.
If the collectors are mounted on a slant and the 	 must be removed,
the use of these handles is recommended.
NQ
"A. r
FIGURE 3: VACUUM CUP HANDLES
c -4
If the glass cover has broken, remove the pressure plate and clean tali
the broken glass from the gasket and the collector lox. Wipe the gasket
clean with a damp rag. Do not use soap. wit the gasket around the
perimeter of a new glass cover. Place the glass and gasket back on the
lip around the interior edge of the box. When replacing the cover make
sure the glass does not cover the pressure plate screw holes. When the
collector is mounted and on a slant it may be necessary to place a shim
on the lip of the collector box below the bottom edge of the gasket and
glass cover. This will stop the glass from sliding down and covering
the pressure plate screw holes. The pressure plate will fit over the
gasket and around the outside of the box. Tighten down the pressure
plate by replacing the pressure plate screws.
If the glass cover slides out from under the pressure plate. the gasket
may not be griping as it was designed to do. Reeve the gasket and wipe
it with a clean, damp rag. Do not use soap as that will leave a thin
film which contributes to slippage.
Access Ports
The small covers on the top,and bottom of the collector in the corner
near the female side are the access pLates. These cover a piece of
insulation which in turn plugs an access port. The access port provides
access to the left side of the header. The access plates can be removed
by removing the small hex-head screws on either side of the plate. This
requires a 5/16" wrench. A speed wrench is ideal for this and may also
be used on the hose clamps mentioned later.
Headers b Collector Connections
The headers (sometimes referred to as manifolds) are nominal 1" (Mark
V) or 2-1/2" (Mark Ill and some Mark V) copper tubes at the top and
bottom of the collector. The short lengths of hose on the header are
the silicone connec tors or cou lines.
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Removal b ReplacemenL of Connections
Occasionally it becwnes necessary to rernx)ve a connector. If the con-
nector is to be removed, the two hose clamps that hold the connector to
the header must be loosened. Access to the hose and clamps is available
through the access ports.
After the clamps have been loosened reach in with a sharp knife, slice
the coupling along its length, and remove it from the box through the
access port.
Replacement of connectors on single uninstalled collectors differs from
replacement of connectors on collectors already installed in a row of
collectors. With collectors not yet installed in a row ) it may be
possible to slide the connector through the opening on the side of the
box and guide it onto the header by reaching in through the access
ports. Where the connector does not fit through the opening or when the
c*►llector is already installed in a row, it may be possible to push the
coupling in through the access port and slide it onto the collectors.
To replace connectors on installed collectors that do not have adequate
room between the two adjacent headers to slide the coupling on, the
collector plates (see next paragraph) may require shifting. Loosen the
coupling directly below the coupling that is being worked on (or above
if the coupling to be replaced is at the bottom of a box) and the two
couplings on the collectors to either side. (That's five couplings.)
No^kq reach in through the appropriate access port and push apart the
headers where the new coupling is to be installed. It may be necessary
to push on both the top and bottom headers in order to separate the two
adjacent headers at that connection. If the hose coupling cannot be
replaced in either of these ways, that side of the collector plate will
have to be lifted out of the box.
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Collector Plates
The collector (or absorber) RLate is the subassembly that consists of
upper and lower headers, cross tubes, fins, silicone couplings, and hose
clamps. The collector box is the housing for the collc^etor plate. The
cross tubes are the small copper tubes running the length of the box.
Should the tubes be broken or badly crisped, return the collector to
ITC/Solar. The fins are pressed on the cross tubes and have, on occasion,
pulled away from the tubes. If this occurs, consult the collector
dealer or ITC/Solar.
The glass cover and pressure plate must be removed in order to provide
access to the collector plate. Once these are removed, shift the plate
to the right (as you face the collectors), as far as possible, and lift
up on the left side of the plate. The hose connections can then be
removed and/or replaced.
END BOXES
I ncluded with most 2-1/2" header collector orders are special end boxes
for each row of the collector array. The end boxes will have headers
protruding from both sides of the box. These collectors should be the
first collector mounted in each row and should be mounted on the west
end of the row. (Remember, the collectors are facing south so the west
end is to the left as you face the array.) When end boxes are not
included with an order, whether it be Mark V or Mark III collectors, it
will be necessary to construct an end box by modifying any one of the
existing boxes. Modifications can be made as follows.
Remove both access plates and pull out the small piece of precut insula-
tion to expose the silicone couplings. Tighten the clamp that holds the
coupling to the header and loosen the second clamp. Insert a short
r-7
piece of 1" or 2-1/2" (which ever matches the header size) copper pipe
(supplied) into each of the couplint'is. rush the pipe as far as possible
into the coupling and secure it in place by tightening the previously
loose clamp around the coupling and pipe. Since this is an end box the
space between the header and the piece of pipe is not critical. When
two collectors are being connecter, a 3/4" space between the two headers
at the connection will be necessary (see step N9, page C-14).
SUPPORT STRUCTURES
When connecting collectors, it is necessary to nave the free collector
left or right, while keeping it at the same height as the attached
collector. The support structure should be designed to prevent up and
down slippage and allow movement left or right during installation.
This can be done with a temporary horizontal lip running a short distance
either way from the collector being worked on, or with a permanent
horizontal lip running the entire length of the support. Should the
latter be used, provisions for self-draining of the lip must be included,
otherwise water may collect on the lip and cause collector corrosion.
INSTAL LATION
1. Cover the collectors with an opaque material (paper or plastid to
prevent the collector boxes from getting too hot to handle.
2. runt the special end collector so that it is the west end col-.
lector of the row to be installed. Attach this end collector to the
support structure. Subsequent collectors will be added to the east of
those already installed. Remember the oblong holes in the collector box
should be at the bottom of the collector. The right side of the col-
lector will be pointinq east.
C-8
3. Expose the access ports oil
	
next collector Lo be hung by re-
moving the access plates and precut pieces of insulation. As this
collector is not yet connected to the support structure it will be
designated the free collector. The collector to the vest to which the
free collector connects, and which has already been connected to the
support frame, wi ll be designated as the attached collector.
4. Lift the free box into place along side the attached box.
5. The clams. . on both silicone couplings of the free collector should
all be loosene._ and the hose coupling pushed to the edge of the header
'4"--4 ^- 
/ TIGHTEN THIS CLAMP
LEAVE THIS CLAMP LOOSE
HOSE COUPLING
FIN
FIGURE 4: CLAMP MOVED TO THE EDGE OF THE HEADER
they are mounted on. (See Figure 4 above.) Tighten one clamp around the
header leaving 1/4" or more of hose coupling on , either side of the
clamp. Leave the other clamp loose. In some cases the hose coupling
may have to be pushed closer than 1/4" from the edge of the header to
make the connection to the adjacent box possible. If at all possible,
maintain the-1/4" clearings on both sides of the clamp.
On collectors with 1" headers the hose coupling can be pushed over with
a screwdriver. The collectors with 2-112" headers have the larger hose
couplings and are more difficult to handle.
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Two huuks similar to the one shown in Figure Five c, ► n aid con-'iderably
in installation. The hooks can he used to reach around the headers and
manipulate the hose couplings. The hook shown in the figure is available
from the collector manufacturer-.
FIGURE 5 : NOOKS AVAILABLE FROM ITC/SOLAR
6. Position one person so they can work with the top coupling and a
second person so they can work with the bottom coupling. Slide the free
box toward the attached box to a point where the headers on the attached
box, are just touching the hose connections.
7. Now align the hose couplings on the free box to the headers on the
attached box.
8. Finally, complete the connections by pushing both headers on the
right side of the free box, at the same time, hard and deliberate,
toward the attached box. This will cause the hose couplings on the free
box to slide onto the headers of the attached box.
With the 2-1/2" header collectors it may be necessary to have 3 or 4
people helping with installation. One person aligning each of the hose
couplings with the headers, and one or two people pushing the free box
toward the attached box.
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PUSH HERE
Nose Couel inL:M _ Ileader Alignment Problems
When aligning the hose couplings to the headers only one of the two (top
or bottom) connections may line up. The following suggestions will aid
with the alignment of the hose coupling to the header and the completion
of the connection.
Having both connections aligned at the same time makes installation
easier and an attempt should be made to do so. If both cannot be
aligned or completed at the same time, complete one connection at a
time. In this case, rather than pushing on both headers on the right
side of the free box, push only that header corresponding to the header
to be connected on the left side. Once one connection is made, the
second connection can be worked on. When working on the second con-
nection, push against the appropriate header on the right side of the
free box to prevent the first connection from coming apart.
Figure 6 shows the bottom connection already made and the top connection
being worked on.
HOSE PREVIOUSLY MISALIGNED IS NO!,t ALIGNED
CONNECTION ALREADY MADE
THE END OF THE COLLECTOR
WHERE THE CONNECTION HAS
BEEN HADE CAN BE PREVENTED
FROM DISCONNECTING BY PUSIIING
AGAINST THE RIGHT HEADER ON
THE FREE BOX
FIGURE 6: ALIGNING THE SECOND COUPLING AFTER ONE HAS BEEN CONNECTED
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SADLY BUCKLED HOSE COUPLING
PULL APART ADD REALIGN.
If the hose coupling is badly buckled and will not slide around the
header, pull the collectors apart and realign the hose to the headers.
(See Figure 7 below.)
ONLY THE EDGE OF THE HOSE COUPLING IS PREVENTING THE HEADER
FROM SLIDING INTO THE COUPLING
V
ATTACHED
BOX
.-Wo— PUSH
HERE
FIGURE 7: BUCKLED HOSE AND HOSE WITH CAUGHT EDGE
The header and hose coupling can be adjusted for alignment as shown in
Figures 8 & 9.
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LEAVE THIS	 LOOSN THIS CLAMP, SET
CLAMP LOOSE	 `	 HOSE ON AN AII('LE AS SHOWN,
^..	 AND RE=TIGHTEN CLAMP
ATTACHED ROX
	 i	 FREE BOX
ATTACHED BOX
FREE BOX
TIIE FREE BOX IS SLIGITLY LOWER THAN
THE ATTACHED BOX.
THE ATTACHED BOY, IS SLIGHTLY L011rR THAN
THE FREE BOX.
FIGURE 8: COUPLINGS SET ON AN ANGLE CAN AID IN 11EADER-COUPLING ALIGNMENT
^..._ PUSH
HERE
ATTACHED
	
FREE
	
ATTACHED '	 FREE
BOX
	
BOX
	
BOX	 BOX
PUSH
HERE
THE BOTTOM NOSE COUPLING IS TOO
LOW AND THE READER IS HITTING THE
TOP OF THE COUPLING. PUS11 I NG ON
THE BOTTOM HEADER 0I' TNF. FRFE
BOX 14ILL CAUSE THE COUPLING TO
SWING UP AND OVER AS INDICATED BY
THE ARROW.
THE BOTTOM COUPLING IS TOO HIGH.
PUSHING ON THE TOP HEADER OF
THE FIZCE BOX WILL CAUSE THE BOTTOM
COUPLING TO SIDING OVER AND DOIJN AS
INDICATED BY THE ARROW.
(A)	 tB)
FIGURE 9: SHIFTING OF THE COLLECTOR PLATE AIDS IN HEADER-COUPLING ALIGNMENT
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CING IS CRITICAL
9. Slide the two collectors together to a point at which the two
headers are approximately 3/4" from each other inside the coupling
as shown in Figure 10.
T I GN I E N TI I I S CLAMP 10 COMPI E f E THE CONNECTION
FIGURE 10:COMPLETCI) CONNECTION BETWEEN COLLECTORS AND THE CORRECT SPACING BETWEEN MALE
AND FCMALE IIEAOLRS
The 3/4" spacing between headers is important as it allows for thermal
expansion. While the 3/4" space is not visible it can be felt through
the rubber. Secure the hose coupling to the header with the hose clamp.
10. Attach the free box to the support structure. Do not replace the
access plates until the system has been checked for leaks.
11. Repeat steps 1 and 3-10 with remaining collectors to complete the
array.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Keep in mind that the first row of collectors must be sloped 1/4" per
collector toward the inlet of the array. The inlet on additional rows
may be from another row, a separate inlet pipe, or the same inlet as the
initial row. Each row should be sloped toward its own inlet.
C-14
MAINTENANCE
For normal drain-down systems deionized or distilled water is suggested
for the heating fluid that travels through the collectors. Normal tap
water can be used but may tanse mineral buildup in the collectors. If a
drain-down system cannot be used, consult iTC/Solar for other suggested
fluids.
The first few times the system is started, it will be necessary to check
for leaks at the silicone couplings. After the first few minutes of
operation, a visual check will turn up any leaks. Use tap water when
testing for leaks. Color dye in that water will allow leaks to be
spotted easier. Condensation will build up on most of the collector
cover on any collector that leaks. There may also be a noticeable flow
of heating fluid from the leaky collector. Most leaks are due to loose
hose clamps on the couplings and can be stopped by tightening the clamps
on the hose that leaks. Occasionally, a coupling will slide completely
off the headers and must be reinstalled. After the first 4 or 5 leak-
free runs, a quick check of the collectors every month or so is advisable.
The monthly check need only be a visual inspection for broken glass,
leaks, or excess dirt on the collector covers. With normal precipita-
tion, any dirt or film that may prevent sun rays from passing through
the glass cover will be rinsed away. To prevent a build-up of filrti,
washing once or twice a year is recommended. A strong spray from a
garden hose will be adequate. Long dry periods or blowing, dusty
periods increase film build-up and more frequent washing may be re-
quired.
If the insulation on the inside of any collector gets wet, remove the
access plates for a day or so. This will allow the insulation to dry
out. Since running the collector with wet insulation will not harm the
collector, the plates need not be removed until there is sunny weather.
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COLLECTOR SYSTEMSTARNIP IM OPERATIM
TIEla1 ALL	 IE	 TO'PANEL SNITCHES TO T 'AY	 PosITION. IF THE TIMPERATURE AT THE COLLECTOR StNsok TE-S 1B
25 F GREATER THAN THETEMP NATURE AT THE STORAGE TANK SENSOIT TE-6, COLLECTOR PUP ► P-1 WI LL START
THROWN COP VARIT'CP BOARD TO$ -1.* OH COLLECCTOR PUMP P-1 START-UP, COLLECTOR VALVE V-2 KILL 60 FULL
OPEN WHEN X-3 IS moiniZED TNROUGY RELAY R-1, ALLOWING TWE %T^ SAGE TANK WATER TO SE PUiPfD TO THE
COLLECTOR$. ALSO WHEN 
PUMP 
P-1 IS STARTED AND RELAY ?-1 IS ENERGIZED, PIT VALVE V-3 IS CLOSED
THROWN X-4, STOPPING WATER FLOW FROM BYPASSING THE COLLECTORS.
MHER THE TEMPERATURt BETWEEN THE STORAGE TAR" SENSOR TE-E AND COLLECTOR SENSOR TE -S DROPS TO A 20F
DIFFERE%TIAL CR WHEN THE STCRAV! TANK HIGH L . SENSOR T11-1 SL:IS[S :31-0 F, COLLECTOR ►LPL► P-1
WILLlTOr A•^ COLLECTOR VALVE V-2 WILL CLOSE, STn7PING WATER FLOW FROM STORAGE TANK TO COLLECTOR
PLATES. UNEW COLLECTOR VALVE V-2 CLOSES, BYPASS (PIT) VALVE V-3 OPENS, ALLOWING THE COLLECTOR
JLATES TC CRAIN BACK TO THE SYSTEM SUMP BY GRAVITY FLOW.
THE SYSTFJ( Sv"^ PL 1P P-4
Tote SYSTP. SLM P-4 WILLSTART WHEN THE WATER LEVEL IN TIM! SUMP REACHES A LEVEL 9 "6' FROM THE TOP OF
THE sum', TANK. THE SUMP PUMP WILL EVACUATE THE SUMP TANK TO A LEVEL Of 10'9' FROM THE TOP OF THE
SLAP TANK.
THE SW PU!P IS STARTED AND STOPPED THROUGH FLTS
-2, THE BM LIQUID LEVEL CONTROL.
THE SUMP HIEN LC4L WILL ALARM THROUGH HORN 11-1 W41CM IS ENERGIZED THROUGH FLTS-L BI( LIOU:D LEVEL
CONTROL WHEN THE WATER LEVEL IN THE SUMP TANK REACHES A LEVEL OF 2
,
6' FROM THE TOP OF THE SUM ► TANK.
WHEN ALARM MORN H-1 10 ENERGIZED, RELAY R-3 IS ALSO ENERGIZED. MN[N RELAY .1-3 IS ENERGIZED, THE
+ 4OLLECTOR SUPPLY SYSTEM SHUTS OFF, IN THE SEQUENCE DESCRIBED ABOVE.
ITMI!. HE,'•TIl i SYSTE9
To WtATING COILS IN PLANE A.H.U. (9 TINS)
If, THROUGH THE SPACE STAYS TC-)'(9 THUS) THE FLANT AIR HANDLINC UNI TS AN 'S (9 TWJ0 ARE IN FLU
DEMAND POP HEAT, ALL UNIT VALVES V-1 (9 Tilt-$) WILL It IN THE FULL OPEN POSITION.
AS THE SPACE STATS ARE RATISFID, THE UNIT VALVES WILL BEGIN TO MOrULATE CLOSED AS THE VALVES CLOSE,
"ASSURE IN T4E SYSTEM SUPPLY HEADER WILL IR:REASE, SENSED SY P°ASSURE SENSOR Pt 01 LOCATED IN TILE
SUPPLY HEADER.
PRESSURE Ith" Ot PT-1 WILL (ON A PRESSURE INCREAT•E) CAUSE SYSTEM BYPASS TO STORA r t TANK Vans
V-4 AM V-S To OREM.
VALVE V-4 WILL MODULATE TO FULL OPEN SEFOP£ VALVE V -S BEGINS TO MODULATE OPEN. IF ALL AHU VALVE'S V-1
ARE FULL CLOSED, SNASS VALVES V-4 AND V-5 ARF TO BE FULL OPEN.
Al SYPASS VALVE V-4 PEr INS TO NnDULATE OPEN, WATER WILL BEGIN TO FLOW ACROSS f OW SWITCHES FS 91 AHD
F f2. BHEH THIS FLOW RATE P:ACHFS A VELOCITY OF 12: G PM ACRrSS FLOW SWITCH F °Y, THE SYSTEM
'LAS PUMP*
 EITHER RUiPP f:. (P-?) OR PUP 7.' (P•3), VETERPINED EY SYSTEM PUr.P 'LEAW LA6 SWITCH
Sw-1 WILL SHUT OFF.
As WATER V .LOC..ITV ACROSS FLOW 'WITCH 11 (FS-1) DROPS TO A FLOW RATE of 25 GPM, THE SYSTEM LAG ►IM
(EITHER P-2 OR P•3) WILL RESTART.
THE sY07[M LEAD PUMP DETERMINm SY THE SYSTEM 'LEAD/LAS' SWITCH SW-1 WILL RUN CONTINLIOUSLY 'WE LRO
PUMP w4a CYCLE 7M,ft OVI... F : FLA• R Z	 AT'EZ %w DELAY 70 - 1 HAS CYCLED.
EACH AIR HANDLING UNIT HAS A 'LOW LIMIT STAY' I £L-1 ACROSS EACH NFATINC. COIL, WHICH WILL SHUT OFF THE
UNIT FAN - TnPPING AIR FLOW ACROSS THE COIL WWEN TM LOW LIMIT $TAT TSL-1 SENSES A TEMPERATUPE AT
no BELOW 37^ F.
TIVERATL•TT S-MII, VD READOUT
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